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W.Va. student to serve
on UK governing board
Herald-Leader slatt report

Scott Crosbie might have
been a West Virginian before
enrolling at the University of
Kentucky three years ago. But
UK trustees yesterday said Crosbie was enough of a Kentuckian
to serve with them.
After UK students elected
Crosbie president of the student
government in March. a second
vote was tentatively scheduled
to select a student to serve on
UK's 20-member governing
board.
The board position automatically goes to in-state student
government presidents as long
as they are full-time students.
But state law says the student trustee must pennanently

reside in Kentucky.
Crosbie and his lawyers Ed
Dove and Dean Langdon contended that be does reside in
Kentucky. Although he lived in
Huntington before coming to
UK, Crosbie has obtained a Kentucky driver's license, registered
to vote in Kentucky and plans to
stay in the state for the foreseeable future.
Yesterday, the board of trustees declared that Crosbie was a
resident and eligible to serve as
a UK trustee.
His term begins in July.
The action does not, however, entitle Crosbie to cheaper instate tuition rates. Tuition rules
are stricter than the standards
for legal residency, UK officials
said
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Centre; KSU are summer sites
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER LEXINGTON k. v TUESD~Y ~DAI_ '0 '•0

Herald-Leader statt report

More than 700 high school juniors were named
yesterday to the 1991 Governor's Scholars Program for
outstanding Kentucky students.
The students will spend five weeks living on a college
campus this summer studying their choice of 16 subjects.
They also will attend seminars and go on field trips.
Half of the 718 scholars, representing 118 of the state's
120 counties, will be at Kentucky State University in
Frankfort from June 15 to July 20. The other half will be at
Centre College in Danville from June 23 to July 'n. This is
the first year the program has been at Kentuck-y State.
Students were selected on the basis of test scores,
academic records, essays and leadership abilities. A
statewide committee composed of education professionals
judged the nominations.
In the annual program, students will "major" and
"minor'' in subjects in an unstructured environment.
Classes will be taught by college professors and high
school teachers.
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State colleges receive computer grants
Two private colleges 1~ Kenrucky rece1,·ed grants }'t'$terda~ r, r
computer systems that will let them connect with a network l ;'
computers and expand their educational program-.
Campbellsville College and Cumberland College will each l(e· , 1
S90,000 comput~r lal?<>ratory_. said Jo-Ann Greene. district rnar.al!e:for AT&~s U01v_ers1ty Equipment Donation Program.
. Wheelmg Jesuit College in West \'irginia and Lees-\lcRae College
m North Carolina also received computer lab . Each lab is made 10
of 18 computers.
·
_The four Appal~chia_n colleges are pan of a 38-school consornun
assisted by the University of Kentuckv.
The comput~r ne~ork lets the coileges communicate With (
~n.other and with . UK and expand courses. ,~eluding computr
~1~nces, mathematics and English. The consortium is ad,·i~
l;K s Faculty Scholars Program. a part of the Ll\ Graduate S<:hl•1
office of research and graduate ~tud1e..

1991

Berea College elects new trustees
BEREA, Ky. - Trustees of Berea College elected three new
board members Saturday. They are John Alden Auxier of Lenoir
City, Tenn.; Jack W Buchanan of Winchester, Ky.; and Charles
W. Seabury II of Agoura Hills, Calif.
Auxier, is a Painstville native and a 1951 Berea graduate. He is
corporate manager of nuclear sciences at IT Corp. in Knoxville.
Buchanan is president of the Sphar Seed Co. and previously
served on the Berea board as an alumni-elected trustee. He is a
1948 Berea graduate. Seabury is a Cornell University graduate
and a physicist with RockweU lntemational. He is the third member of his family to be a Berea trustee.
Also Saturday, Alberta Allen of Glenview, whose term on the
board is ending, was elected honorary trustee.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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DeVoe and;
Morris out·-of job bun~~
atMSU
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer
Don Devoe ancl Craig Morris
have withdrawn their names from
consideration for the Morehead
State University basketball coaching job, apparently leaving three assistant coaches as candidates while
the search will begin again.
"I had the opportunity to visit
(Morehead) in regards to the position and it was handled in a very
forthright manner," said Devoe, the
fonner Tennessee and Florida boss,
yesterday from his home. "It just
didn't appear we were headed in the
same direction."
·
DeVoe refused to discuss sticking
points in his interview for the job,
which came open when Tommy
Gaither resigned March 31 after
compiling a four-year record of 5264.
"I am still trying to return to the
profession," said DeVoe, who spent
II years at Tennessee, then a turbulent 1989-90 season at Florida. "But
there are a lot of candidates out
there and not many jobs. It's not
easy."
Morris, a Murray State aide, has
also pulled out, and Morehead athletics director Steve Hamilton said
that yesterday afternoon the committee d_ecided to begin looking
again.
.
"There's been a lot of speculation
and more leaks than the Holland
dam," he said. "I have a tendency to
get foot-in-mouth disease, so I've
become like the little Dutch boy try•
ing to stick his finger in it, so I
won't reveal any other names. But
we have decided to extend the
search, whatever that means.''
Late last week the committee reportedly had narrowed its list of
candidates to five. Reportedly still
under consideration are Morehead
assistant Allan Hatcher, fonner
Gaither aide Jeff Burkhamer and
Northwestern aide Tim Carter.
Hatcher had a 262-72 record in
six seasons as head. coach at Williamson CN.Va.) High School and
six seasons at Marshall County
High in Benton, Ky.
Burkhamer worked for Gaither at
Baptist College in Charleston, S.C.,
and had a top-20 junior college
team the past two seasons at North
Greenville, S.C.
Carter; a former assistant under
-ex-Kentucky aide Leonard HamiTtnn
at Oklahoma State, has been at
Northwestern one season.
How long will the search go on?
"At the rate things are going,
we'll have someone by Dec. I,"
Hamilton said. ''We were the first to
open and might be the last to close.
Actually, we hope to erid it by late
May."

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
Tuesday, April 30, 1991
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
Monday, April 29, i991
DeVoe withdraws

as MSU applicant

MOREHEAD - Don
Devoe has apparently
withdrawn his name as a
candidate for the Morehead
State University· basketball
job, according to a radio
report.
WMKY radio said this
morning that Devoe, a
former coach at Tennessee
and Florida, was no longer
interested. The station had
said Monday the list had
been whittled to DeVoe,
former MSU assistant Jeff
Berkhamer and former
assistant Craig Morris.
However, Morris has
withdrawn his name.
Current assistant coach
Allan Hatcher and
Northwestern assistant Tim
Carter are other candidates
being considered.
MSU sports information
director Randy Stacy could
not confirm any report.

Morehead down
to final- three
MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University's search
for a new basketball coach
is apparently down to
former Tennessee Coach
Don·DeVoe, current
assistant coach Allan
Hatcher and former
assistant coach Jeff
Burkhamer, according to a
radio report.
WMKY radio in
Morehead reported this
morning that the names of
DeVoe, Burkhamer and
Hatcher were submitted to
the president.
Devoe, a native of
Wilmington, Ohio, had a
204-137 record in 11 seasons
at Tennessee. Burkhamer
was a former assistant
coach for MSU under
ex-head coach Tommy
Gaither.
A coach is expected to be
named this week.
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27% of new college players
failed standards, survey says
WASHINGTON (AP) - About 27 percent of the
football and basketball players admitted to NCAA
Division I-A schools in the fall of 1989 did not meet
regular academic standards, a survey showed yesterday.
A survey by The Chronicle of Higher Education
said the athletes were characterized as "special
authority admission." Nearly 18 percent of all athletes
admitted in 1989 were characterized as "special
admits.''

In comparison, 4 percent of all the 1989 freshmen
at those colleges were in that category, The Chronicle
said.
The NCAA defines special-authority admissions as
students who are accepted even though they failed to
meet the college's regular standards, said the trade
publication, which received information from 98 of the
106 members of Division 1-A, the NCAA's top
competitive level for football.
According to the survey, 10 institutiohs granted
"special authority admission" to more than 70 percent
of their football players and seven other schools
granted it to more than 60 percent. Houston had the
highest special admission percentage with 93.8 percent
of its football and basketball players.
The University of Washington granted special
admission to 82.4 percent of its football and basketball
players, followed by 82 percent at Clemson University_
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Morehead continues.~:·search;
for men's basketbalr coach·
....

Associated Press

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State has extended its search for a
men's head basketball coach, the
school announced yesterday,_ following a decision by two contenders to withdraw from consideration.
"We hope to be able to add
some more experienced applicants
to our pooi" Athletics Director
~teve Hamilton ~d in a releas_e.
Th~ already m_ the ~.~h will
remam under cons1?eration.
.
, ~e new deadhne for apphcations IS May 15.
Pulling out of contention for the
job,were former University of Tennessee basketball coach Don, Devoe
··

,· ., •• 1:,,- •

and Murray State assistant'~ch·
Craig Morris.
·
Late last week a
co1ii~1ft;
tee had narrowed its list of cimdidates to five, including.DeVoe and
Morris. Still believed tli~be-iliideri
consideration are Moreli~d' assistant Allan Hatcher, former' Gaitlier'
aideJeffBurkhamer-andNorthwest-'l
em· aide Tiin Qir!er.
-~
"I had the oppoittfujtif to':visit;l
~orehea<!) in
. f:!.o!umd 1t was ~-mfa.·very. !
forthright
DeVoe safdTu~ay i!1 Knoxville, Tenn., wlierl
. he still hves after coaching the
· Volunteers for 11 seasons. ''It just.
didn't appear we were headed irt·the:,
same direction," ,

search

I

.,

,, "

' .

-

.. , .•

--Devoe refused to discuss sticking points in his 'interview for the
job..
Morehead State, a member of
the Ohio Valley Conference, is seeking· a replacement .for,-.Tommy
Gaither, who resigned;· March 31
after compiling a four-year record.
of 52-64.
.
DeVoe won 204 games at Tennessee before being forced out after
the; yoJs w~t,!9-9 and received an
NCNA Tournament berth after the
1988-89 ~ He was interim
Cllach at Fli>~c:1.J;in 1989-90, and sat
out of coacliliig;Jast season.
''I3!11:~ j:rying to return·to the
prof~on,'.' De~oe said "But there
are a lo\.of candidates out there and
~ct.many jobs. It's not easy:: •.

~tlft:!fJl!>Si: .

manner;"
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Faculty members, lees College settle suit,
JACKSON - Faculty meiµbers of Lees College reached. an_
agreement .jn,CQU1't,-Wedne5!1ai that coul4· end a, co!!II'9~· ptat;;
result~,in~a !ji~t;iit:'a~insf (\ie:~~l? ,,
{l!:.. .' ,;~ •· · , : . ;;i,
. Nme faculty members at the Breatlutt County!nuuor c;ollege filecl;suit last month claiming school President Willi@.!':i~dshaw hadj
. lated · scliool
· 1·!CY-•• r: •. »::••·-, _; ·, ~. , : · .)/;•.:
~-,~ ·1''":- -·~.,,,:,,
vto
_. -:i:~o
- _.'"'
r;;
The suit siiid'Bradshaw had offered the faclJJty' mem~~am
invalid contract and threatened to fire aiiyotie at !Mend iiftlie scliool~
year who did not sign it by Wednesilay, Similiii-- allegations:~i
surface<! in February! regard!ng Bradshaw!s-all~_j1rb\~·~~U
to termmate empoyeesl••.;; • _.,-,(!.;~J~~:,n . -.~., ."}1
A hearing was scheduled Wednesday in Breatlmt•Circult CiiuitJ
on the faculty members' request for an order baniiig Briulshaw from~
taking action against them. But Michael Stidham;, attorney fodhtfi'.
college,: said .both sides eritp-ed into an agreed order tlaj made,thec.injunction:.~~·--; t_ ••.
• _
~: : ~:·::;
_ ·.-·- '-.~:";
''I think both-parties-are satisfied;" he said '.' ,._•f.(,,:. ; .·. ·;,,
, · The plaintiffs and their at\orney were not immediately available:;:,
for comment Bradshaw also could not be reached for comment
The Presbyterian-affiliated school has 300 students, and 28 full)'
time and six part-time faculty members.
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WkU ·dormitory suffers minor fire
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Sevell!I hundred Western Kentucey
University students were evacuated from a dormitory yesterday
when a fire erupted in a garbage chute.
:
The Bowling Green Fire Department was called to Hugh Poland
Hall around 12:31h.m. CM-yesterday, Capt Don Yates said. .
There' •were no injuries, and the- fire did little damage. But
smoke filled tlie-nine:.story dormitory, and firefighters blew ajr
into the'building ,to get the smoke out. · ·
The cause of the blaze has not been deterinlned.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Former resident Billy Clarlt&-1
tO speak at ACC ceremony
~0

/y,l,,

By ROGER ALFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Novelist Billy
C. Clark, a Catlettsburg native
now living in Virginia, will be
the speaker as Ashland Community College awards associate degrees to 255 students at
2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Clark, writer in residence at
Longwood College in Farmville, Va. , worked for the
University of Kentucky for 18
years. His works include "The
Champion of Sourwood
Mountain" and "A Long Row
to Hoe."
His writings appear in some
high school and college litera·
ture books.
At the commencement, Judy
Thomas, president of the Ashland Oil Foundation, will be

presented the school's Distinguished Alumnus Award. She
is being honored for her contribution to education. corporate philanthropy ar ~~ tr~
preservation and promotion of
Kentucky's literary herita~e,
said ACC spokeswoman Gayle
Fritz.
Thomas oversees the Ash1and Oil Foundation's activities, including directing
grants to colleges and universities and various other
educational and cultural programs.
Thomas attended the Ashland Center of the University
of Kentucky, the predecessor .
of ·.t¥hland Community~ 1lege, from 1961 to 1963. She is .
a graduate of Marshall University.
·

·c

She serves on the board of
the Kentucky Governor's
Scholars Program, the Kentucky Educational Foundatior., United Way of Kentucky,
Ole Kentucky Independent
College Fund and Leadership
Tri State.
She is chairwoman of the
Jesse Stuart Foundation,
president of the Boyd County
United Way and a director of
First Federal Savings & Loan
Association.
The college will also honor
the outstanding male and female graduate - awards that
are given to top students for
academic 'achievement. poise
and personality and service to
the community and_ the college.,
Faculty and staff choose
those two honorees.

<$'&
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Bellannine College buys collection
of 1,200 books, many about Kentucky
By Bll1. WOLFE

Religi. W ·t
on n er

For what it considers the bargainbasement price of $15,000, Bellarmine College has acquired more
than 1,200 books collected by the
late Monsignor Felix Pitt, executive.,..,...._..., of the Catholic School
..............,
f LouisBoard of the Archdiocese o
ville for 42 years.
.
The collection includes books by
Kentucky authors and about Catho~d
autographs of their authors. Bellarmine President Joseph J,•McGowan
Jr. said its acquisition is "a major
enhancement of ·a serious and excellent collection of Catholic history
in the Kentucky area."
The collection, which will eventu-

~e~~

~~ i:!

~==a~~~~~~~:

· nal
Other books in tbe coUectJon may
personal and P";'fe&SlO
corre- not be as valuable, but securing
spondence from Pitt.
.1.
~....t _,_..,..,.. , a
Bellarmine accounting instructor , wem all In a "'"&'e ,Y"M,-;--"' 15
Tun Swenson, who also pushed for lucky stroke, Hall: said: It takE:5 a
'the purchase said the books could long time to build a collection.
have brought' In as much as $25,000 Sometimes, eve~t finifdyothue hbooavekst?,e
if sold individually.
.
money. you ~
. ·
To
t al which will be
. Peterworth said the Ursuline Sise ma en , .
th U u
ters were more interested in keep- housed at Bellai:m,me as e rs~
ing the collection together.
line-Pitt Collection, may not .
Hall said the most valuable book available to students or th~ p~bli~
in the collection is probably a
for seve~ years. Bellarmine s liFrench-language copy of ''The Dis- brary, ~lli:lt to ho~ 60,~ volcovery, Settlement and Present umes, 15 Jammed ~th ~ce th~t
State of Kentucke" by John Fllson,
number, sai~ Mai:cimta Brett, technipublished in Paris in 1785. Fllson is
cal service libranan.
d
generally considered Kentucky's
. The ~ l h°1s5gt~reak ~~
first biographer.
next year ' or a
on
Dorothy Rush, librarian for the
with room for 250,000 volum~.
Ft.lson Club said she bas seea
McGowan said be hopes to have it
copies of th~ book for sale for as
completed in two to three years.
much as $3,250.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1991

ters of Louisville, to whom Pitt left
the books after bis death in 1971.
Sister Janet PeteIWorth, a member of the order's religious council,
said the council decided to put the
collection up for sale late last year,
with hopes it would "be used by
somebody in a library setting."
Wade Hall, an English professor
at Bellarmine, urged the school to
buy the collection. He said Wednesday it includes a wealth of material
on Catholic hJstory aqd a number of
county history books. It features
.
works by Kentudly authors such as -A service of the Office of
Jesse Stuart, 250 pampbletl, assorted ~lications. newspapers and

Colle9e; facultyreach agreemenf
JACKSON, Ky. - Faculty members of Lees College reached an
agreement in court Wednesday that could end a controversy that
resulted in a lawsuit against the school.
Nine faculty members at the Breathitt County junior college
filed suit last month claiming school President William Bradshaw
had offered them an invalid contract and threatened to fire anyone wbo did not sign it by Wednesday.
A hearing was scheduled Wednesday in Breathitt Circuit Court
on the faculty members' request for an order barring Bradshaw
from taking action against them. But Michael Stidham, attorney
for the coll~e, said both sides entered into an agreed order that
made the in.Junction unneceswy.
The plaintiffs. their lawyer and Bradshaw Win-not available for
comment on the agreement.
,
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Public forums
set in search
for MSU chief

UPO BOX 11 00 •

Forum on MSU
post to be May 9

Herald-Leader statt report

Morehead State University's
presidential search committee will
hold the first of six public forums
Thursday to gather views on qualities sought in the next president.
The committee and Alumni Association have scheduled other fo.
rums: May 13 at Hazard Community College; May 16 at Ashland
Community College; May 20 at
Prestonsburg Holiday Inn; May 21
at Maysville Community College; ,
May 23 at Montgomery County
High School in Mount Sterling.
The first forum in Morehead
will be from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn. The committee will
meet at 3 p.m. The meeting is open
to the public.
The panel has set an Oct. 4
deadline for applications and nominations. It pla ns to submit the
names of six candidates to the
&a.rd of Regents in December.

:v!ORE HEAD - T he
committee looking for a
ne w president for Morehead
S tate Univer sity h as
sched uled the first of six
public forums for May 9 in
Moreh ead to get input from
area res iden ts.
The session will be at the
Morehead Holiday Inn from
4:30 to 6 p.m .
The remaining forums
will be at Haza.rd
Community College on May
13, Ashla nd Community
College on May 16, the
Prestonsburg Holiday Inn
on May 20, Maysville
Community College on May
21. a nd a t Montgomery
County High School in Mt.
Sterling on May 23,
according to th e univer s ity.
MSU President C. Nelson
Grote plan s to retire Jun e
30, 1992.

People atte nding the ·
foru ms ma y present the ir
views on the selection of a
new president e ithe r
ver bally or in writing.

In March, the boa.rd is expected
to select a successor to President
Nelson Grote, who plans to retire in
June 1992.

ness a nd education leaders
h a ve been chosen t o serve on
a n a d viso r y commi ttee for
Mor ehea d Sta te Un iversity's
As h land E x te nded Camp u
Center.
The comm ittee will assist
the center director in assessing the a rea's educational
needs, be involved in fund.ra ising activit ies and ad,·ise
in the development of cooperative programs throu gh the
Extended Campus Cen ter with
Ashla nd Community College.
Dr. Robert L. Good paster . director of MSU"s Ashland Extende d Campu s Center . will
s e r ve a s secr etar y o f the
committee.
Committee m em bers include
Jerry Porter. personnel relation s supervis or for Armco
Steel Co., ch airma n; Howard
Moore, r egional d irector of
As hland State Voca t ion a l
Tech nical Sch ool. vice chairman; Dr. Curt Foutch . supe r i n t e n den t o f A s hl and
schools; Dan Lacy, vice preside n t for corpor ate com m un ications , As h la nd Oil Inc.:
Barbara Walters , associa te
professor at ACC: a nd Loretta
Di xon , rsu student from
Rush.
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DEBATE FOCUSES ON ACCESS BY MINORITIES

U of L's urban mission proves difficult
to define
By ROBIN EPSTEIN, Staff Writer

When University of Louisville President Donald Swain
proposed last month that the College of Urban and Public Affairs be eliminated, opponents said he was retreating from the school's urban mission.
When the College of Arts and Sciences raised its admission standards last month, opponents said it ran
counter to the school's urban mission.
And the school's decision to play in the Fiesta Bowl
football game in January also prompted an outcry about
U of L's urban mission.
So, what is the university's urban mission??
_::It's kin~of like pornography," said U of L geography
Professor Bill Dakan. "I can't define it, but I know it
when I see it."
He's_not _alone in his uncertainty. Recent changes at
the uruvers1ty have sparked debate about the urban mission and attempts to define it.
The central question seems to be whether it means the
university must be widely accessible to the community
- especially minorities.

In more than a dozen interviews, faculty members,
trustees, staff, administrators and others offered the following examples of what the "urban mission" entails:
■ Recruiting faculty with interests in urban affairs,
fostering research on urban problems and offering
courses on urban issues.
■ Developmg data that. can help economic development and supplying a work force for the metropolitan
area.
■ Giving students a chance to partake in the city's arts
offerings.
■ Diversifying the university, moving it away from
elitism and toward inclusion.
When told a reporter wanted to define U of L's urban
mission, Louisville Alderman Paul Bather said, ''Somebody better."
And longtime history Professor Leonard Curry started
laughing. "Welcome to the club,"
he. said.
"'There's a wide variety of interpretations on it," said U of L
spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick:.
"It's not a real simple concept."
Swain declined to comment for
this story, but Fitzpatrick said he
thinks his views on urban mission

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

have been expressed, among other
places, in his plan for restructuring
the university.
·in that plan, however, under the
heading "Continue U of L's Highly
Visible Commitment to the Urban
Mission," Swain said only that a
new Interdisciplinary Institute for
Urban and Public Affairs would be
cr~ated.
:It is possible that confusion over
urban mission also arises in part
frpm-the vague phrasing of a statementthat has been printed in U of
L'& strategic plans for 1986-1991 and
1990-1995.
it says the urban mission "implies
a commitment to those functions
values traditionally associated
with major universities and to expr~ssing these commitments in !11·
structional, research and service
modes that focus on the needs· of
tlie Louisville metropolitan area and
of:urban communities everywhere."
;;.though some university officials
say U of L's urban mission began
lnilg before it joined the state system in 1970, the phrase came into
use during 1977 discussions at the
state level of U of L's role in the
university system. That's when the
state Council on Higher Education
gave U of L that role to distinguish
it from the University of Kentucky,
which has a statewide mission, and
from the regional universities,
which focus on undergraduate education, said Gary Cox, the council's
executive director.
In giving U of L an urban mission,
the council said that because of its
location, U of L needed to provide
graduate and professional education
iit areas such as medicine, law, dentistry and urban affairs, Cox said.
However, the U of L mission
statement on record with the council has no definition of the "urban

aoo

mission."
That's a very different urban mission from the one described by people as diverse as Denny Crum and
Shelby Lanie_r.
Crum, coach of the men's basketball team, said the mission "absolutely includes a commitment to minority students." He said U of L has
"an obligation to provide education
to high-risk students and to students that for one reason or another
have been educationally deprived in
the past."
Lanier, head of the local chapter
of the NAACP, said the mission
surely should include programs
"specificaJJy targeted at improving
the conditions of African-American
people."
Woodfo.rd Porter Sr., chairman of
the board of trustees, who fears that
the university is moving away from
its urban mission, said it goes beyond minorities. He argued for the
urban mission before the council in
1976 and 1977.
"Race wasn't on my mind," he
said. "It wasn't just a thing of offering an opportunity to the black
community, but to all the people in
this community ••• which includes
black folks.''
But Michael Harrald, a U of L
trustee who served on the council
from 1982 to 1990, said the council

never equated "urban" with "access.,,

"Many people erroneously believe
that urban means poor," Harreld
said and there are "many for whom
urbi:n is synonymous with black access. • • . I'm constantly amazed at
the ambiguity about it."
Harreld said Jefferson Community College - with its ?Pen admission policy and low tuition - provides access for people who for academic or economic reasons are not
prepared for four-year college work.
In "informal conversations;• the
council has talked about the need to
assure that "as the University of
Louisville changes its thrust, we are
certain we continue to serve all students," Cox said. "I think_ th~re ~re
a number of ways for an mst1tution
to carry out its mission. A mission is
a basic document and it has flexibility."
State Sen. Gerald ·Neal said the
existence of JCC should· "not be a
basis for releasing U of L from its
obligation to individuals who want
U of L to be their initial contact with
the higher-education system."
Some members of the university
community who agree that providing access is part of the urban ~sion reject the notion that U of L IS
becoming elitist.
"We certainly are a long way
from that," trustee Gene Gardner
said.
Ed Laster, chairman of the staff
senate and a trustee, said limited resources may restrict what U of L
can offer, but that doesn't mean acGess is being denied. "The-university is going to have to work real hard
to reassure the community that it's
not limiting access for non-traditional and minority students."
Nea! said he is considering establishing a panel of experts to look
into the changes proposed at U of L.
"What I'm concerned about is that a
significant portion of this community may get once again the butt end
of the stick."
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Bellarmine buying
historical works
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE Bellarmine
College officials consider $15,000 a
small price to pay for 1,200 volumes
that chronicle the history of Catholicism in Kentucky.
The works were collected by the
late Monsignor Felix Pitt, executive
secretary of the Catholic School
Board of the Archdiocese of Louisville for 42 years.
The acquisition is "a major
enhancement of a serious and excellent collection of Catholic history in
the Kentucky area," Bellarmine
President Joseph J. McGowan Jr.
said.
The collection was acquired
from the Ursuline Sisters of Louisville, to whom Pitt left the books
after his death in 1971. Besides
books, the collection includes 250
pamphlets, assorted publications,
newspapers, and personal and professional correspondence from Pitt.
Bellannine accounting instructor Tim Swenson said the books
could have brought in as much as
q;:9i:;
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Murray State allo~
7% more for pay
Associated Press

MURRAY - Murray State University's Board of Regents yesterday approved a $70.5 million budget for 1991-92 which includes 7
percent more funding for faculty
and staff salaries.
Seventy-five percent of the money in the campus-wide salary pool
will go for satisfactory job performances, while 25 percent will be
earmarked for merit raises, according to a university news release.
The budget also includes funding to upgrade the salaries of some
of the lowest-paid staff.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY.,
SATURDAY, MAY 4. 1991

_.__Le_e_s students
say police tried
to delay rally
Southeastern Kentucky bureau

JACKSON - Jackson police
tried to dissuade a group of more
than 20 Lees College students from
marching through town yesterday
in support of the college's faculty,
several students said.
The students said three Jackson
police officers arrived on campus
about noon and asked them to
postpone the demonstration until
next week. The polir.e cited the
heavy crowds in town at the beginning of the month when people
come in to cash government checks,
the students said.
Students said they did not want
to wait until next week, when final
exams end and many will be leaving campus.
After about 15 minutes of talking with police, many of the students dispersed. 'fhe dozen _remaining then walked quietly through
town, said Lisa Hayes, a sophomore.
Hayes and Hoskins said police
did not try to intimidate the students.
Chief George T. Lee of the
Jackson police denied that officers
tried to persuade the students not to
protest. He said his office had
received a call that a demonstration
was about to occur and that officers
had merely gone to the scene to
keep order.
The students were showing
support for faculty members, including those who filed suit against
the college last month in Breathitt
Circuit Court, claiming breach of
contract. The eight faculty members say that college President William Bradshaw offered them contracts for the coming year filled
with grounds for their firing.
J. Phil Smith, chairman of Lees'
Board of Trustees, has said the
contracts are valid and has denied
that there is any attempt_ to get rid
of faculty.
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Some say
Berea bill
policy unfair
to students
By Leon Stalford
Central Kentucky bureau

BEREA - Berea College's decision to crack down
on payment of bills has left some students worried
about wh~ther they will be back next year.
"The tradition of the college is the people who go
here are the ones who don't have a lot of money. With
a policy like this, they are saying that the bottom line
dictates policy," said Randy Jon!s, a junior from
Murphy, N.C.
"That gets away from the purpose of the college,
· which is to educate people who cannot otherwise
afford college educations," he said.
This week, the non-denominational college of
about 1,500 sent letters to students informing them
that beginning this fall, all term bills - the students'
costs for room, board and other fees - will be due
before or at the start of the school year.
Gail Wolford, vice president for labor and student
life, said students had taken advantage of the college's
leniency toward payment, putting many_ students in
financial binds and causing the school to absorb
$55,000 of debt last year.
"The result has been, over the years, students
. always defer their term bills as a matter of course,"
Wolford said.
The change will force some students to either find
a way to raise the money or drop out, some students
said.
Students will meet with the administration, faculty
and school personnel Thursday to discuss the issue.
Berea College students are admitted on a need
basis. The college estimates it will cost about $9,600 to
educate each student next year. All but the $2,634 term
bill is paid by the college through endowments,
private grants and scholarships and by students
through a work-study program.
Other financial aid helps lower the term bill. The
amount students must pay is determined by financial

aid and individual circumstances.
Wolford said that safeguards
existed for students unable to pay
the full amount up front.
Those students may, with written permission, pay one-third of .the
cost the day of registration, Wolford said. The remaining amount is
due in two installments during the
next 60 days.
"The policy has always been
that payment of a term bill is due at
or before the term," she said. "We
had drifted away from that The
intention here is to return to the ...
policy."
Charles Schindler, associate
dean of labor and financial aid,
agreed.
"Some of them got pretty outrageous," Schindler said of requests
for deferments. "Some students
came up with strange things."
The college will work with
those students who cannot pay
their term bills either up front or in
installments, he said.
The policy is not meant to hurt
students but to make them more
responsible and to help them avoid
graduating with large debts,
Schindler said.
"I think we'll start out with a
substantial amount of exceptions,
but it will be less than we have
now," he said.
But Jeffrey Burks, a freshman
from Louisville, said he was not so
sure.
Most students can't afford necessities like soap and laundry detergent, he said.
"There are students who are
walking around on - this campus
who are scraping to get a pair of
new shoes when their old ones wear
out," he said. "Not everyone even
has that luxury."
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J,Jnion graduates hear speaker from MIT
s BARBOURVILLE - The ability and willingness to learn are the
to a successful career, the director of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Center for Cancer Research told graduates
yesterday at his former school, Union College.
In· the future "we will have 70-year-old people with a physical
lifestyle of current 30-year-olds," Dr. Phillip A. Sharp, one of the
fuuntry's leading genetic researchers, told the 183 graduates. "To live
in such a world, you will have to continue to learn."
: Sharp, a Falmouth native and 1966 graduate of Union, has been
~ested by his colleagues for a Nobel Prize for his work with
:genetic research and molecula! biology.

keys
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.Western Kentucky holds commencemen
BOWLING GREEN Western Kentucky University held it
commencement exercises yesterday, with about half of the univers
,ty's 3,000 graduates for 1991 participating.
President Thomas C. Meredith gave the graduates three rules t,
follow: "Always see farther than you can see by dreaming for th
future; always give more than is expected of you; and be humane an,
caring to your fellow man.
''By following these three rules, what a wonderful world you wil
create," he said.
- The· ceremony also recognized the school's top scholars:
• Potter College of Arts, Humanities and Social Science - Jo Ell:
Haynes Goad, of Portland, Tenn., corporate and organizationa
communication.
• College of Business Administration - April Dorris, of Or!ind,
Tenn., management; and Jahnna Rearden, of Whitesville, accountin~
, • College of Education and Behavioral Science - Julie Flemin~
9f Huntsville, psychology; and Lydia Jane Jaggers, of Bowling Greer
elementary education.
: • Ogden College of Science, Technology and Health - Sea,
Timothy Willgruber, of Bowling Green, chemistry and biology.
Dorris, Rearden, Fleming and Jaggers also shared the Ogde,
Trustees' Award for the highest undergraduate grade point averag,
for the class of 1991.
University Awards were given to three faculty members: Di
Jimmie 0. Price (health and safety department) for teaching, Dr. Wei
Ping Pan (chemistry department) for research and creativity and Di
Julia Roberts (teacher education department) for public service.
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Union College to honor Sharp, Guth
BARBOURVILLE - Dr. Phillip Sharp, a 1966 graduate of- Union
College and a leading can~er !esearch specialist, and the Rev. Donald
Guth, the Lexington D1stnct Supenntendent . for t~e Kentucky
Conference of the United Methodist 'Church, will receive honorary
doctorates from Union College during the 112th commencement
exercises at 10 a.m. today in Union.
Sharp will receive the honorary doctor of huma!'~ letters degree,
while Guth will be presented with a doctor of dlVlmty degree.
Sharp, a native of Northern Kentucky a,:id a researcher with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will also be the featured
speaker at the graduation ceremony. He earned his undergraduate
degree from Union in 1966.
.
Sharp has remained active in Union events. He was _chamnan of
the 1987-88 Annual Fund Drive and was the 1988 rec1p1ent of the
Distinguished Alumni Award.
Guth came to Kentucky from Flemington, N,J., and embarked on
his religious education at Asbury. College. He earned hi~ bachelor's
degree from Lexington Theological Semmary m 1961. He has
continued to serve on various councils and groups to help promote
high religious ideals. He also serves on the boar_d of d_irectors for
Good Samaritan Hospital and Nathamel M1ss10n m Lexmgton.
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·UK queen hopes public opinion
will change ru_les for: pageant~
•

By Tliomas Tolllver
Herald-Leader staff writer

This year's University of Kentucky homecoming queen, Maria
Moore, who says she has been
barred from two pageants because
~e is 28, divorced and a mother,
said yesterday she hoped public
pressure would force pageant organizers to relax their eligibility rules.
Moore, a student at Lexington
Community College, called a news
conference yesterday on the LCC
campus to vent her frustrations that
some pageants that ordinarily
would be open to UK's homecoming
queen were not open to her because
of her age and family status.
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Moore said pageant guidelines
made her ineligible to participate in
the Kentucky Mountain Laurel Festival and a pageant in Louisville
that is associated with the Kentucky Derby.
Standing before television cameras and reporters with her attorney, Moore said that while a lawAn education major, Orme was
the undergraduate representative
on the College of Education's proHerald-Leader staff report
With the nation's recession linfaculty committee. She also
The three recipients of the Uni- gram
gering, job-hunting graduates will
was
one
of
the
original
tutors
for
versity of Kentucky's 1991 Sullivan
have to be more flexible than in
Medallions are a Lexington man Kentucky Educational Television's
previous years, job placement exdistance-learning
course
for
remote
who wants to work with young
perts said,
people, a Maysville woman who schools.
"There are jobs available here,
Orme loves teaching, her nomiwas "born to teach," and the 90but you're not
year-old former president of Padu- nator for the award noted.
going to come
cah Junior College.
Matheson was named president
out
making
The Sullivan Medallions, UK's of the newly founded Paducah Jun$30,000 a year,"
highest honors, were presented at ior College in 1936, when it had six
said Lisa Freeyesterday's commencement pro- faculty members (including himself)
man, vice presigram at Memorial Coliseum. They and 26 students. In addition to
dent of the Lexington region of
were presented to the outstanding teaching, he raised funds to support
Robert Half International Inc., a
man and woman of the 1991 gradu- the college, which reached an enrollplacement service. •
ating class and to a citizen whose ment of 1,400 in his last year as
Graduates in most fields should
association with the university has president in 1968.
expect to make $18,000 to $20,000 a
exemplified high ideals.
year, she said.
Matheson said the Sullivan MeDaryle L. Cobb of Lexington dallion was the most prestigious
"Some students aren't finding
and Cheri Lyrm Orme of Maysville award he had ever received.
the job they had hoped for and the
were the student recipients.
lcication they' wanted," said Drusilla
"It has the whole university
Robert "Dean" Matheson, forBaker,
of the University of Kenmer president of Paducah Junio_r system in back of it, and I am an
tucky
Law
School's placement ofCollege - now Paducah Communi- educator," Matheson said.
fice. "It's a matter of being flexible."
ty College - was chosen the win-.
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Cheri Lynn Orme, who graduatner of the citizen award.
ed yesterday with a bachelor's deMONDAY. MAY 6, 1991
Cobb's accomplishments ingree in education, is among ~
clude serving as president of the
who have not yet found a job.
Black Student Union and building
Orme, who earned the Sullivan
that group from just three members
Medallion, UK's highest honor,
to more than 50 in the 1990-91
wants to teach high school math in
academic year. He also has been a
Central or Northern Kentuky.
member of the National Conference
"It seems to be fairly \ight,"
of Christians and Jews, serving as a
Orine said about the job market.
counselor at the organization's sum"I;m keeping my finger,; crossed."
mer camps in Kentucky, North
In journalism, jobs may be waitCarolina and Utah.
ing, but ~fore they become availAfter taking a year off, Cobb
able a few months may have to
said he would likely pursue either a
pass - for the economy to improve.
master's degree in psychology or a
medical degree. He wants to work
Mike Agin, student media adviwith young people, either as a
sor for the Kentucky Kernel, UK's
counselor or educator.
student newspaper, said many
"It's something I really feel
newspapers were content to wait
good about," Cobb said. "There's a
the recession out before adding
need for the country to bond as a
employees.
By Tonja WIit and Bobby King
unit."
"What I see is newspapers holdHerald-Leader staff writers
ing
open slots. If they have a
Cobb is a graduate of Tates
The graduating seniors of 1991
Creek High School.
vacancy, they are kind of holding it
may have college behind th~, but
for a while and see how the market
their toughest test - _finding a
is," Agin said.
dream job - may be difficult for
some to pass.
/Vi0/(..E 7-

Educator,
2 students
receive UK's
highest award

Graduates
face to~gh,
new test:
finding job

Experts say being
flexible is the key

'

suit is not planned, it could not I
ruled out.
"Upon close examination ,
some of the eligibility requiremen1
for participation in these festival
I've determined that some of the,
policies are discriminatory, they'r
irrelevant to any purpose of th
festival and they're ridiculous," a
torney Michael Davidson said.
Davidson said he had spoke
with someone connected with th
Louisville pageant and learned tha
the requirements were that panici
pants be females from Kentucki
never been married, be 18 to 2:
years old and have no children.
Moore, the mother of an 8-year
old son, said she realized her ac
lions would not help her, but tha
future homecoming queens mai
benefit.
"I look forward to seeing somt
changes and I think it'll be a shami
if nothing does happen. But I thin!
something will," said Moore, ar
electrical engineering major.
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·,, For students fresh. out of law
school, high-paying jobs in large
firms are scarce, Baker said. Finns
that base their practices on the teal
estate industry or big business are
suffering, and consequently not hiring.
"Particularly in New York, a lot
of those lawyers and law firms that
were involved in corporate merger
activity - of which there is none
right now c:_ are really suffering,"
Baker said.
With stricter budgets this year,
some companies are also visiting
fewer campuses and hiring fewer
students than before.
"It's definitely a tighter Gob
market), no question about that,"
said .l..av.Tence Crouch, director of
student placemerit services at UK.
"The companies are being more
selective, and they are interviewing
more people for fewer jobs."
For fields like engineering and
computer science, however, the demand is still high. Ashland Petro.leum Company, a subsidiary of
Ashland Oil Inc., said it needed
people, no matter how bad the
economy.
"The economy is not hurting
new hires," said Tom Dalesio,
spokesman for Ashland Oil Inc.
"Whatever happens, you are always
going to need engineers, computer
~ence majors and marketing maJOrs."

In fact, Ashland Petroleum
Company. has increased the number
of campuses visited, as well as the
number of hires during the last
three years, he said.
In 1989 the corporation visited
20 campuses and hired· 79 graduates. This year, representatives
have visited 72 campuses and have
hired 44 students so far. At least 50
more are expected to be hired.
However, the number of employees hired next year can't be
predicted, Dalesio said, because of
the changes in the economy,
One way graduates can get a
foot in the door is through internships. Experience is the best way to
prepare for the job market the
experts said.
'
"They really need to have something to take to a company," Freeman said. "They've just got to be
flexible and get experience while
they are_ in school."
Ernest Graham, who graduated
yesterday,
considered
himself
lucky. Even with a degree in computer science, jobs were hard to
find, he· said,
"It's pretty tough if you don't
have a master's (degree)," he said.
But Graham was recently offered _a job with Island C~"';k Corp.,
a Lexmgton-based coal mmmg company. Graham has worked as an
intern at Island Creek for the last
year.
The lesson?- Get involved in
cooperative programs and internships early in your undergraduate
career, Graham said.

•••

Herald-Leader.staff wn·ter ·rom
Daykin contributed to this article.

Wethington
pledges UK
wHI achieve
•
prominence
By Jamie Lucke
Herald•leader education writer

University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington pledged
yesterday that UK would achieve
national prominence while serving
the people of Kentucky.
As more than 8,000 people
looked on during UK's 124th commencement, UK Board Chairman
Foster Ockerman Sr. placed the UK
presidential
medallion around
Wethington's neck.
The brief'
ceremony formally installed
Wethington, 55,
as UK's 10th
president.
Later,
Wethington presided as UK honored 4,453 degree candidates amid
occasional showers of glittery confetti and champagne sent up by
happy graduates;
. Yesterday, in his first campuswide address as president to such a
large audience, Wethington said:
"My yision .is to see a university
that 1s nallonally recognized for
· excell_ence. - for the quality of its
teachmg, its reasearch, its service
and graduates.
"I strongly believe we can build
UJ?On the quality offered at UK
without sacrificing our commitment
to be accessible to every Kentuckian."
Wethington, a UK graduate has
served as president for almos't 18
months, first on an interim basis
after David Roselle resigned in
December 1989 to become president
of the University of Delaware.
Trustees made Wethington UK's
permanent president in September
Wethington sounded one of hi~
frequent themes, saying UK's components - the medical center, Lexmgton campus and 14 community
~olleges - inust work together to
benefit every Kentuckian."
. "! :ecently concluded that a
umvers1ty president is rather like
one of the elevator operators who
:,vorked in _the Empire State Buildmg whe~ 1t opened 60 years ago.
T_he president operates the mechamsm by which others go up "
Wethington said.
'
"Yet in defiance of the law of
gravity and of social behavior in
public conveyances, the president
must assure that the mechanism

moves unidirectionally, always up."
Wethington listed UK accomplishments made while the graduates were students.
He also listed his goals, including:
.
• Building a "great new li-

brary."
• Involving every UK college in
making education reform work.
• Improving ,opportunities for
minorities and women.
• Improving faculty salaries.
• Using advanced technology.
"We will continue to increase
and enhance UK's reputation as an
institution that takes great pride in
its cultural diversity," Wethington
said, by taking steps to attract more
foreign students.
"Through the development of
the Coldstream research campus (on
Newtown Pike) and other units at
UK, I pledge that we will continue
to be a catalyst for economic development in the state."
Wethington said he hoped UK
would be the first place people and
government turned when trying to
solve Kentucky's problems.
"I pledge to you that the climate
at the University of Kentucky will
be one that demonstrates that we
care about our students and our
employees - as well as the people
of this great commonwealth."
Wethington said it would take
time to realize his vision. "Striving
to be the best is a constant process."
But he said: "Kentucky should
settle for nothi~g less."
Like Roselle, Wethington decided to forgo the expense and trouble
of an inauguration and incorporated
the investiture into another UK
event.
In a break with tradition, no
honorary degrees were awarded
yesterday, making Wallace Wilkinson the first governor in at least 50
years- to leave office without one
from UK. Wethington earlier this
year agreed that UK should study
its policy on honorary degrees for a
second year instead of awarding
any. Wilkinson is unpopular with
many UK professors partly because
they think he influenced Wethington's selection as president.
Ockerman said Wethington was
ready to meet the challenges facing
higher education, including the
fierce competition for funding and
the need to properly balance interests, such as sports, within the
university.
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O'Neill, Peale, Sullivan to talk at graduations
By Sonya Turner
Herald-Leader staff writer

· Retired House Speaker Thomas
p_ "Tip" O'Neill, evangelist Norman
Vincent Peale, and anti-smoking
crusader and Cabinet member Louis
Sullivan will be among the speakers
at Kentucky commencements this
spring_
University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington will speak
this afternoon as UK honors 4,453
graduates at its 124th commencement. The ceremony begins at 1:30
p.m. in Memorial Coliseum.
O'Neill will give the commencement address at St. Catharine College in Springfield at 10 a.m. May
11. The college's president, former
Gov. · Martha Layne Collins, met
O'Neill when she was chairwoman
of the Democratic National Convention in 1984.
Peale will speak at Berea College's baccalaureate service and
Sullivan at the University of Louisville's commencement.
Below is a listing of commencements and speakers.
Asbury College: 9:30 a.m.
June 3 in Hughes Auditorium in
Wilmore; the Rev. Edmund W.
Robb, executive secretary of the Ed
Robb Evangelistic Association.
Berea College: 5 p.m. May 26
at the Hutchins Library Quadrangle
in Berea; Lee Knefelkamp, education professor at Columbia University Teachers College. Peale will
speak at 10:45 a.m. at Phelps Stokes
Chapel.

Campbellsville College: 3
p.m. May 11 at the Campbellsville
Baptist Church; Lt. Gen. Donald W.
Jones, deputy assistant secretary of
defense.

Midway C:ollege: 2 p.m. May
11 at th~ Fan_me H. Graves Amphitheater m Midway· Marcia Sharp
executive director ~f the Women';
College Coalition and co-founder of
a Washington, D.C., public relations
agency.

Centre College: 3 p.m. June 2
at the Norton Center for the Arts in
Danville; Hanna H. Gray, historian
and president of the University of
Chicago.

Morehead State University: _
1:30 p.m. May 18 at the Academic ·
Athletic Center in Morehead; Jeffrey
Dean Newman, a senior from Otway, Ohio, graduating summa cum
laude with a bachelor's degree in
administration.

Cumberland College: 10 a.m.
May 18 at 0. Wayne Rollins Center
in Williamsburg. No speaker scheduled.

. Northern Kentucky University: NKU will hold four ceremomes May 12 at Regents Hall in
Highla!'d Heights, beginning at 1o
a.m. wi(h the College of Professional Studies; noon, College of Law; 2
p.m. College of Arts and Sciences· 4
p.m: College of Business.
'

Eastern Kentucky University: 1:30 p.m. May 11 at Roy Kidd
Stadium and Hanger Field in Richmond; Angela Barron McBride, professor and interim dean of the
Indiana University School of Nursmg.

Pikeville College: 2 p.m. May
12 at the Pikeville College gymnasium; former Gov, Bert T. Combs.

Georgetown College: 10 a.m.
May 11 on Giddings Lawn; Lee
Todd, a Lexington engineer and
entrepreneur.

Thomas More College: 1:30
P-n:1· May 11 at the Connor Convo~tion/ Athletic Center in Crestview
Hills; John J. Curtin Jr., president of
the American Bar Association.

Kentucky State University:
9:30 a.m. May 11 at the Dudgeon
Civic Center in Frankfort; Howard
L. Simmons, executive director of
the Commission on Higher Education of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools in
Philadelphia.

Transylvania University: 2
p.m. May 25 at McAlister Auditorium; !11ary Naples Dunn, president
of Smith College.

Lindsey Wilson College: 10
a.m. CDT May 11 at Biggers Sports
Center in Columbia; Donald 0, Dulude, chairman of Kuhlman Corp. in
Birmingham, Mich.

University of Louisville:
l:1 5 p.m.. May 19 at the Kentucky
State Fair & Exposition Center·
Sullivan, secretary for Health and
Human Services.
. Western Kentucky Univer~•ty: 3 P:m. today at Diddle Arena
m Bowlmg Green, No speaker
scheduled.
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Wethington tells UK graduates
he wants institution of excellence
Associated

Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The president of the University of Kentucky
told graduates yesterday that he
wants an institution "nationally recognized for its excellence."
The university can increase in
quality, yet remain accessible to all
Kentuckians, President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. said.
Wethington, who took office last
year, was the main speaker at the
university's 124th commencement.
"My vision is to see a university
that is nationally recognized for its
excellence, for the quality of its
teaching, its research, its service
and its graduates," Wethington told

an audience of
8,000 in Memorial Coliseum.
"I strongly believe we can
build upon the
quality offered
at UK without
sacrificing our
commitment to
be accessible to
every Kentucki- Wethington
an," he said.

The university conferred 4,453
degrees to May graduates and students who completed degrees last
August and December. The awards
included 2,858 bachelor's degrees,
1,342 graduate degrees and 253 professional degrees.

Wethington presented Algernon
Sydney Sullivan medallions to Cheri
Lynn Orme, an education major
from Maysville, as the outstanding
female graduate; Daryle L. Cobb, a
psychology major from Lexington,
outstanding male graduate; and
Robert "Dean" Matheson, former
president of Paducah Community
College, as outstanding citizen.
The William B. Sturgill Award for·
Outstanding Contributions to
Graduate Education went to Judith
Worrell, professor of. educational
and counseling psychology.
Kimberly A. Ward, an assistant
professor of chemical engineering,
received the Excellence in Undergraduate Education Award.
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Handling the press
tough chore
--

-

MSU grad
busy at
Derby.
By ROCKY STANLEY
- OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

LOUIS'wILLE - Quick.
Name the busiest man in
Derby City the past few
months.
Need a hint? OK, he's a
Morehead State University
graduate.
Another clue, you say? All
right, he's the man behind the
scenes at the Kentucky Derby.
Time's up. Meet Karl F.
Schmitt, Jr., head of corporate
communications at Churchill
Downs.
In simpler terms, Schmitt
oversees media relations for
the track which puts on
America's favorite horse race.
But there's nothing simple
about Schmitt's task.
Just try to get him on the
phone in the weeks leading up
to the Derby. It's nearly impossible, and not because
Schmitt is ducking calls. He
just can't get to all of them.
"Beginning about the first of
April it gets really crazy,"
Schmitt said.
So crazy that one of his assistants does nothing but
coordinate Schmitt's daily
schedule. Another assistant's
sole .responsibility is to answer the boss' phone.
It's no wonder that a couple
of weeks ago Schmitt's wife
and four-year-old son left town
for 10 days to visit relatives.
"They knew they wouldn't
be seeing me," said Schmitt,
who also oversees the track's
community relations department. "I'm very. involved
downtown as well as at the
track."
-The 38-year-old Louisville
native could never be accused
of sitting around the office. Or
anywhere else for that matter.
Derby week finds him on
the Churchill Downs back
stretch every day by sun-up.
That's when trainers work
their horses and the media
hordes converge for interviews. Schmitt seems to be
everywhere at once with a
walkie-talkie in hand.
Of course, Schmitt also supervises the pressbox during·
the spring and fall meets. And
for several days now, his evenings have been committed to
Derby parties and other- social
events.

"I'm on the back stretch by
6:30 and home by midnight,"
he said. "But it's very enjoyable."
Schmitt's office distributed
Kentucky Derby press credentials to more then 1,700
members of the television,
radio and print media.
"There are a great deal of
logistics for the media, things,
like where each newspaper
writer is going to sit and
where the TV cameras and
photographers set up,"
Schmitt said. "There's a lot
more involved than the average person can imagine." .
Schmitt has four fulltime
staff members, but 20 to 25
public relations assistants are
added during the Derby
crunch.
.
One segment works only
with broadcast entities.
Schmitt, working his. fifth
Derby, has fond memories of
the TV blitz in 1989.
"We had CBS Morning News
doing their entire show from
here live," he said. "It was a
huge operation. ~t the s~e
time, Good Mornmg America
and the Today Show were doing inserts. So at one time. all
three morning shows were
live from Churchill Downs."
Schmitt was no stranger to
major sporting events when he
came to the track in 1987 as
director of publicity. He spent
the previous three years as
sports information dire_ctor at
the University of Miami (Fla.).
It's unlikely that Schmitt
will forget his final Miami
football game. Penn State upset Miami and quarterback
Vinny Testaverde in the '86
Fiesta Bowl.
The season was also memorable because Schmitt directed
Vestaverde's Reisman Trophy
campaign.
"If I had to say there was
one thing that stood out with
my background in sports, it's
that I've been around a lot of
great quarterbacks."
Miami, of course, has produced such other standouts as
Bernie Kosar and Jim Kelly.
And Schmitt played on the
same Morehead State team
with Phil Simms.
"I was a linebacker early
on, and a backup tight end my

senior year," said Schmitt,
who played for the Eagles
from 1972-75. "Actually, the
way I contributed most was by
snapping for field goals and
extra points."
In '79, he was an MSU
graduate assistant coach on
Tom Lichtenburg's staff.
Coaching wasn't for
Schmitt, however. He spent a
total of seven years in Miami's
sports information office before returning to Kentucky.
"I married a girl from
Louisville and told her I
would bring her back home
some day," he said.
.
The marriage of Schmitt
and Churchill- Downs certainly
has been a happy one.
"It's fascinating," Schmitt
said of his involvement with
the Derby. "I wouldn't trade it
for the world. I've become real
event-oriented."
To help further his relationship with the media;
Schmitt has worked in a voluntary capacity at such events
as the Super Bowl and the
NCAA Final Four.
"I feel it's good business,"
he said. "I see all the media
once a_year, but this way I get
to know them better."
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New Murray State computer network
gives schools quick access to materials
Associated Press

MURRAY, Ky. - With the help of
a computer giant, Murray State University is creating an interactive
television network that will give
teachers instant access to the university's educational materials.
A $700,000 partnership with Digital Equipment Corp. made it possible to link computers with the TV
network, said Murray State spokesman Dwain McIntosh. "It hooks
them up with anything anywhere on
campus that's computerized," he
said.
Murray State President Ronald
Kurth said the linkup will help rural
schools implement the Kentucky
Education Reform Act.
Adding the computers will give
immediate access to Murray State's
resources to participating members
of the West Kentucky Educational
Technology Cooperative, which includes seven Western Kentucky
public-school districts, Murray State
and Paducah Community College.
Integrating computers into the interactive system means that a teach-

er anywhere in the network can request and obtain a videotape or laser disk, for example, as if it' were
in the same room - rather than 50
or 60 miles away, said Viola Miller,
dean of the Center for Continuing
Education and Outreach at Murray
State.
"Not only will it have the capability for two-way audio and video, but
for instantaneous transfer of data as
well," she said.
"Teachers and students in public
schools on the network will have a
vast new resource opened for
them."
Mark Vinson, a marketing representative with Digital Equipment in
Lexington, said the company will
put a Digital VAX minicomputer at
Murray State and link it with computers at each of the other network
sites.
Vinson said the participating
schools would not have to change
their current computer equipment.
Digital's computer will work with
IBM, Apple and other brands of
computers, he said.
Miller said she believes the West
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· Rrrring.
Hello. Norm Sloan? Sorry, ·
this is ACME Truck Rental.
That's okay, goodbye.
Rrrring.
Hello. Oh, hello Ms. Locke.
How are things at UK? Some
year you folks had there. We
can't wait to play you this
year. It's a good thing for the
state ahd our university. I like
to think one big crunching per
year is good for a team.
You what? You've got the
A fictitious day in Morehead
answer
to our inside scoring
State University Athletic Diproblem?
Well, that's certainly
rector Steve Hamilton's office:
interesting. What would you
Rrrring.
do? Julie Magrane? I don't
Hello? Oh. Hi, Digger. How's
know,
Bernadette, I don't
it going? I thought I might
think we can do that. We'll get
hear from you. Kind of fell otit
back to you.
of grace there, huh? Uh, sorry.
Rrrring.
Yeah, we've still got an opening here. Don.Devoe pulled
Hello, oh it's you Rep. Adout. We're trying to get John
kins. B_oy, I can still remeWooden out here for an inter•
mber your big days at Elliott
view. We figure we show him
County and Morehead State.
around campus, take him to
You were quite an athlete.
Jimbo's Restaurant for a Big
I guess you're calling to find
Boy and large platter of fries,
out the status of our basand he's ours.
ketball coach search. Well,
Well, here's the basic packwe've interv ... what? You
age. What? Sorry, Digger, we
want to what? Well, I guess
just can't accolJ!odate that. I
you could apply. Big ideas,
mean, you just can't forbid the
huh? Full-court pressure? That
student section from burning·
sounds good. Three-point
you in effigy. I mean, it's First
shooting? That's exciting. You
Amendment stuff. I don't want
have a lot of what we're lookto deal with that.
ing for. What? At half court?
Digger, I'll get back to you.
I'm sorry, Rocky, we just can't
Okay. Bye.
do that. I'm sorry, I just don't
Rrrring.
think we can paint "Rocky
Yes? Hello Jim, how's the
Adkins for Representative" on
analyzing business? Yeah, I
the halfcourt circle over "Ellis
agree. The world's just not big
T. Johnson Arena." It just
enough for you and Dick Viwouldn't look right. Well,
tale at one sports cable staokay, talk to you later.
tion. By the way, what really
happened at North Carolina
State? Lacked institutional
control? That's kind of a
vague term. I'm sure you
weren't guilty. So long, Jim.

:11!1;;I!itg~J1tOANun~11!111t'!

A day at
Morehead

Kentucky Educational Technology
Cooperative is the only one in the
country that links public schools, a
university and community colleges.
Interactive classrooms already have
been set up at an off-campus Murray State site at Madisonville Community College and at Hickman and
Fulton city schools.

Rrrring.
Oh, hello Coach Huckabay.
How are things at South
Point? That's great. Oh, you
are? Well, we've got some good
returnees and feel like we got
a good recruiting class. What
would you be expecting from a
financial package? Just what
South Point pays you? That
sounds okay. What do they
pay you? WHAT?! I'm sorry,
Rick, we're just not able to go
that high for a basketball
coach ... That's okay, talk to
you later.
Rrrring.
Hello, Tommy! Boy, things
have been hectic since you
were ... uh, resigned. We've
had a lot of calls, but nothing
seems quite right. You know
we really need to get a hiring
done. You what? Really? Sure,
Tom, we'd love to talk. Just
send' a resume.
TONY CURNUTTE is a

sportswriter for The Daily
Independent.
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Helton, ~t%i£~:~~a;y;;::~EJ. Burkhamer not giving up his quest
p1ayers
•

anxlous
By MARK MAYNARD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - The waiting
has been hard for Morehead
State University's basketball
players.
·
The team has been without
a head coach since Tommy
Gaither resigned in March
and the players, including
red shirt freshman Mike He I·
ton, are getting restless.
"Waiting to see who the new
person is going to be is torture," said Helton, who starred at Fairview High School.
"Some of the players are looking forward to getting w~at
has been :n tl!e past behmd
us"

Morehead appeared poised
to name a head coach last
week but two of the leading
cand idates - former Tennessee and Florida Coach Don
DeVoe and former Morehead
State assistant Craig Morris withdrew from the running.
That left Jeff Burkhamer,
another· ex-MSU assistant under Gaither, as a finalist. But
Burkhamer was passed over
- apparently because of his
previous association with
, Gaither - and tl!e search was
. re-opened earlier this week.
0

n1ng the program smce
Gaither resigned.
The players have even written letters of recommendation·
for Burkhamer and Hatche_r.
"Coach Hatcher has given
us the opportunity for study
halls, but we haven't lifted
weights or got into any kind
of conditioning program,"
Helton said. "Pickup· games in:
the afternoon is about aU:
we've done. We're pretty far:
behind. We'll have to come in
next fall from scratch."
Helton. for one, is ready to
resume basketball. He was
redshirted last season after a
stellar career at Fairview
High School.
"We want somebody in here
to build the program," Helton
said. ''I've got four more years
and want the same coach all
four years. I don't want to
have to go through it again.
"We want somebody that
will come in here for Morehead State University and try
to build the program."
There were more than 60
applicants in the first search,
including former Austin Peay
Coach Lake Kelly.
P.J. Nichols, who was the
players representative on the
search committee, apparently
walked out when bids were reopened.
"I just want to meet the
person and get to know him
before I leave for the summer," Helton said. "I want to
get everything squared off before I leave. That would be
positive in its own way."

By MARK MAYNARD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Jeff Burkhamer, who was a forgotten
finalist in Morehead State
University's initial search for
a men's head basketball coach,
doesn't want to take his name
out of the running.
Despite being passed over
after former Tennessee and
Florida Don DeVoe and exMo re head State assistant
Craig Morris withdrew,
Burkhamer still has a good
feeling about the opening.
The search was re-opened
earlier this week witl! a deadline for applying extended to
May 15.
"I'm still going to pursue
the job," he said Saturday
morning from his home in
Tigerville, S.C. "I'd still love
to be the head coach and do a
good job."
Burkhamer. 29, is currently,
the head coach at North
Greenville Junior College. His
two teams have compiled a 5810 record and finished as high
as No. 9 nationally. He has
been named region coach of
the year both seasons.
The Williamson, W.Va., native is also a former Morehead
assistant coach. He served
under Tommy Gaither for two

years before leaving to become
the head coach at North
Greenville Junior College.
Gaither, of course, resigned
in March after four years at
MSU.
"I had the opportunity to be
the head coach (at North
Greenville) and prove I could
do it," he said. "I also felt like
I'd have the chance to come
back to Morehead State."
Burkhamer's teams at North
Greenville reached the national tournament each of the
last seasons. They finished 29·
5 last season and were ranked
as high as fourth in the
country,
"We played against outstanding people," he said.
"Mississippi Gulf Coast had a
kid that signed with Nebraska
and an off guard, named Dale
Brown, that signed with Kentucky."
Besides the obvious career
opportunity, Burkhamer said
the people make the Morehead
job attractive to him.
"I really liked it there," he
said. "The people are great. I
take a Jot of pride in the university, being an alumnae (he
received his masters degree
from MSU)."
Burkhamer apparently was
not offered the job because of
his previous association witl!
Gaither. He served as an as·
sistant coach under Gaither
, for two years at MSU and two

seasons at Baptist College.
Burkhamer had no comment
about those reports.
"I know they want to find
tl!e best person and need to be
careful about what they do,"
Burkhamer said. "If they need
to make sure of that, that's
fine with me.
. "But I do believe I'm the
best'person for tl!e job."
Burkhamer, who recruited
several of Morehead's juniors
and seniors, said he felt both
of his interview sessions went
well.
''f'm familiar with the
players, the· (Ohio Valley)
conference and the area," he
said. "There's a lot of positive
reasons for tl!em to hire me."
The players appear to be
split between Burkhamer and
current assistant coach Allan
Hatcher, who has been in
charge of the program since
Gaitl!er resigned.
Gaither led Morehead to a
four-year record of 52-46. The
Eagles had back-to-back 16-13
seasons in i)is last two years.
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An investment
In the purest sense, Ashland Oil Inc.'s $1 million donation to the University of
Kentucky's College of Busin ess and Economics is a
ge ner ous gift . In a nother
sense, it is Ashla nd Oil's investment in its own future.
The UK gift, to made in
five annual installments of
$200,000 each, is just the latest in a series of large donations Ashland Oil has made
to area universities. AOI last
month announced a $750,000
gift to Morehead State University, and the compan y
donated $1 million to Marshall University last year.
The UK grant is a continuation of a $1 million donation the company gave to the
university five years ago.
Ashland Oil realizes that it
w ill n ee d w e ll -e du cat e d
young employees to continue
to be successful in the future.
By giving so generously to
area universities, Ashland
Oil is helping assure that
they provide quality educ~
tion to the company's fu ture
employees.
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Make use
of talents,
graduates
advised
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By P AUL GonBRATH
OF T l-IE OA.ILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Author Billy
C. Clark told 255 graduating
students from Ashland Community College Sunda y to bette r t heir world a s well a s
themselves.
"A co n t r i butio n in the
truest sense is no con tribu tion
if it's to yourself," said Clark ,
who's written 12 books and
s tarted programs and p ublicatio n s in Ke ntu ck y a nd
Virgin ia for young writers.
Clark urged the graduates to
ma ke the most of their Godgiven talents.
" You can't go beyond wha t
you 've been given , but certainly never go under that,"
he sa id.
C lark . n o w wr i ter-inr es idence a t Homewood College in Farmville, Va., said he
had a special empathy with
the students whose degrees
had not come easy.
He said he left home at age
11 in his native Catlettsburg
a nd s uppo rted h imself with
odd jobs ranging from tra pping to winding the town's
clock. He was the only one of
LO children in his fam ily to
gr adua te from high school.
-

; <;,;.:11

1,300 receive degrees at WKU
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - About 1,300 students participated in

commencement exercises Sunday at Western Kentucky University.

Western Kentucky President Thomas C. Meredith suggested
that WKU graduates follow three rules:
"Always see farther than you can see, by dreaming for the
future; always give more than is expected of you; and be humane
and caring to your fellow man," be said. "By following these three
rules, what a wonderful world you will create."
Westem's ceremony included recognition of the top scholars of
each of the university's undergraduate colleges. Jo Ella Haynes
Goad of Portland, Tenn, received the award from the Potter College of Arts, Humanities and Social Science.
April Dorris of Orlinda, Tenn., and Jahanna Rearden of Whitesville shared the honor in the College of Business Administration.
Julie Fleming of Huntsville and Lydia Jane Jaggers of Bowling
Green shared the honor in the College of Education and Behavioral Science.
Receiving the award as the top scholar in the Ogden College of
Science, Technology and Health was Sean Timothy Willgruber of
Bowling Green.
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He told of s itting on the
banks of the Big Sa ndy River
after returning from the Korean War and writing a letter
to Unive r sity of Ke ntuck y
President Herman L. Donovan
asking for fin ancial help.
"T told him I had no money
but I was willi ng to \\ork ..
Clark recalled. " It was probably the most d iffi. ult p1ecP f
writing I ever did."
Donovan wrote back, promising to defer Clark's expenses
until his benefits under the
G.I. Bill started. Clark graduated from UK in 1954 and
later returned to the school as
writer in res idence.
"I know some of you have
had to struggle to get through
community college," he said.
" I wish it had been here for
me."
As hla n d Oil Founda ti on
President Judy Thomas, who
was honored as ACC's disting uished alumnus , sa id the
school was the " right place for
me at the time" when she a ttended 30 years ago.
"I wasn't ready to go off,
even to Morehead," s he said of
her days at the Ashland Center of UK, ACC's predecessor
institution.
Thomas wen t to work as a
secr etar y for Ashland Oil after
getting her associate degree.
but r e turne d to school a r
Mar shall Univers ity a t age 33
to pursue her bachelor 's. She
finally earned it after ·•seven
long years of n ight classes: ·
she said.
··r don't think I would have
had the courage to s tart back
at 33 if r hadn't had those two
year s under m y be lt. " she
said. She told the graduates:
" I hope all of you will consider continuing. if not today.
then maybe la ter .''
Gr e e nup a tto r n ey Bruce
Les li e, c ha i rman of th e
school's advisory board. told
the gradua tes not to sell their
accomplishment short.
" I heard someone say the
other day they 'only' had a
degree from ACC." he said.
"Well let me tell vou. ACC is
the s h ining star · of wha t is
becoming the best community
college system in the na tion.
( Yo u r di plomas) wil l open
doors for you across this state
and region."
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Group shouted slurs
at blacks, witnesses say
By Todd Pack
Herald-Leader staff writer

JACKSON - A brawl outside a

Lees College dormitory Monday
night started after a carload of
white townspeople allegedly yelled
racial slurs at black students, witnesses said.
Nine people were arrested and
one of them, a minor, was taken to
the hospital after the disturbance.
Four college students and five
Breathitt County residents, all of
them under age 24, were arrested
on first-degree riot charges, a Class
D felony punishable by five years
in prison and a $10,<XX> fine.
A Jackson man also was
charged yesterday with nine counts
of first-degree wanton endangerment, also a Class D felony, after he
allegedly fired a gun in the air.
The minor, who does not attend
Lees College, was admitted to Kentucky River Regional Medical Center in Jackson after a student allegedly struck him in the face with a
baseball bat, Jackson Mayor Lester
Smith said. A hospital spokeswoman said the youth was dismissed
yesterday.
Students who saw the disturbance said it began when the local
residents yelled racial slurs at black
students outside Meneer Hall about
9 p.m. Monday.
"The black guys were out here
putting stuff in their cars, and this
car full of little white guys drove
around and hollered," said Kevin
Callahan, a Flemingsburg freshman.
The townspeople yelled the slur
several times, said Troy Thomas, a
Blackey sophomore.
The students retaliated by
throwing a bottle at the passing car,
Smith said. The fight started when
both sides returned to the scene
with several friends.
"It was amazing," said Brian
Clark. a Lexington freshman. He
said students in the dorm ducked
for cover when they heard gunshots.
The confrontation was stopped
by five Jackson police officers, three
Breathitt County sheriffs deputies
and a Kentucky Sta~ Police troop~r, ,said Chj~f George T. Lee of the

Lees College, affiliated with tht!
Presbyterian Church, ~ a fall
enrollment of 352, arcordmg to the
state Council on Higher ~ucation.
Fourteen students were listed as
black.
Breathitt County, in the mountains of southeastern Kentucky, has
a population of 15,700. According to
the 1990 census, 33 residents are
black.
Callahan said there was no racial tension among students. "Everything's cool," he said. "But outside (the campu. ). some of the
people are prejudiced."
Smith, whose father, J. Phil
Smith, is the chairman of Lees'
board of trustees, said, ''l don't
attribute any of this to racial reasons.

"There's always a jealously between the local youths and the
college students," he said.
Roger Drake, the college's vice
president of business affairs, said,
"You always have a town-a ndgown relationship."
Lees students and Jackson residents have had disagreements befort; Smith said, but there had been
no arrests.
College spokesman Susan Heraid said school officials were not
sure what starled the fight
"We're doing our best to go

~":j

..>

.
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through everything," she said.
Lees College President William
B. Bradshaw was out of town
I yesterday and could not be reached
for comment, Herald said.
The Breathitt County residents
charged with first-0egree riot are
Albert Howard, 24, of Jackson;
Gregory Taulbee, 21, of Quicksand;
Donald Miller, 20, of Jackson; and
Michael A. Wolfe, 19, of Jackson. A
117-year-old also was charged. All
are white.

In addition to first-degree riot,
Howard was charged with nine
counts of first-0egree wanton endangerment for allegedly firing a
handgun in the vicinity of nine
people.
The students charged with firstdegree riot are Darnell Florence, 22·,
John Stone, 22; Connie Evans, 20;
and John Dailey, 19. Florence, Stone
and Dailey are black; Evan~ is
white.
Florence was charged with second-degree riot for allegedly hitting
the teen-ager with a bat The charge
is a Class A misdemeanor with a
maximum sentence of a year in jail
and a $500 fine.

I

Police .listed the• students' addresses as Lees College.
The students and the adult
townspeople will be arraigneQ May
20 in Breathitt District Court.
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Nfne suspects arrested
after fight at Lees College
Associated Press

JACKSON, Ky. - A Breathitt
County man was arrested yesterday
and charged with nine counts of
first-degree wanton endangerment
for allegedly firing a gun during a
fight at Lees College.
Albert Howard, 24, of Jackson,
was released from the Breathitt
County Jail on a $1,000 bond, according to Breathitt District Court
records. He and eight others, including one juvenile, were arrested
after the fracas Monday night and
ch~ed with disorderly conduct
and inciting a riot. All except Howard were released on their own recognizance.
They are scheduled for arraignment May 20 in Breathitt District
Court.
Meanwhile, a spokeswoman for
the Kentucky River Regional Medical Center in Jackson said the youth
was hit in the face with a baseball
bat in the fight. The boy, whose
name and age were withheld, was
hospitalized and released yesterday.
The fight occurred around 9 p.m.
Monday when a Jackson resident
drove by the Lees campus and
shouted at two students in a men's
dormitory, Jackson Mayor Lester
Smith said. The mayor said the stu"6"+a
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at the passing car.
The incident escalated when both
parties returned to the scene with
friends, be said. Police arrived after
the shots were fired, said Smith,
whose father, J . Phil Smith, is chairman of the Presbyterian-affiliated
school's board of trustees.
Howard allegedly fired shots into
the air and possibly at the dormitory during the incident, a Jackson
police spokesman said.
Four of the people arrested Darnell Florence, John Stone, John
Dailey and Connie Evans - were
Lees students. The others charged
were Michael Wolfe, Donald Miller,
and Gregory Taulbee, said City
Clerk Marge Morrison.
Susan Herald, a spokeswoman
for the college, said Lees officials
were "still trying to determine exactly what did happen ... and will
take appropriate action."
Smith said the fight was a "small
incident that grew out of proportion
• . . trouble between town and
gown."
Lees is a junior college with about
300 students. Last week, the
school's faculty members reached
an agreement in court that could
end a controversy over contracts
that resulted In a lawsuit against the
.,~h,vJ
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. The search for a new coach was extended last week
, after Don DeVoe, former-head coach. at Tennessee.
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i
; and Florida, and Murray State assistant Craig Morris : .:
, .
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· ·MOREHEA.D. _ :A.llan. 'ls·obmeis nae_!P'eat opportunity for,
0 0
: piling a four-year record 9f 52-64.: " :. ···:. ·
.· .
,·
• •
1
: Bentz said he and most of the players would like to,,
Hatcher, who was highly ·sue- ,. Probably no other candidate
f see Hatcher or Burkhamer hired as head coach, : . ,:. ;, cessful on, th e high school
is as familiar with the current ·
level_ an. d has served two years : players an d th ree· ·, mcoming
·
"I think either, one deseives the Job," said Bentz,'
sta
who missed all of the 1990-91 season .because.of as
as; a college assi nt, knows , freshman recruits as Hatcher.. ,
collapsed lung after averaging 10 points and.6.5:re-( · he's.ready for the next steP .. ,
, He was primarly responsible
,bounds the previous season. "Both of them are di.sci- i , ·' And Hatcher can't think of a · for the signings of .Vic Sarin,
plinarians on the court, but off the court you can talk·
better st ep th an Morehead
ders, a 6-foot-6 forward from
. to them. All the players. respect them." · · . : · · ..
St ate University, where he's . Louisville Waggoner and a
; . Bentz said the Jetter was a way for the players to·
currently serving as an asKentucky AU-Star member:protest how the search was handled but added that it
siS tant basketball coach. ·
Dan Rush, a 6-8 center froni
.
Hatcher
·is
a
'candidate
for
"L
·
w•v a.;_ and Scott.
shouldnotbeinterpretedasathreat.:;, . . . . ' .:.
th h d, • ··h·
ogan,
"Nobody is thinking about transferring,"
said,
e ea coac mg position at
Yahnkee, a 6-8 center from
Morehead. He was one of five · GIendale, w.va.
''We just want to express .our opinion: They spent. a,•
"month. searching; . now they're doing; it aga·in. It
interviewed during the initial
Another player, 6·9 Chris
•·• ,· ,. ,
· De B01s
· of · Akron, Ind.,
·
doesn't make sense• .to me.'.' ' . ·.. , · . ., .' ·. , ., ; 'search
. process:
.
has
' _Bentz said it.appeared that Hatcher'arid Blirkhamei';
However; th1fsearch was re- · committed to walk-on for the
·were being turned down because of their connection( · opened last 'week, •with a May
, first year.
..
. . . ,
15 deadline; after leading
with Gaither, that school officials apparently want to
"We, have· a good group';·of
candidates
Don DeVoe and
.
.
, .
,
"·
Cr
P1ayers ·and a good group of
start a new era.
Neither Hatcher rior Burkhanier could be reached
a!g Morris with drew their
people coming back," he said.
for comment lasL night. But Hamilton noted: "I
names.
"That's what I ·.really like'
haven't heard officially that either one pulled out, an~
"I th ink I paid my dues," he
about the situation. It's a great·
knowing them I doubt they will.''.. ' ' .
, ' ~, said Monday afternoon from
working atmosphere."
'
the MSU basketball office. "A
Hamilton, however, added: "Everybody in our pool
Hatcher had a 12-year high'
· who has not officially withdrawn is still a candidate.":
lot of times people stereotype
school record of 262-72 with;
. Forward Brett Roberts, who also signed the letter;
high school basketball
six-year stints· at ·wrniamson,'
· said Hamilton told the players yesterday that Hatcher,
coaches. I gave up a great job
W.Va. and Marshall County.
and Burkhamer still are candidates. , . ,, ., ;
:
at Marshall County because I
He led Williamson to the Class
,, Hamilton, who called yesterday's ;meeting, said.
knew I wanted to coach in : AA state title in 1983 _ At Mar, Morehead president C. Nelson Grote.instructed the'
college."
· shall County, his teams
search committee to extend the search.- . . . :.
i ' Hatcher's first collegiate
reached the State Tournament
; ''Why? Basically it was felt that we needed some:
stop was Western Kentucky
four times in six seasons.
·.more experienced candidates to go along with the,
University, where he worked a
Hatcher. said his ties
ones we have," said Hamilton,: a member,. of the
season under 'Murray Arnold.
th
h
search· committee. "Now I guess you can re)ld into'
Rejoined MSU last summer.
roug , 12 years of high
, that that it's open to other candidates•y;ho_have not:
Some have said Hatcher was
school coaching would be a
·
ed
·. th
great plus in recruiting. And
, appIied, or we can go b ack thro ugh th~ list and tJY,t~ ' pass over m e first search I in-state players would be his
· find some with a little more ex~pen~t ~L~d~&':, : because of: his· association
thrust.
, ,,
·
, ,
Hatcher had a 262-72 record In· · with· former, MSU Tommy
,,,. ·, · . : .., ,,.;,
,:
's_ix seasons as head ,c;oach at Wil-.
Gaither,. who resigned in
"I've · always thought that·
bamson
Va.) Higli School'and
March. ·
.
Morehead State University
~ix years at Marshall County High •
However;• it- .was through
would he a great coaching ,
m Benton, Ky., : : 1,,,;,,:.i,<-..... ,.
another Morehead assistant
job," he' said .. "Recruit as'
· Burkhamer worked
.Gaither af' ' that Hatcher even learned of · many Kentucky players as;
Baptist College in Charleston, s,c.,. the opening. '
.
you can, hut mix those in with
and had a top-20 •junior college
"I had establishd a friend- , some other top players. You've
team the past two seasons at North ' ship with (MSU assistant)
got to lay your foundation in
Grlneenhisvµie, Stt.C. B ·.
.
;, ,
Tommy Johnson at Five Star
Kentucky." , . ,;_.,
'
1e er,. entz questioned 'Basketball Camp," he said. "I
" '• ·· · ·
"the purpose of the (search) comdidn't .even know Tommy
Hatcher said he favored an
mittee in the first place" since it did , Gaither, .
up-tempo style with pressure
not recommend one of the remain- ·
"Coach Johnson had called
defense. He believes that
~th~ists after D~~~ .and Morris: , rile and said :they were interwould get the· community into
".W.'e th~ught (the_:~earch.) ..:.. too
ested -in hiring somebody that ,
MSU basketball.
"''"
kne·w Kentucky h1'gh
h 1
"That's what people want to'
political," Bentz. sat
... d. yest.e"'.•
.••·.• " · coaches and could recruit
sc oo
,....,.
see," he said. "The people here
did they open the search'bacit; Kentucky."
:.
. . '.
want an exciting brand of
UP,;The search.
Is · rec·< . Hatcher has the support of
basketball."
., . '-,.
,
8
I the,team and many fans in the .
Hatcher is .currently In•
ommendatory, commltt~,'!. Hlµnil- · community,"
·
,
.
charge of the program, which:
ton said., "The hiring.process goes
·, ,"It gets your_ hopes up when'
has had back-to-back 16-13,
to the president-and ,ultimately', to'
you feel · like you have some :
seasons.
:the board_ of r~gents,nJ . ,, I~,~:

H a'tCh er ,-readY
[Ior
· ' ,'nex
· t, .,s. t ep·
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·NeW.)ACCt~-.building~s: 1fall debut
·depends,_.Qn July 1 ·completion
'

~,•\/!~;.{:-1.;:,:/:;,:/'':,i. (~.1J.:

·,l1

,

· ··

'By ,AUL GoTTBRATH •;', ' ·

, ,:'

![

t!,
"-'
ASHLAND·~ Ashland·
Comml!nity College ~ust ocr}'
cupy its new learm1;g r~; ['
; source center by July 1 if it isr1
'to be ava1lable for the fallr
· semester.
!I,
"Officially, the building i$[,
·,on t~ack for that date," schoo!(i
·,:President Ant~?ny l-!'~wberry_;'
'said Mo~day. But its ::;,ery
,close. We re on the b1;1bbl~. , , ..
If construction is delaYed,'
1
the school will go to a contingency plan to accommodate.
what is expected to be another
record enrollment - possibly
,10 percent more than the 3,060
students who enrolled in the'
fall of 1990,
I The plan calls for' possible
'conversion of some space to
! ·classrooms.
·
!
"We can handle the new ,
j students, it's finding space for •
. our new ·faculty that will be :
I the problem," Newberry_ said. '
"We've hired nine new full- ,
time people."
The school can't move into '
· the new building while a ·
I semester is in progress beI cause of the disruption in li- '
brary services that would
cause.
The learning resource· center will house the library, but
it will take a minimum. of
three weeks to move the library collection, and students
can't do without it that long
during a semester, Newberry
said.
The school already has · indications that enrollment will
continue to boom this fall.
Preregistration for the seme'ster is running 41 percent
ahead of a year ago. ·
Newberry credited the increase, in part, to faculty and
counselors doing a better job
of ~working with our current
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'

, students and retammg them
The college's space crunch
for their sophomore year." , '
is so acute that completion of
Some electrical work still
the new building will, move
·has, to be done on the new ACC up only one notch - :
: building, .Newberry said, but above Hazard Community:
: most of what remains is finCollege - on the ranking of:
ishing work - drywalling,
space per student.
;
. painting, ·carpeting'.
ACC leaders, in a six-year:
, If the new building is ready plan submitted to UK officials:
· for the· fall . renovation of the
in March, proposed three.:
. current library into class- . more buildings. for the cam-.:
•rooms will begin by Novepus. The first is a $3.6 million:
:- mber, Newberry said. '
classroom building, the second:
, That project should take five a $3.2 million student/;
.; to six months to complete,
community center and the:
, meaning the additional rooms third a $4.3 million· structure·
: should be ready for students to house the engineering and:
· during the fall 1992 semester. , . allied health technology , pro-·
t ACC currently ranks as the
grams.
.
,
·.
most space-efficient school in
Recommendations, by mr:
·. the University of Kentucky's , and the Kentucky Council on:
community college system.
Higher Education will help to:
· "Another way to look at that
determine when - or if - ·
is that we are the most s~ace- those projects are funded by
poor school," Newberry said.
the General Assemb_-"l=-Y·:.___ _
· -
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UK,:.utility companies _
·begi·n .geothermal project
,1

''!

. '' ; ' ; ' '
!'By Kakle Urch!
n .i '·.,. I

j '.Herald-Le~der ~taff

ii

l I

•' •

1. ·.,

~~iter · ~, ,

,.

I

I

! will be built n1ar Commonwealth

1 ; Stadium. It will house two geother-·

The University of Kentucky·and ·
five of the' state's utilities broke
ground yesterday on a project that
1
, will teach how to get energy from
\ ·under the ground.
.
The utility companies, working
'. together as the Kentucky Commit'tee for Marketing Electricity, have
partially financed a new building at
·UK that, will serve as a geothermal
heating, cooling and yentilation lab: oratory and training center.
,
To heat or cool homes with
, geothennal energy, pipes attached
' to a heat pump are run through the
,earth, harnessing its heat energy,
: said Bill Murphy, an associate pro' fessor of agricultural engineering.
1;
. Murphy 'said that geothermal
I heating, and cooling, although if
! costs more to 'install than the tradi:, tional air-source heat pump system,
'' was better· for the environment
: because it emitted fewer harmful
gasses and was more efficient.
The 2,500-square-foot building
'

I

mal heating and cooling systems, a·
classroom, offices and an open lab
ar~.
.
The project's $150,000 first-year
budget, which includes construction
of the building, is partially financed
by grants from the five companies:
Big Rivers Electric, East Kentucky
Power Cooperative, Kentucky Pow-'
er, Kentucky Utilities, and Union
Heat Light and Power.
Mm;phy said the university
could use the building as a site for
undergraduate engineering ele~tives ,o~ lab c ~
..{ . ·r-, 1. , • , , 11
I "
The building will also' be the
site of training courses for the
state's 700 dealers who install heating and cooling systems.• . _ , :
' ' ',
'
"We will be able to offer training to people who , are actually
going to go out and deliver the
electricity to the consumer," UK
Chancellor Robert Hemenway told
the audience at the ground-breaking
ceremony.
. 1- - ' - ~ - - - -
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F0rum explores
traits soug~t in
rtext MSU Chief

public."

By Todd Pack

· ~ MOREHEAD - The president of Morehead State University should be someone who
understands the problems of Eastern Kentucky.

•

That was among the qualities cited most
often yesterday by the dozen people who
attended the first public forum held by the
panel trying to find a successor to Moreh~d
President C. Nelson Grote, who plans to retire
in June 1992.
"We have a unique region," said Bernard
Davis, dean of Morehead's School of Business
and Economics.
The next president may have to find
solutions to the problems •of the region's
dwindling population and the unemployment
caused by a glut in the coal industry.
"We have a certain kind of people in our
region that not everyone can ~lk t?," said J.E.
Duncan retired dean of the un1vers1ty's fonner
School ~f Humanities. "We need someone with
skills in cementing rliationships with the

,

That includes getting along
with students, faculty, people in the
region and state legislators, Duncan
said.
"Don't eliminate people with
local ties or political ties," said
Elliott County Attlirney David
Flatt, a graduate of Morehead "Political ties is a ffirty word, but it can
be a very effective tool fer a uruversity president"
'
The forum was held to find out,
what people want in a president,
said Morehead regent Wayne Martin, chairman of the search commit-

Nodheastern Kentucky bureau

tee.

There has been only one persdtl
to apply, Martin said. He would not
identify the person.
"Most people are waiting to find
out what criteria will be established," he said The axnmittee has_
agreed to base its aitma, in part,
on what it bears at the b-ums.
There will be a forwn Monday
at Hazard Community College.
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Centre announces
$20 million plan
for campus projects
The Bluegrass Bureau
DANVILLE, Ky. - Centre College ·yesterday announceda $20 million, 10-year campus improvement plan that includes construction of a 60-bed dormitory, a campus student center, an academic building and 10 fraternity and
sorority houses.
Several existing facilities will be renovated, pedestrian
and vehicular traffic patterns will be revised, more parking
space will be created and campus lighting will be improved.
An indoor tennis center is also planned.
''We consider this a major investment that will allow usto attract and better seive the top-quality students, faculty
&:nd staff who in turn enrich our community," Centre President Michael F. Adams said at a news conference.
Adams added that the college's consultant MacLachlan. Cornelius and Filoni. of Pittsburgh - was
asked to draft a plan "that would not only be aesthetically
pleasing, but also in harmony with our neighbors."
He suggested that a fund-raising campaign would be undertaken to pay for the improvements, which will allow the
liberal arts school's enrollment to grow to 1,000 students by
2001. It now has about 900 students.
Adams noted that studies have-- shown that students
cbooM a college for many reuom, witla two of the most
unportul! being academic ...,.... wt e1mpus appear.

606-783-2030

A forum will be held at Ashland
Community College on May 16;
Prestonsburg Holiday Inn on May
20; Maysville Community College
on May 21; and in Mount Sterling
at McNabb Middle School on May
23. ~
MartiD aaid the panel is still
trying to decide oo a oonsulting
firm to help in the search. The 10
firms that submitted proposals
would charge from $25,<XX> to
$50,000.
Morehead may agree to pay
$50,000, he said, because "this is the
~ important thing that involves
the tmivermty at this time."
Grote, who in 1987 became Morehead's 11th president, said last
year that be would retire in June
199'2, six mcntbs after his 64th
birthday.
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Wise words
College graduation speakers share
insights and advice with students
Those who address cgllege, by dreaming for the futu:
graduation ceremonies often
always give more than is 1
use the occasion to share
pected of you; and be huma
lessons they have learned
and caring to your fellc
during their successful lives.
man . By following the
Here are some nuggets of
three rules, what a wonder1
wisdom shared by speakers
world you will create."
addressing commencement
► University of Kentucl
exercises in Kentucky last
President Charles T. Wet
weekend:
ington Jr. shared his hop
► Billy C. Clark, a Boyd
for the university: "My ,
County native who has writsion is to see a universi
ten 12 books and currently is
that is nationally recogniz1
writer-in -r es iden ce at
for its excellence, for tl
Homewood College in Farmquality of its teaching, i
ville, Va., told those receivresearch, its service and j
ing degrees at Ashland
graduates. ... I strongly t
Community Colleg~ Ulat "a
lieve we ean build upon ti
contribution in tHe •truest«1 t qtlality offered at UK witho
sense is no contribution if , 1' saeriflcing our commitme:
it's to yourself~ ... You._ can"'t
to be accessible to eve1
go beyond what you've bee&-, Kentuckian."
given, but certainly never go
If every young perso
under that."
would heed tbe advice ,
► Western Kentucky UniClark and Meredith, th
versity President Thomas C.
would- be a: better world J
Meredith suggested three
whiclt ~ llvL If W9tMngJ()r1
~ules for the scJ- ol's newest !.~
for· the uniwrsity ai
graduates to fouow: "Always
~ all of ~ c k y wi
see farther than you can aee
blneftl.

MotF
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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trustees.
•
1..o_.......,..,_Y!~,lle.!~.ia,l',-11en •,or·.
wJO.
u-,
nity,CollegeiatJlts·,meetillg:June: 18.1.
'. ·"<: ~•'""-1 • -. ~
·rBenf!i:arr' Ji'.\'clwl.celloi of.,tbe UK:ci>"1IDU!litY college system/
said he1.will,reco'mn'.!enii oiiii·of:tbeitbree fiiililists::Jacquellne Ad.i
dingtOii,"J!)hn,Oioper:alid Johi!;McGuire;< -:;).,,. -,:; :,: ~- -" A\fdingt,On;49;<-is,director·of'the:Gwinnett Center, a tbree-college partnership school nearAtlanta.- . ·-.;,
;.Cooper, 47, is the yic~.president for instruction at Texas Southmost College in Brownsville.: ,
McGuire, 47, is dean of jns_truction at the.Community College of
Aurora near Denver. · ·
..
· · · ,....
· ·
Carr said Tuesday thadie- still
interview 'the Clll)didaies:

n;

..

Continued from Pagi~ l · _ .-' :

heh-

ance. He said the school ~demonstrated its academic strengtq.
"Even though our campus rester
ration work to date has been a major factor in attracting the strongest
incoming class we've ever had! we
still have a way to go to develop a
truly competitive campus," Adams
added. Construction involved in the
plan also will boost Danville's economy, he said.
The plan's initial phase will focus
on student housing - including
more attractive facades on the
North Campus residence halls facing Main Street - improved safety,
renovation of the old Carnegie library, and construction of a building on the quadrangle behind Old
Centre. The two subsequent phases
will concentrate more on academic,
recreational and aesthetic improvements.
"Our consultants have designed
an efficient and spectacularly beautiful plan that takes full advantage
of our natural setting," Adams said.
"These improvements will position
the college for future programs well
into the 21st century."

must
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NKU salaries to rise 7.5 percent·
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS - Average salary increases of 7.5 percent
have been awarded to the- pres_ident, faculty and staff at Northern
Kentucky University for tlie. l~l-92 school year.

The university's Board of Regents on Wednesday raised the
average salar; cf prof"1',sor:i from $36,116 to $38,824. The increase
will make No,1.hern'$ salary scale more competitive with other
universities, but the salaries are sti\1 low, 51rid proyost David Jorns.
Northern's salary l~vels wer; 9 "percent below -universities with
s~ilar pro_~s last year. In the past, Northern has lost faculty to
h1gher-paymg Jobs.. But not as many faculty members are leaving
this year, said Jorns, who attributed that to the deteriorating
economy.
The salary of NKU President Leon Boothe will increase from
$98,460 to $105,844. The board also extended Boothe's contract by
another year.
.
·
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College seeks to QUJ_IQfr._re_Qovate
By Chris Poore
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Cent~e C~llege campus: proposed cnanges

a

· · ·:

DANVILLE - Centre College plans to raise $20 million Centre's new master plan would close section of Walnut Street
to bring the college's buildings and facilities into the 21st through camp4s anc;t connect Maple Avenue with Beatty Avenue
at Walnut Street. ·
century.
But college officials say closing one of Danville's
streets will be harder than raising the money. After all, the
college has raised - through donations - $75 million
during the last 15 years for various projects:
''I should think over a 10-year period that $20 million ,)
should not be a problem," said Thomas A Spragens,
Centre's former president
·
· Centre President Michael Adams unveiled the college's
new master plan yesterday in Danville;
... Spragens, alsq a member of the city commission, said
,9os~ •the_ \j~:i; ~on of Walnut Street would create
•'1llCX:C!1:ontr0vetsY,;:tfuin any of the other proposed changes.
Walnut Sireef is one of Danville's busiest east-west
streets, but it divides the campus.
Closing it would allow Centre to build a center
and bell tower, which would be modeled after those at
schools such as Harvard University and the University of
Virginia. The plan also would reroute Maple Avenue.
"There's been splendid town- , i!f'""'
gown relationship here for 170 'tilt __
· Herald-Leader I Molly Swisher
years," Spragens said. "But I'm in
"I think Centre_·
sholild ~"•"-e,":
no sense surprised that the general, •
~,.,..,.
i
· •-A new residence hall by 1995.
reaction in the community is appresaid·Lln~·Rtibbfi.1s(aseni~i/~uq
.•i•Renovation of East Hall, an
It's already beatitiftil. l,don;t'cthink-,;
hensiv_e/'~ ::· ,~~:~~ . , _
·t
sfrould
cha'·
~t
·
''
"'
fi'•"·~
'c',
·1
old
high school gymnasium now
1
b . ng~ oo,muc. ·•·""'----c .. -- used as a community center. It
Adams: o'said .Ii~ expected to
Ro bms said , that since · she
would ~- useii'for, exhibit space for
spend the, nexrieight to 10 months
ironing out-'parts of'the plan with:
s~e<:l-fat11'•-Y~"ago,,a-rew ~?r-._, the nearb¥; Norton Centei:_ for the
nutory_ an!! 1J:dajni~t@tipn_,qtyldmg' . Ariss-;:;;,•!'t1,,·r . _Danville residents and city officials.·
had been built
. ..,.,,__,,.,,,,.,,,.,,,.,. ·
Alo_ng with changing and re,
. . ·-:·-;· . 1-;;J~rr.~1ii:t,t!gbf,' tennis, center ci!1d
routing. streets, the plan calls for·
Meg :lopes,,another.,SJ!mor, saut 1 ,otlier, ,unprovements- m athletics
·new doimifories- and· renovating
she ,thought_ t!i!' col!ege was,ready "'buildings· •within· four to seven
buildings.and 5110rts facilities. Fra-·.
for : few clianges. _. ; .
. , years.
_.
.
ternity and sorority riiembers, who'
Some peopltstijt~ ~re m-;
. • A.ilO,QPO-square-foot academic
niake,.up 70,_pe~t of the student'·
the dark ages!'.• ·- .,. -' -~., -·.. ' - • btpldi.ng ..Pr!1)lje iigith, campus in
11l/ptil~tiqji, wi)l
get ne•v,doims:,
10
.. !1~~:=ti~~bwlcfuig,toi
se~~n•\o
years.
.
.:
,,;:,Ailariis said~he· lioi,•,-J., to raise,·
i: ....,.;,',.:- -·,, ._ ..... •_···oid}~
.- Kjlelltowei;,ang
court,
1 ·h'th. • 'b ~center
the'nimibet'ofstuderittdrom 900 t<i ~•a
1 .. , ' """"
uc uW1t Wlum,1,ulll'.',,~-near
.
ih
th
.:.,,c"
,,
.
,
iruiili·
.
iliiiirus'·'
.
,anu.amp
1
e;1ter.
Y.
tui:.y~_.,-,,vu.
1,900;ovei:a,·1o:yea;. ,:iericxf ,,, {;Ce
1 ..... :-//--,,,.-,{;
, n_.e, ~~QO~·J
·.-Adams will present the plan
;'But •·'students:k~leery :of., tratio'!·bml~g.-0ld-€eritte, built m· , Tu~y. to-,the/city, commission,
the:plans{'
,
, • .'
: 1820, is bemg resto~
,
,
whicfuwill eventually vote whether
.. .. . :
- •· Teq·new-.fratern1ty and somr-.
to close or reroute the streets
ity houses,.three of whicli would'~·
·
built within four vears.

I
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~~.,to cap his college career at grandchild's graduati9n
BYRON _
CRAWFORD

- In Tuscaloosa, Ala., tomorrow morning, 81-year- - ·
_old Jasper Smith of Hazard, .Ky., and his 22-year1"Jd.,~~.da!Jghter, Missy McLeod of Birmingham,_
,:Alii,f~~-.~~uate from college together.. - . ,
;_ Smith's diploma will be from Georgetown· Coll leg!j ,IP,_,,~tucq; his granddaughter•~ from the 1
,UIJiv#iiltY. of Alabama.
- 1_.. , •
" _Froii:i 193;3 ,through 1937 Smith was a part-time
,,~~~o!' ,inllJor at Georgetown, btit work and the '
;;~c:e,,hE;, had to travel from Eastern Kentucky 1
· lnteifered with college. He took a few other courses ,
, )!ver
years, but he never finished.
, I
.,;,,fot _several years he worked as a teacher and 1
basketball coach In Peay County, and later as a
salesman for Louisville Tin and Stove Co. As the
·yeilr.i passed, he forgot how many credits he need-ed to graduate.
' Last year he shared with his friend, G. Edward
_Hughes, president of Hazard Community College,
his lifelong dream of graduating from Georgetown.
Hughes checked Smith's college records and dis-

I

the

covered that, with completion of
one two-hour course, he could
·graduate..
·
Georgetown, am-eed that •Smith
could take a physical education
COJJrse at the community college,
then transfer the credit to Georgetown and receive his diploma.
Almost immediately, Smith's
three daughters and their families
began planning for the graduation
that had been nearly 60 years In the
making, Then It was discovered that
Smith_ and his granddaughter in
Alabaina were both scheduled to
graduate May ll, ·

· Smith told Georgetown College of
the family dilemma, and officials at
both colleges agreed that Smith
could receive his diploma as a
"guest graduate" at Alabama's commencement, at which his granddaughter will be valedictorian,
Hughes will be on hand In Toscato present the diploma to
'.'I'm a very happy man," Smith
srud by phone from Bimlingham
.earlier this, week. "I'm just afraid
that when I· get ,over, there to graduate, they might try to make a.Crim•
son Tide out of ine, and I'm a Louisville Cardinal and - University of
Kentucky fan."
McLeod, who calls her grandfather "Papa Jake," will receive her
degree In developmental studies,
and plans to work with the Campus
Crusade for Christ at Harvard University following graduation.
Smith's graduation gift to her was

~~~:\i.

money to buy a microwave oven. He
says that he has hinted that, fOr his
gift, he'd like "a small condo, In
Florida," but that he has had no response.
.
McLeod plans to give her grandfather an Alabama shirt, and she
says the family is giving him a
Georgetown College class ring. :
''We'll probably sit by each other
and walk in together," she
plained.
:
Smith notes that his granddaugh- ter ,is mu~h smarter and prettier
than he. However, without his presence it is doubtful that camera
crews from CNN and several other
news organizations would be planRing coverage of the commencement•
Said Smith: "This is a' special
event that I guess will never happen
again, unless I decide to work oil a
master's."

ex-

I

f you saw another newspaper
article about statistics yester,
day arid turned the page,
stop and retrieve the paper
from the Dumpster.
Those statistics deserve our attention.
I
: In the 1980s, Kentucky's youth
population plummeted, compared
with other states'. The state's population of infants to 18-year-olds
dropped by 11.88 percent. Only
Iowa and West Virginia suffered
worse declines - 13 percent and
21 percent respectively. In Kentucky, eastern counties experienced
the sharpest drops.
At first glance, the statistics
might seem like good news. Fewer
kids might signify a need for fewer
services. But that's not the case.
The state may have fewer children,
but the children are more likely to
be poor and in greater need of
health care, nutritional services
and education. It will be harder to,
keep them in school and give them
the skills to be competitive once
they graduate.

These statistics, like. others . -,.
trickling out of the 1990 ce_nsus,. ,
present clearly the challenges for,
Kentucky in the 1990s and beyond:
Despite their decreasing num- .
hers, Kentucky children deserve · -·'
the best services the state has to
offer. The reason is" shnple: The
children will be our- economy, our
future. They will be the·taxpayers ;
who support the resfof us wlien; j
we are no longer _working,:: ?};-.'~;,(
:(n this campaign:sea59I,i, pojitici)
cians need to place K¥tuclzy's;cnil:J
dren at tlfetop'of,ilieii' agendasiX'i;J
They must sef gQais .fotirnp{oyirtg
the health and 'well:oefug of_chil-J.1i
dren. They must be,_vigilanf in '!-'<Al
promoting the full financi!]g and
programs of the educati6n reform ,

act.

To ignore the unmet health
needs, the educational shortcomings and lifetimes of limited opportunity of Kentucky's youth would ·
be worse than a mistake. It would
ensure the decli11e of Kentucky itself. To put it bluntly, if Kentucky's· kids don't have a future,
the state doesn't,:;ejther_
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All the right: moves
Pitino, Newton affirm a new tradition: honesty

I

n their brief tenure at the
University of Kentucky, Athletics Director C.M. Newton
and basketball coach Rick Pitino have been big on tradition.
Witness the frequent tributes to
players and teams from the Wildcats' storied past.
Fortunately, though, there is.
one UK tradition Newton and P1dno choose to ignore. That is UK's.',
J:ibitual response to h!nts of_~sp! - NCAA rules !~actions.
~ Would-be transfer C\if!ord RoZ!er's Derby weeke1_1d v1s1t to t!ie
t}K campus ended m a rules VIOiation - one that occurred because
of a player's blunder, not from any
action by a member of the coaching staff.
.
In the not-too-distant past, UK's
response would have been to raise
the drawbridges, man the parapets
l\Ild wage a defiant war against
any allegation of wrongdoing. It ..
was
,, that mentality that earned the

UK program scorn-in the world of
college athletics.
This time, however, Pitino
called a press conference to announce that the violation did, in- ·
deed, occur; that UK would report
itself to the Southeastern Conference and the NCAA; that the
school would no longer recruit Rozier-- and that UK would take its
· me<liciQe from"fue NCAA.
· ·
Pitin~ has gotten a lot of deserved credit for restoring UK's
winning tradition on the court
much sooner than anyone believed
could be done: Newton; because he
hired Pitino shares soine of that
credit
'
· . .
: But ~th m~n deserv~ perhaps ·
even mo!e·.pra1se for their response
!O tl?,e_Ro¥er·incident. Here's ?OPm~ 1~ 1s t;e.7_s~ of another kind of
wmrung::gadition· at UK - of caI_J.,,;
dor, ho~o/ and adhereµce,,to the·',
rules offtlie court.
·_' .
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Morehead
told local ties
are valuable
for president

Guides offerecf
for MSU chief

Associated Press

MOREHEAD - Wo.filU , .••
academic with political ties
who can relate to 18-year-olds,
schoomze corporate bigwigs,
be sensitive to wom en, minorities and eastern Kentucky
a nd shake money out of the
federal government. Must also
like sports.
That's the kind of new president Morehead State Univers ity s hould have. a handful of
univers itv a nd area officials
told the school's pres1dennal.
search committee Thursda\.
The occasion was the first of
six forums the committee has
sc h ed ule d around eastern
Kentucky this month to solicit
public comment on th e presidential selection .
It's the first time t he univers ity has held such forums
to help find a president.
Thursday's one-hour session
at Morehead's Holiday Inn
drew about 15 participants.
mostly present a nd former
univer sity officials.
One of the most frequently
mentioned qualifications was
the a bility to relate to people
from eastern Kentucky.
''Most of all you should look
for people who are in terested
in the area a n d who are not
just passing through looking
for a way to spend a year or
two here or four or five years
here and find anoth er job,"
said Eugene Binion, superintendent of the Elliott County
sch ool system.
Elliott Co unty Attorney
David Flatt urged the committee " not to eliminate peop le with local ties ... and ...
people with political ties.
" Political ties is a dirty
word, but it's also, if used the
right way, something that's
very effective in a university
preside nt a nd som ething we
nee d to have this tim e
around," Fla tt said.
The school's current president, C. Nelson Grote, has said
h e will retire when his contract expires June 30, 1992.
Br 'lard Davis, dean of the
Cow,~ge of Business, said the
n ew president should be able
to appeal to a wide range of
constit..i.encies .

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State University should select a
president with political connections
who communicates well with East•
em Kentuckians, the school's
search committee was told at a public forum.
" Don't eliminate people with local ties or political ties," said Elliott
County Attorney David Flatt, a
graduate of Morehead. "Political
ties is a dirty word, but it can be a

very effective tool for a university
president."
The search panel is trying to find
a successor to C. Nelson Grote, who
plans to retire in June 1992.

"We have a certain kind of people
in our region that not everyone can
talk to," J.E. Duncan, retired dean
of the university's former School of
Humanities, said at the forum
Thursday. "We need someone with
skills in cementing relationships
with the public."
The forum was held to find out
what people want in a president,
said Morehead regent Wayne Martin, chairman of the search committee. Only one person has applied,
Martin said. He would not identify
the person.
" Most people are waiting to find
out what criteria will be established," he said. The committee has
agreed to base its criteria, in part,
on what it hears at the public fo-

rums.
There will be a forum Monday at
Hazard Community College. Other
forums will be at Ashland Community College on Thursday; Prestonsburg Holiday Inn on May 20; Maysville Community College on May 21;
and in Mount Sterling at McNabb
Middle School on May 23
Martin said the panel is still trying to decide on a consulting firm to
help in the search. The 10 firms that
submitted proposals would charge
from $25,000 to $50,000.
Morehead may agree to pay
$50,000, be said, because "this is
the most important thing that in•
volves the university at this time."
The search committee will advertise in education journals in August
and take applications and nominations until Oct. 4.
The list of candidates will be
pared to 20 by Nov. 1, and the committee will recommend six finalists
to the full board of regents Dec. 13.
The board will select a new presi•
dent March 2.

By
',r

JIM ROBINSON
T D1111 \ I '['f:P f\:UEN

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

" The preside n t of the institution has to be sensitive to
all of those publics,'' he said .
.. •f2 'eally cannot concentrate
j..ist on faculty, he cannot
concentrate just on students,
he cannot concenrrate only on
alumni needs , he cannot concentrate o nl y on potent ial
donors of funds to the university ... "
Both Davis and Virginia
Wh eeless, MSU's director of
planning, said the new president should promote strategic
plannin g.
Wh eeless. h owever. went
even further, saying that the
candidate _should agree with
the s trategic planning philosoph y the university already
h as in place.
Former MSU football coach
Bill Baldridge said he wanted
to see a president who was
dedicated to sports.
" We stretch all over the
country, a nd people want co
know how your football team's
doing and how your basketball
team's doing, and abou t who's
going to get the basketball job
here at Morehead," he said.
"It's probably more important
to them than who's going to be
the president.
Bill Redwine, the sch ool's
director of alumni relations.
told the committee the new
president s hould be able to
play a role in raising money
from corporations.
''It's n ot everybody who can
s it across the corpora te tahle
from a businessman and look
him in the face and a sk him
for $100,000 gift or S200.000 ...
h e said. " That's a quality that
a lot of people don·t have ..
Porter Dailey, vice president
of a dministration and fiscal
serv ic es , said a president
should be savvy politically
and " maintain a work ing relationship with the legislative
constituency of this region.
" We don't always like to
think that politics is the way
to get things done, but that is
a reality," he said.
Wayne Martin, chairman of
the nin e-mem b er sea r ch
committee, said the public
commen ts from the six forums
will be summarized and in•
el uded in the comm ittee's
0

sel ection process.
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Chuck
Culpepper
The next public forum will
be at Hazard Community College on May 13.
In a meeting prior to yesterday's public forum, the
committee reviewed 10 proposals from executive search
firms.
Martin said the committee
will choose one, possibly as
early as next week, to help
find a.new president.
The search firm cowd cost
MSU up to $50,000, Martin
said.
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College agrees
to steps to ease
racial tension
I

The Southern Kentucky Bureau
Lindsey Wilson College officials
have agreed to several demands by
a group of students who complained
they weren't allowed to celebrate
Black History Month the way they
wanted.
In February, the group Black By
Popular Demand hung posters of famous black historical figures in the
college cafeteria. But officials at the
private Columbia, Ky., college took
them down, saying no groups were
allowed to ·hang posters in the ~ing area. The gi:oup argued that. 1t
had prior penmss1on for the display.
The incident was one example of
racial tensions on campus, according to the group's faculty adviser,
Marie Pease Lewis. She said yesterday that the agreement is "a step in
the right direction."
The college agreed to observe the
Martin Luther King holiday for the
first time next year; begin a "minority cultural studies" course next
year; hold sensitivity training for
faculty, staff and students; appoint a
minority student-affairs officer; and
hire at least two black faculty or
staff members by next fall.
President John Begley said the
agreement should settle the dispute.
He said he expected to hire at
least one black faculty member
shortly. Currently there are no
black faculty members.
The group also had called for the
resignation of cafeteria director
Dick Leimbach. They claim he said
he didn't want the posters in the
dining area because they were
"controversial." The students also
asked for the resignation of James
Wilson, vice president for student
services. They claim Wilson originally gave them permission to hang
the posters, but Wilson said it was a
misunderstanding.
Begley said he would not discuss
personnel matters with the students.
In March, the students brought
their case to the American Civil Liberties Union, which suggested try·
ing to resolve the problem by presenting a list of requests, Lewis
said.
About 5 percent of the college's
700 day students are black.

Herald-Leader
sports columnist

Morehead
·cliffhanger
hasp/ayers
on edge
"Gosh," Don DeVoe said Friday.
''That's been so long ago, I've forgotten some of the things about it.
Did they get somebody?"
He was referring to the search
for a basketball coach at Morehead
State, a search that began March 31
when Tommy Gaither resigned after four years, a search that has
become a tad like "The Young and
The Restless" _ a dragged-out plot
with lots of emotional involvements.
DeVoe was a candidate before
he withdrew a week and a half ago
- my, how the memory naps when
one is on sabbatical after 25 years
of coaching _ part of a process
that pared the list to one finalist
before the university administration
reopened the hunt.
It began the way any American
search does, with a committee. Nor·
mally, casting a committee is an
excellent way to ensure that the
length of a project will rival the life
span of most household pets, but
this one was efficient. Within a
month it screened the list to five,
then to three, then, after the withdrawals of DeVoe and Murray State
assistant Craig Morris, to one_
Jeff Burkhamer, the former Morehead assistant coming off two seasons as head of a top-20 junior
college team in North Greenville, s.C.
M h d Stat 11-11
Id l'k
ore ea
e s . wou 1 ~
to ana!y~ more_exl?"nenced cand1dates m ,ts oonti,:mmg search, but
the players, a united front, would
adore having either Burkhamer or
Allan Hatcher, who assisted
Gaither. One player said, "Once we
hit the floor with either of them, no
one would ever question our effort
because they are such great disciplinarians."
Ten players and a student manager composed and signed a letter,

impressive in its diplomacy, wondering why the search was resumed
after it was over.
Responding with an equally
diplomatic move, Athletic Director
Steve Hamilton invited the players
to a meeting Tuesday where they
could air their concerns.
"From the way I understand it,"
said Mitch Sowards, a 6-foot-5 junior, "we're not going to get a
· basketball coach until after school
is out. I'm encouraged that they
plan to get one appointed, but the
guys would like to meet him before
we get out of school. Otherwise, we
won't get to meet him until we get
back (in late summer). It would be
nice to get to know the guy a little
bit.
"I was really shocked when (the
extension) happened."
"They got emotionally involved
with a couple of guys," Hamilton
sat'd Fn'day. ''I•ts the process they
quarreled about."
The players aren't acting
spoiled-rotten about this, but they
read the administration's gesture as
ruling out both Burkhamer and
Hatcher. "Somebody is going to be
lucky to get them as head coaches,"
Sowards said.
Some of them know Burkhamer
from his tenure at Morehead. "I'm
·
std1very interested in the position."
Burkhamer said yesterday. "At this
point I really don't know whether to
be optimistic or pessimistic. I recruited a lot of those kids and I love
those kids to death."
All of the players know Hatcher, but while he was one of the
committee's five finalists, he did not
make the top three - Burkhamer,
Morris and DeVoe.
"If they would not approve
(Burkhamer) then, there would be
no reason to see why he would be
approved later," Sowards said.
"That would be logical, but maybe
it still might happen. I don't know."
So as the school looks for a
guiding li,ght and the _world _turns
and ther_e s onll:' one hfe to hve and
the admm1stration has sent ,ts
search-for-tomorrow committee to
another world, Morehead might
heed the words of De Voe
.
' marquee
can?,1date from the start.
T~ere was ;:t player on the
screening committee, and that
showed /l'~ ~ste,?n the_part of
th~ ad.n;'''!1Strat1on, he said. "I .
tbmk its important to pay attennon
to t~e playe:s because obviously.
fihey re/~ttmg themselves on the
ne he e.
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NKU
approves·
saliuj'Jncreaaea
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HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky, ~ Average 111WJY lncr,aies of 7.,5.:
· percent have been award~ to the. pn:,ldent; ·faculty and sWf ~:'
Northern Kentucky University• for the 191/1·92 school'year. ·,,.,"·' ·'-"
The university's board of regents. on Wednesday raised. the '
. average salaiy of professors from $36,116 to $38,824;'l'he ~ - , '
· will make Northern's sa1aiy 9':ale moi'e'competltive with other'1
. universities, but the salaries are' still low; Provost David 'Jornf1
• said. The increase at Northern Is comparable to tlie"i:lercentam'1
that other Kentucky universities hava approved.'.
The ~ of NKU President Leon Boothe will

'';;·~'F_~-•!•

lmease from'1
-~;.,~. 1Q5!~ ~~.~,-~c.~~~:~~~
·,:~J ~ •' ·
r.--•.f~•~,. ~-~; vd' - t_: 'l~~'ff .."''~-'.i-~1.d.t.f -..·!{i~,'ti:1
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Lindsey Wi Ison officials
agree to-~ing h'Oliday
Associated Press

COLUMBIA - Lindsey Wilson
College officials will recognize the
Martin Luther King holiday and
make other changes in hopes of
defusing a dispute stemming from a
group's attempts to celebrate Black
History Month.
School President John Begley
said the agreement to meet several
demands by the group of students .
should end the dispute.
Th~ group, Black By Popular
Derrk1nd, htmg posters of famous
JJiad; historical figures in the college cafeteria in February.
But officials at the private college in this southern Kentucky community took them down, saying no
groups were allowed to hang post-

ers in the dining area. The group
argued that it had prior permission
for the display.
The group's faculty adviser,
Marie Pease Lewis, said the incident was one example of racial
tension on campus. She said Friday
that the agreement was "a step in
the right direction."
Besides agreeing to observe the
King holiday for the first time next
year, the college will begin a "minority cultural studies" course next
year; conduct sensitivity training
for faculty, staff and students; appoint a minority student-affairs officer: and hire at least two black
faculty or staff members by next
fall.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

Thursday, May 9, 1991

A confession
Admission of rule violation reflects
change at the University of Kentucky
The admission of an NCAA
violation in the recrutiment
of Clifford Rozier is a positive reflection of the new approach to athletics at the
University of Kentucky.
The violation was not
serious, was unintentional
and involved· no UK coaches.
During a 48-hour official visit
to UK last weekend, Rozier, a
University of North Carolina
transfer, attended a postDerby party in Louisville
with UK guard Sean Woods.
NCAA rules limit entertainment of a recruit to
within 30 miles of the campus.
Previous UK athletic administrations likely would
not have reported such a
minor violation in hopes that
it would never be detected.
The desire to land such an
outstanding player at Rozier
would have outweighed any
concerns about the infraction.
But when Athletic Director
C.M. Newton and basketball
coach Rick Pitino came to
UK, they promised to run a
clean program. The violations that led to the bas-

ketball program being placed
on probation by the NCAA
would not be repeated, they
promised.
In immediately reporting
the violation to the NCAA
and the Southeastern Conference, Pitino and Newton
proved how serious they are
about keeping that promise.
Because UK reported the
infraction and it is not a
serious one, it is unlikely
that either the NCAA or the
SEC will penalize UK for it,
but as Pitino said, the penalty for UK is the loss of a
potentially great player.
The incident points out a
problem: The NCAA has so
many recruitment rules, it is
all too easy for schools to inadvertently violate some of
them. The NCAA should appoint a task force to distinguish between rules that
constitute serious violations
and t~o~e that are triviaL,~
The tnv1al ones - and we~
would classify the number of''
miles from campus· in which
a recruit can be entertained
as both trivial and foolish should be eliminated.
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J,';,JA~N--;-;The Lees College Board of

Trustees~_yesterday;:rejected·:11 request by .
fuculty miembers fa-an_ independent investi- .

· "oh Jong- · dispirte wi!h Presi-.
~Wmiam ~~ - i ; 1-ii;< · , ' · ·.,/"Insfei" •'t!ii'~~ ·Bradshaw

-~li~th!tissues
~>':;ii."lli-. ~'~nis!Ees 'herewith ex- ·
~es,,):;(siipport' of Or..William

B. Bradperformance of his duties as
president o(Lees College, and instructs Dr.
Bradshaw apd legal counsel to . prosecute
diligently to· a ·conclusion the pending litigation· with certain members of the
college faculty," the board said in a
statement after a six-hour meeting.
Neither Bradshaw nor board
chairman J. Phil Smith would comment further.
Lees faculty members last night
expressed disappointment with the
board's decision. They had asked
for an independent agency, such as
the Council on Higher Education, to
mediate their differences with Bradshaw.
Arthur Brooks of Lexington, an
attorney representing some of the
faculty, said he would try to get
Breathitt Circuit Court to restrain
the college from replacing any of
the faculty members until the issues
are settled legally.
"I'm going to try and make
something happen because I don't
think it is in anybody's interest to
let this drag on," Brooks said.

s!iaVf. In_ hia

rate
Eastern Kentucky 's ·fa·' 11 ·1 ng hb'1 rth
I
might hurt businesses_, SC 00 S
! ·

I

'Tlle1r expectations for tl1e
quality or lire they wanted for their
children had increased," Garkov1ch
said. Economically, she said, "two
was what they could afford."

Cou~~u~~ al~k:a~pl~~1nB;he:ti~:
.
more than 9,000 students smce young labor force in many areas," decade, he said, the number of
Crouch said.
Breathitt residents the Census Bu1976_
By Lee M11eHer
"It m~ns we're re~lly going to reau considers in their prime chi!dEastern Kentucky bureau
.,
I5
have to mvest more m the adult bearing years (ages 25 to 44) mPAINTSVJLLE - Even though
Economic enec
work force, in terms df retraining creased JI percent, he said. But the
Eastern Kentucky has not yet _run
Census figures estimate that 28 and retooling," he said, "And it number of births declined by 35
out of coal, it is running out of Jobs percent of the state's children live in means we don't have room for percent, he said.
mining it. , Now a recent study poverty. No figure was available ~or young people who drop , out of !
In Harlan County, as in Breathindicates that, along with every- Eastern Kentucky, but people hke school or who are untrained or itt County, it takes two working
thing else, the .region may be runRichard Young of Inez see a long- unskilled."
parents just to sustain life, said
ning out of children.
.
.
term "spiral down" effect of fewe_r
In most cases, the yoµth popula- Clarence "Tuney" Scott, assistant
Such an occurrence could wn_id
children on businesses that ~d!· tion has fallen slowly and has gone school superintendent.
up hurting'lhe regkm and its ~g1Je
tionally depend on welfare rec1p1- largely unnoticed.
While waiting for her 9-year-old
economy, ju,st as modem machmery ents for profits.
Day-care centers and health de- son at Porter Elementary School in
hurt the miriirig industry.
.
"It's going to have a tremen- partmen~ h3.ve remained busy l?e· Johnson County last week, Billie
The U.S. Census Bureau report- dous cash-flow effect on those of us cause workmg couples reqmre Music of Paintsville illustrated the
ed last week that since 1980 the who are in business," said Young, child-care facilities and out-of-work decline in Eastern Kentucky's birthnumber of children in every Eastern
who runs several businesses, in- miners say health departments are rate in her own family.
Kentucky county has dropped by at
eluding a propane gas operation cheaper than doctors' offices.
"This younger generation, I
least 13 percent. Nine of the IO and a restaurant.
Gertrude Auxier, who operates don't think most of them want kids
counties showing the greate~t deAmong other things, fewer chi!- a skating rink in Johnson Cou1:ty, like the older generation did," said
dine in yoµth population are 1': t~e dren in a depressed economy ult,- said business had been decreasmg Music, 48. "They're more expensive
mountains. In 15 of the regions
mately mean fewer food stamps for since 1980. "We thought 1t was due to take care of now, for one thing.
largest counties, there are at lea st supermarket owners and_ fewer to the economy, but we hadn't My mother had nine sisters. so
20 percent fewer children than there Medicaid cards for medical-care thought about there being fewer there were 10 of them - not a boy
were a decade ago.
·
providers, Young said. ~ut heals?, children," she said. "So maybe in the bunch. But there's no way I'd
Census analysts say the decline predicted a kind of "dommo ~~ect. that's what's wrong."
have 10 now - you'd have to be a
is not due to outmigration by unen_i·
A decline in welfare rec1p1ents,
millionaire now to do that."
ployed parents seeking job_s .. It 1s he said, would actually create mqre
Fewer babies
Music was one of six children.
due, they say, to parents dec1dmg to welfare recipients .. Dentists, doctord
No one knows exactly why She has four children, three of
have fewer children.
druggists, housing authorities an Eastern Kentuckians stopped hav- whom are grown.
b t sociolo
Her oldest daughter, Tammy
In a reoion where, two ge_nera- supermarket owners . - perh_aps .
I
1ot Of ch"ld
mg a suspect
ren, u and the· Burke, 30, and her husband moved
tions ago, ,,.
families with_bl~ chh IId
t rep even state welfare ffoffices I~ might
h gists
·television
were not unusual, the irt ra e 1s be forced to lay o emp oyees, e economy have something to do with to Jacksonville, Fla., three years ago
"approaching the !\Orm of the rest said.
it. Others say increased access to to ~et jobs, she said. They have one
of the state," said Ron Crouch,
"You would have the phenome- birth control has Jed to a dwindling child.
p I 29 .
director of the Ke1.1tuc~y State Da_ta non of a supermarket owner laying birthrate.
. A son, James au ' '_ is marCenter at the Umvers1ty _of Loms- oft an employee who goes to ... the
Families in rural areas want the ned and owns a gr?cery m Lawville Urban Research lnslltute.
food-stamp office and takes them to same thin as the urban families re~ce County, she said, but has no
Statewide, the state's youth pop- the store where he used to work to the see
TV, said Lori Garko- ch1l~ren: Another _daughter, :reresa,
ulation dropped by _11.?. percen_t. buy the beans," Young said:
vie( a professor of sociology at the ·126!d1s divorced with one child, she
But the Jong-term s1gmf1cance is
The region is contmually University of Kentucky.
sa1 .
.
perhaps greater in Eastern Ken- plagued by the highest unempl~yIn 1980 and 1981 , Garkovich
"It takes both pare~ts workm~
tucky, where analysts •say fewer men! rates in the state. The dwmd t d a study in an unnamed now to keep a house gomg, really,
children will generate· even fewer dling numbers of young people also fa:t:~ eKentucky county that indi- Music said. "I know me and my
J.obs and even Jess money for the will affect the work force and make cated many women in their 20s h~sband both work. Used to, people
, region's welfare economy and it more difficult to attract industry.
ere being sterilized after having raised_ gardens and put up food for
Kentucky must face a future in w
h"Jd
the wmter. Now they have to buy
Schools. Pike County alone has lost
which "the state is running out of a two c I ren.
everything they eat."

I

:!::

Tlwri• ;1n·

11tl11•r factors

in-

volved. 1111 l11dmg hirth ronlrol. Music s:ii<I. ",\II tlw schools talk about
it. and I 1h111I< the parents do, too."

Dwindling enrollment
Fewer students translate into
less money per pupil per day for
school districts, superintendents
say.
Less money and fewer students
also mean fewer employees will be
needed in places like Harlan County, where 27 teachers - including
three with tenure - lost their jobs
recently because of declining enr611ment.
;
In J976, at the height of the coal
boom, almost 23,000 students were
enrolled in Pike County schools, lhe
state's third largest district. By the
end of the seventh month of this
school year, there were 13,652 students, Superintendent Larry Burne
said.
Kindergarten enrollment has
slipped from 1,200 five years ago to
850 now. "When these kindergarfen
students move on through, we're
probably going to have about .7(JO
students per grade level," Burke
said, and a total enrollment of
10,000.
Floyd County. which had 10,000
students in 1980. now has fewer
than 8,000, Superintendent Ron
Hager said. Each student lost costs
the system money, he said.
The state pays the school district $2,694.32 for each student, said
Hager, who estimated that between
10 and 15 Floyd teachers would not
be rehired next year because of the
loss in enrollment.
"You'd think, superficially, if a
district lost 10,000 students, you'd
have all kinds of empty rooms and
too many teachers," Burke said, but,
that hasn't happened yet in most
counties.
Statewide,
Kentucky
had
591,992 students and 38,611 teachers and administrators in 1980. Last
year, student enrollment had

I

dropped to 569,453, but the number
or teachers and staff increased to
4 I ,558. said Robert Coakley, director of school district finance for the
state Department of Education.
Beginning in 1986, the state
began placing maximum limits 24
to 26 students in each classroom,
Coakley said. Now, the state Education Reform Act of 1990 is requiring
new staff and classes for some 3and 4-year-old children.
,
The situation is ·,,orse in Harlan
County, which has Jost 10,000 shidents since 1938. That year, the
county had 16,900 students and
90,000 residents; this year, there l;lre
38,000 residents and 6,370 students.
On April 25, Bowman, who had
been teaching English for seven
years at Cawood High School, and
Margarett Chafin, who taught vocational home economics for 10 YCilrs
at Evarts High School, were among
27 teachers who were not rehired
for the next school year.
Bowman said she was as
shocked as the two other tenu~ed
teachers because "tenure has always mean job security as long:as
you didn't run into any major
problems."
Neither Bowman nor Chafin
complained, however. "We had
three schools and we had five
(home economics) teachers, and I
was the youngest," Chafin said,
"and that's the way it should be,"
Chafin said she intended to
return to college and get certification to teach in another field.
"Life takes a lot of angles," she
said. "You've just got to take it and
go in another direction."
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"On many campuseS, perhaps
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IJ'Souza charges. The new multicultural reading lists ignore "the
philosophical, religious and literary classics of Asia and the Middle East" and contemporary writers who aren't in line with
students' values, he charges.
Instead of adm'itting that nonWestern cultures don't value racial or sexual equality, or tolerate
"alternative lifestyles," it's easier
to teach protest essays by Westernized Marxists, who express fa.
miliarly PC views and don't require professors to know much
about Asia, the Middle East, Afri.
ca or Latin America except that
they're all oppressed down there.
Sadly, D'Souza is able to get a
hearing for his views only because
he's racially correct - a darkskinned immigrant from India.
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All should have
access to college
The 102nd Congress has begun
considering the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. These
hearings come at a critical time for
our nation. Growing international
competitiveness and rapid technological change make educating a
highly-skilled workforce more important than ever. Meeting this challenge will largely determine whether
the United State falters or thrives in
the economic marketplace of the
1990s and the 21st century.
I The student financial assistance
programs that Congress fashions will
' play a major role in determining
whether our nation meets the economic challenges of the future. For
millions of young people, the legislation will also decide whether they
have the opportunity to pursue their
version of the American dream.
The National Association of Trade
and Technical Schools and the Association of Independent Colleges
and Schools, sponsors of the Kentucky Skills 2000: Education Today
for Tomorrow's Jobs coalition, have
developed a set of legislative proposals to give all Americans a
chance to enjoy the education they
need to get ahead.
The package will provide access to
postsecondary education opportunities for all students - including the poor and disadvantaged.
It restores the proper balance between grants and loans so the very
poorest do not leave school under a
crushing burden of debt. It improves
the integrity of the aid programs.
And it enhances the effectiveness of
the programs through simplification
I a nd greater predictability.
I Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., the
chairman of the Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and Humanities,
said in the opening hearing: "Our
goal is a simple one: to make sure
that every individual in Amer ica
who has the talent. drive and desire
can achieve the postsecondary ed-

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

ucation of their choice, and that a
lack of personal finances need not
stand in their way."
Let us hope that Congress achieves

606-783-2030

this laudable goal.

SvAkCH1VES

Frank I . Jordan
State Coordinator
Kentucky lkllls 2000
Loulsvllle
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Look ahead, Morehead
Some notes on the university's presidential search

rM

orehead State University's presidential
search committee is
holding meetings
around Eastern Kentucky. The
idea is to give the public a chance
to say what kind of qualifications
the next president of the university
should have.
: Give the search committee credit' for sparking discussion on the
subject. The discussion began in
Morehead on Thursday, and the
rre.xt meeting is scheduled in Hazard next Monday. In advance of
that occasion, here's our 2 cents'
worth on the question.
: Much of the comment at the
Morehead meeting centered on the
need for a president with ties to
Eastern Kentucky. J.E. Duncan, a
r~tired dean of the university's former School of Humanities, probabJy expressed the feelings of many
when he said, "We have a certain
kind of people in our region tha t
not everyone can talk to. We need
someone with s kills in cementing
relationships with the public."
It's certainly true that to lead a
university, a president must communicate effectively with the pub-

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

lie. But it would be a mistake to
define that need too narrowly. An
effective president must also be
able to communicate with faculty,
with legislators, with the governor.
with students, with members of the
state Council on Higher Education
It's also true that the president
of a regional public university
must be attuned to the people of
his region. But 1t would be a mistake - and an insult - to believe
that only people from Eastern Kentucky can communicate with residents of the region. The region's
needs may be unusual, but they are
not unique.
And finally, it's true that Morehead's location and its mission dictate that the university serve the
people of Eas tern Kentucky. But
it's equally true that the region is
changing rapidly under the influences of national and global economic forces. It's important that
the school's next president understand the heritage of the region,
but it's even more important that
he or she have aggressive and
effective ideas about helping the
university and the region face the
future.

I
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These educators ar~ at home with reformf·
Methods once
taught in spite

of the system
n OW aIC the system
By ROBIN EPSTEIN
Staff Writer

..

the system." Now, he said. "They
are the system."
j Among other things, the refonn
act mandates tl}at children ages 5
through 8 be taught together, that
teachers and parenti partidpate in
school decision-making, that
schools embrace multiculhirallsm.
and that children be tested on how
they can apply what they have
learned in real•)Vorld situations.

I

Above University of Louisville
education professor Betty Lou Whitford's desk is a poster of some
meerkats. Members of the Afric,m
mongoose family, the meerlmts
stand on their bind legs peerlnf out
at the horizon with large, black
~ . watching for enemies.
Foraboutfiveyears,themeerkats
have symbolized Whitford and a
group of her colleagues at U of L
and in the Jefferson County Public
Schools, she said. "We were out
there on the edge, experimenting
with things real traditional folks
could find threatening."
But that has changed.
Now that their experiment! in
participatory management, group
learning and ungraded primary
schools have been endorsed by the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
U of L's meerkat-professors are relaxing their watch and becoming an
integral part of changes in acbools.
Education Dean Raphael Nystrand said U of L. like all the state
universities, has a responsibility to
respond to the reform act. The stat•
ute will change the way U of L prepares teachers - to work in the
kinds of schools the act envisions,
to help the state develop policy, to
provide support and to conduct research.
•
Ric Hovda. acting chairman of the
department of early- and middlechildhood education. said the act
has legitimized reforms under way
at U of L Before, be said, innovative
methods were taught at U of L and
practiced in the schools "in spite of

All Scb<>9l of ~cation certiftca.

tion programs are being re-evaluat•
ed, Nystrand said. New courses focusing on the major themes of the
reform act are being designed by
faculty In each department
While. some profeuon have al·
ready altered their courses, Nystraftd said "next year Is going to be
a busy time ln terms of planning
and c:banging around here."
One of the post-reform-act
cbangtS already under way is a pllot project in the secondazy education department to offer education
courses at Fairdale Hip School
team-taught by univemty faculty
and Fairoale teachers.
John Fischetti, one of the project's an:hitects. said that because
Fairdale has been ahead on reforms. U of L students spendi.ng
time there will gain first-hand experience with the kind of schools the
reform act should aute.
A pioneer in lite-based decistonmaking. Fairdale bas been governed
by a steering committee ot teachers
and administrators for five years,
and has recently added parents. "If
you're a new teacher you have to be
equipped to know what site-based
(management) is because within a
year you could be on the school
council,'' Fischetti said.
The refonn act also challenges
teachers. to have children demonstrate skills rather than memorize
facts, Fischetti said. That means
they will have to invent what are
known as "authentic performancebased assessments," he said.
Some U of L graduate students in a
class Whittord taught Ulls semestet

took the plunge into performance:
based assessment. By introdud~
writing journals into a mathematics
class for the first time, for exampl~
one high school teacher began eva{~
uatlng his studenta in new
Whitford said.
,
Another reform therne being WOYi
en into U of L courses Is ungraded•
primary schools. In addition to
teaching college students ~
working with 5- through 8-year-014-·
in one classroom. Hovda is also car:
rying that message into the school§
themselves.
•
--~
After a recent presentation Ill'
Stonestreet Elementary School, •.4
team of Stonestreet teachers who.
taught a multi-aged primary ~ •
year spoke of his Hovda's support'
"He's the pat on the back. Every
time we feel like we're sinking in
quicksand. we tum to Ric," teacherDenise Cinnamon said.
.,
In addition, Hovda has provided:
the team with articles and has serif
teachers, parents, principals and superintendents from across the state
and nation to visit their classrooms:
teacher Betsy McGraw ~d.
. ~,
The secondary education depart•
ment also is gearing its curriculum.
toward teaching students from <ii·.
verse cultural backgrounds, with
emphasis on children who in the·
past have not been successful in
school
.
" If you can teach those children,.
you can teach everybody," saia.
Marjorie Kaiser, a professor of~-.
lisb education.
, '!
For teachers to understand disad'J
vantaged students, they must be int;_
mersed in those students' conunwuZ
ties, said Allan Dittmer, U of D
chairman of secondary education. .
Education students may be ~
to visit the homes of welfare tam:
illes, make rounds to the courts amt
social-service agencies, and ride in
police cars, he said.
;~
Oittmer said the new program Is
still being developed and will bl.
presented to the state professionaP
standards board in January.
••:'
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'WKU chief wants more student aid
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University President Thomas Meredith urged additional spending for several higher education programs while testifying before a U.S. House subcornmitree in Washington yesterday.
He recommended an $876 million increase for Pell Grants during
the next fiscal year to provide a $2,700 maximum award. Meredith
said the proposal would increase the number of recipients from 3.4
million to 3.6 mllllon.
He noted that Bush administration proposals would drop 400,000
currently ellgil>le students from the Pell program.
Meredith also encouraged federal lawmakers to increase spend- ,
ing in several other grant and loan programs, a work-study program and other programs for needy students.
Meredith spoke to the Subcommittee on t.abor, Health and Human Services and Education on behalf of 15 higher education
,associations.

ways;,
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Pay for women
still lags at MSU
By JIM ROBINSON
OF T HE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Nearly four
years after C. Nelson Grote
became president at Morehead
State University, men still
dominate the school's top jops,
a recent study shows.
But the study's author says
she sees some positives in her
fmdings.
··If you just look at the
numbers. it's not encouraging, .. said Virginia Wheeless.
the school's planning director.
.. But what i important is that
the leadership has made a
commitment to change."
The percentage of men in
the highest levels of both
MSU 's administration and
faculty has remained almost
constant since Grote took over
in 1987, the study found.
And despite increasin g
numbers, women faculty
members at the university on
average earned slightly less in
1990 than they did in 1987 relative to their male counterparts.
The study. ordered by Grote
after a published report last
November painted a similar
male-dominated picture at
most of the state's public universities, was completed in
January.
It found that men occupied
81 percent of the top aaministrative jobs at MSU in 1990,
down from 84 percent in 1987
but up from 77 percent in 1986.
On MSU 's 1990 faculty. only
seven of the 90 full professors
- the highest rank of the four

faculty classifications - were
women.
In 1987. eight of the school's
94 full professors were females.
Judy Rogers. MSU's dean of
undergraduate studies and the
highest ranking woman on
campus, said the university
needs to do a better job of enticing women and minorities
to apply for top jobs.
"We need more diversity in
the administration on campus.·· she said ... It's healthy to
see women as role models."
Wheeless said MSU is taking steps to attract women .
She sai d a 10-member
committee. four of whom are
women, searching for candidates for an academic vice
presidency has actively solicited women a nd minority
candidates.
Moreover, the school has
"made great strides" in reducing pay inequities between
men and women , Wheeless
said.
For instance, according to
statistics from the American
Association of University Professors, salaries for women in
all four faculty classifications
- instructors, assistant professors. associate professors
and professors - dropped
relati ve to their male
coun terparts a t public universities in the U.S. between
1987 and 1990.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

MSU women
A new study on female
administrators and
faculty members at
Morehead State
University found :
TOP ADMINISTRATORS

- 19 percent were
women in 1990,
compared with 16
percent in 198 7 and 23
percent in 1986.
FULL PROFESSORS -

7

women among 90 in
1990, compared with 8
of 94 in 1987.
SALARIES - female
faculty members
averaged 84 cents for
each dollar earned by
male counterparts in
1990, compared with
84.9 cents in 19~7.
But at MSU, salaries for
women in two of those categories - instructors and professors - have increased relative to their male counter parts during that period, according to Wheeless' study.
Still, on average, salaries for
women faculty members at
MSU have dropped from 84.9
cents for each dollar a male
faculty member made in 1987
to 84 cents in 1990, the study
showed.
That's because the majority
of female faculty members are
in the lower ranks of the
teaching staff.

•-·
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UK. plan to boost pay_
for women,. minorities
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington yesterday
unveiled a .$2.5 million package to
boost" the status of women and
minorities.
Speaking to the UK Women's
Forum, Wethington outlined recommendations that were widely targeted;_from professors and post-doctoral researchers to hourly wageearners.
Wethington said the initiatives
were in response to two UK studies
last year that revealed widespread
differences in pay, opportunities
and working conditions based on
race and gender.
Wethington said the proposals
also stemmed from his own longstanding concerns about conditions
at UK. "I want this university to be
a leader in this whole area of
cultural diversity," he said.
Wethington said making adjustments to correct past inequities was
a top priority in deciding pay raises
that will take effect July 1.
The $2.5 million, which is part
of the budget Wethington· will recommend to trustees next month,
also would cover increases in minority student scholarshipg and fellowshipg; incentives for women and
minority graduate students in disciplines where they are scarce; better
starting · pay for non-faculty employees based on education and
experience; an effort to begin to
bring pension benefits for hourly
and staff employees in line with the
more generous faculty benefits; pro-

fessional development for hourly
staff; an increase in pay scales
closer to marketplace levels; and
salary improvement for part-time
employees.
·
Law professor Carolyn Bratt,
chairwoman of the 15-member committee that wrote the report on the
status of women, said it was appro.. priate that hig-ticket items were
aimed at staff and hourly wor~ers
because that is where 90-percent of
UK's women work.
She praised Wethington's reco!IlI!Jendations as a credible beginning, but said the committee would
be disappointed unless the momentum continued.
Because of the 1990 state tax
increase, UK is expected to budget
10 percent more money for salaries
for the second year in a row.
Wethington ordered that 2 percent of that increase be taken off
the top for, equity adjustments in
salaries, leaving an 8 percent increase for regular merit raises, Bratt
said, She said men who work in
some areas such as skilled crafts
also would benefit from the move to
make salaries more market competitive.
Wethington said the gender and
race gaps were narrowed last year,
but the salary equalization would
be more dramatic this year.
As a first step, he ordered a
review to pinpoint possible inequities in the pay of individual women
and minorities. Armed with the
review's recommendations, administrators were told to adjust pay to
compensate for past discrimination.
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modestly. But I think our
rapid growth is pretty much
behi,.d us."
Grote, who says he plans to
retire in June 1992, said his
successor should· be in a good
position. Six residence halls
that were closed when Grote
became president in 1987 have
been reopened and the university infrastrcture has been
repaired.
"I think we're putting the
university in a good position
for new leadership," he said.
"The new president's going
to come in and not have to
deal with so much renovation
and repair ... and he can concentrate on improving, refining and polishing ... "
Grote said that while the
university is now making
signficant progress toward
keeping up with its expanding
enrollment, the enrollment
growth had to come first. · ·

606-783-2030

"It's a chicken and an egg. If
we hadn't had the rapid
growth, I couldn't have gotten
the money to do things. I
think we had to show great
demand," he said.
"I think we had to demonstrate that there· was a real
need or we wouldn't have gotten done most of what we have
gotten done ... If I we're controlling all the variables, I
might have wanted to slow it
down a little ... Legislators do
not look favorable upon many
investments in an institutions
that has a stable or a declining
enrollment. We're were in a
major declining stage when I
got here."
MSU's board of regents
adopted a $62.7 million budget
for next year. It's 12.4 percent
larger than last year's opening
budget.
Pay increase pools grew 7
percent for faculty, 10 percent
for hourly staff and 8 percent
for salaried staff.
Grote got an 8 percent raise
to $95,000 a year.

MOREHEAD - After six
years of spiraling growth, enrollment at Morehead State
University will begin to level
off, the school's president said
Friday.
MSU's enrollment is expected to grow by just 5 percent this fall to an estimated
9,053 students, President C.
Nelson Grote said at the quarterly meeting of the school's
board of regents.
The school's enrollment has
grown 50 percent in the last
five years.
"I think our enrollment is
going to stabilize," Grote said.
"I think you'll see our enrollment hanging right in
there now at about 9,000,
maybe growing 1 or 2 or 3
percent a year .... "
Grote said he believes
growth is slowing because the
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, May 18, 1991
•uruversity has soaked ,up a
pool of students who had been
avoiding it.
"The growth that we have
had has not been accidental in
that we have worked to make
it happen," he said. "But on
the other hand it was relatively easy to do because the
potential for that growth was
out there. In my judgment, the
growth had been supressed
one bid for the project.
By JIM ROBINSON
previously ... "
A new request for bids
Freshmen enrollment is exOF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
was to have gone out this
pected to dip 4 to 7 percent in
the fall. Freshmen applicaMOREHEAD - More- week, Porter said. The contions are already running 10
head State University's new tract won't- be awarded unto 12 percent behind last
extended campus home in til mid-June, he said.
year's pace.
Ashland may not open this
That will give the conBut significant gains in offfall as anticipated.
tractor only about 45 days
campus enrollment are exMSU students in Ashland to renovate the building.
pected to offset the decline in
were
to have taken classes
"At this point in time, it's
freshmen.
in
the
old Ashland Oil Inc. questionable to me whether
This year, enrollment at
headquarters on ·winchester
that objective can be
MSU's off-campus sites grew
Avenue beginning. this, fall, reached,"
Dailey said.
by 30 percent, Grote said•.
but a glitch in the buildAt the Prestonsburg caming_•_~ renovation m~¥ keep
MSU now rents classroom
pus, for instance, enrollment
the classes at Paul G;e Blazer space at Blazer for the 300
grew by 58 percent, he said.
High School.
students who take classes
Now the university must
.
Porter Dailey, MSU's vice in AsWa.nd.
concentrate on continuing to
president
for·
administraThe universicy will ocupgrade and expand its buildtion and fiscal services, cupy one floor of the old
ings and progr?'TIS to acsaid a federal agency that's Ashland Oil building.
commodate largec- enrollment,
contributing $650,000 to the Dailey said FIVC0 officials
Grote said.
project has asked that the have assured. him that the
"We're going to ·be· plateaubidding be reopened after university's space will be
ing, and it's probably the right
the FIVCO Area Develop- given top priority in the
thing to do until we get more
ment District received onl;: , renovation.
resources," he said. "If we get
more resources in '92-'94, and
-A service of the Office of Media Relationsif. we . find there
is a contin.
.

Delay is possible
in opening new site
for Ashland campus
Classes may stay at PBHS
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Morehead regents study proposals
f.9r improving classrooins, housing
i\5spciated Press

-

• MOREHEAD, Ky. - Regents at
Morehead State University are reviewing proposals to eiq,and stu.dep.t housing, increase parking and
improve classrooms because of enrollment growth in recent years.
: ·· 'f!le projects were contained in a
six~year construction plan discussed
by-_the school's board of regents on
Fiic!ay. The plan, prepared by Moreh_ea.d planning director Virginia
Wheeless, lists 28 projects, ranked
hi :order of importance.
' The number of students has
grown from 5,784 in spring 1987 !o
8,2~7 last semester,. but stat~ f11ndjng does not reflect that. University
. !'r~sident C. Nelson Grote said that

has meant a lack of adequate dorm
space, equipment and parking.
The first project listed in the plan
is a $3.5 million renovation of Lappin Hall. In 1990, the General Assembly agreed to spend $5 million
to improve the science building,
built in 1937. But according to the
report, the additional money is
needed to replace the roof, install
new equipment and meet regulatoiy
requirements for hazardous-waste
storage, chemical storage and animal-care facilities.
The second-ranked item is
$2.2 million for fire and safety projects. A $6 million project to repair
several buildings is ranked third.
The list also includes an $8 mil•
lion classroom building with com-

puter facilities, and $10 million for
housing for Greek organizations .
Wheeless said the state Council
on Higher Education will consider
the six-year plan in preparing its
recommendations on higher education funding to the 1992 General Assembly.
The regents also passed a
$62. 7 million budget for the 1991-92
school year, including an average 7
percent pay raise for faculty members, historically among the lowestpaid in Kentucky.
The budget includes $2.3 million
for athletics, up from $2 million in
1990-91. About 42 percent of the
athletics budget, or $950,000, will
come from ticket sales and other
revenue raised by the department.
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Morenead plan seel<s-new dorms, classrooms
By Todd Pack
Northeastern Kentucky bureau

MOREHEAD - By the time
this fall's freshman class graduates
from Morehead State University,
the school could have dormitory
rooms for 600 more students, better
classrooms and a bigger parking
lot.
,
Those costly projects were listed in a report discussed yesterday
by the MSU Board of Regents.
At its meeting, the board also
approved a spending plan for the
1991-1992 school year, including a 7
percent pay raise for faculty and an
11.l percent jump in the athletics
budget.
The dorm and other projects
were outlined in the university's
six-year capital plan, prepared by
MSU planning director Virginia
Wheeless.
Some of the projects would ease
the school's growing pains, MSU
President C. Nelson Grote said.
The number of students has
grown from 5,784 in spring 1987 to
8,257 last semester, but state funding does not reflect that. Grote said
that has meant a lack of adequate
dorm space, equipment and parking.
The six-year plan lists 28 construction projects, ranked in order
of importance.
The first project listed is a $3.5
million· renovation of Lappin Hall.
In 1990, the legislature agreed to
spend $5 million to improve the
science building, built in 1937.
But according to the report, the
additional money is needed to replace the roof, install new equipment and "meet regulatory requirement associated with hazardous
waste storage, chemical storage and
animal car~ facilities."
The second-ranked item is a
$2.2 million improvement to various
fire and safety projects. A $6 million project to repair several buildings is ranked third.
·

The list includes:
• A larger parking lot. ranked
eighth on the list. The report said
the $1 million project is needed
because the university will lose
more than 250 spaces to the construction of a U.S. 60 bypass in
Morehead. MSU students have long
complained about a lack of parking
spaces.
• An $8 million classroom
building with computer facilities,
ranked ninth.
• Housing for the university's
22 Greek organizations. The $10
million project, ranked No. 11,
would hold 600 students. The report said sororities now live in a·.
dorm, while some fraternities own.
or lease houses in Morehead.
Wheeless said the state Council
on Higher Education would consider the six-year plan in preparing its
recommendations on higher education funding to the 1992 General_
Assembly.
In other business. the regents
passed a $62. 7 million budget for
the coming school year.
It includes S2.3 million for athletics, up from S2 million in 1990-91.
The largest amount of the
sports budget, $810,000, will be
spent on the football team. A total
of $336,184 will be set aside for
men's basketball, while $177,533
goes to the wome~•s team. ;he
men's soccer team will get $13,'<90,
About 42 percent of the athletics budget, or $950,000, will come·
from ticket sales and other revenue
raised by the department.
An additional $2.3 million of the
overall budget will be spent on
raises and added benefits for faculty and staff.
MSU faculty members, historically among the lowest-paid in Kentucky, will get an average raise. of
about 7 percent. The average mcrease for staff will be 9 percent.
"Under the circumstances, it's
about what we'd expected," said
Robert Lindahl, math professor and
faculty senate chairman.

Lindahl said MSU's rapid
growth has meant less money for
faculty and staff salaries, not to
mention equipment and supplies.
Funding for state universities
such as MSU is based on their
enrollment, but there is a lag of
about three years. MSU's state
funding does not match the jump in
the number of students.
Grote said he expected enrollment to level off at about 9,000.
Once that happens, he said, the
school's funding will match its
needs.
The regents voted to give the
president, who will retire in June
1992, an 8 percent raise, from
$95,000 to $102,600. University of
Kentucky President Charles Wethington made $143,550 in 1990-~l,
while Kentucky State Umvers1ty
President John Wolfe got $92,500.
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ffealth chief
urges U of L
grads to care
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

LOUISVILLE - U.S. Secretary of Health and
Hu!l'an _Services ~ouis Sullivan yesterday challenged
Umverstty of Lou1svt!le graduates to build a culture of
character and caring.
"I challenge you to be voices for the poor and
~nder-serve4 of America, to put the crying needs of atnsk popul':'ti?n~ a1?ove the lure of high-paying careers
and matenahsttc lifestyles," Sullivan said during the
commencement at Freedom Hall.
Later at a ceremony for U of L medical school
graduates at Commonwealtji Convention Center, Sullivan urged the new doctors to think of each patient not
as a "case ~tudy," but "as a person who
be
c~nfused, frightened and very much in need of a
friend."
~u!livan! a i'.hysician and ~ember of the Bush
adm1!)tStrati?n smce 1989, stressed the individual's
role m ,solvmg health and social problems through
prevention and personal responsibility.
"You and I each must contribute our best individtra! efforts to produce a new social climate if we are
gomg to make a difference ...
"Your generation's adherence to this creed wilt
determine· what dominates this period in our nation's.

may
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U ofl:". -Grads
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'
urged to care
history - the hope of a bright
future or the despair of unrelenting
problems.
''Your generation has the paten·
tial to transform American culture.
into a culture of character that is
full of hope and a promising future."
He called for a new vision of
health care "where individual citizens exert more control over their

lives."
Sullivan, who has taken a highprofile stance against smoking, said
tobacco was "the· number one preventable cause of death in our
nation." He lumped smoking in
with a number of potential killers,
such as alcohol abuse, high-risk sex
and failure to wear seat belts.
He said the nation's health care
needs largely could be met through
greater efficiency rather than more
money. He called on the new doctors to contain costs.
"I am very disturbed that we
continue to have a significant disparity in the health status among
our citizens," he said. While the life
expectancy of white Americans has
increased four years, the life expectancv of black Americans actually
has · declined by a half-year and
death rates for all minorities are
higher, he said.
Violence also threatens public
health in the U.S., where the homicide rate is four to 70 percent
greater than in some Western countries. Homicide is the leading cause
of death among blacks in the 15-24
age group, he said.
Sullivan cautioned the graduates against intellectual complacency and called for spiritual reawakening on the personal and corporate
level.
"As a nation and as people, we
need a passionate commitment for
significant endeavors. We need to
give our energy and devotion to
something greater than ourselves
because that commitment will enliven our hearts and will give determination to our wills."
Sullivan was one of three men
to receive honorary degrees yesterday from U of L. Lawrence Dahl, a
chemist, and Chang-Lin Tien, chancellor of the University of California-Berkeley and a graduate of U of
L, also received honorary degrees.
In addition, 1,600 U of L graduates were awarded degrees.
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Aurelius Flynn stopped along
South Limestone Street in Lexington almost 30 years ago and pointed to the University of Kentucky.
"If you work real hard and study
hard," he told his 8-year-old daughter, Lauretta, "maybe you can go
there someday."
Little did he know that she
would have her own UK comer
office with a view of South Limestone.
Lauretta Flynn Byars (Lafayette
High School, class of '66) became
vice chancellor for minority affairs
in April, making her UK's most
prominent minority voice and advocate.
Byars begins the job at a seemingly difficult time.
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UK minority affairs head
welcomes advocacy role
By Jamie Lucke
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Herald-Leader education writer
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Race-specific scholarships (her
office's stock in trade) came under
fire last year from a federal education official. The White House later
overruled him. But special considerations for minorities are under attack from various quarters.
Some politicians are trying to
capitalize on white resentment by
playing on issues such as hiring
quotas and crime. In academia, the
emphases on cultural diversity and
sensitivity at some campuses are
criticized as threats to free speech
and open inquiry.
Byars views these trends as
"dark clouds gathering'' but said
they would not stop her.
As long as blacks make up only
3 percent of UK students - but 7
Please see,BYARS,
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BYARS:
percent_9f all Kentuckians - the.
university has) an "affinnative
duty''- lo- _reach out to the blackcommunity, she said.

UK is supportive
Byars said she thought UK was
more committed than ever to doing
that under President Charles Wethington and Lexington campus
Chancellor Robert Hemenway.
"I can say the racial climate
here really is good. If there ever
was a time for blacks - and
women, for that matter - it's now,"
Byars said. "I believe the president
and the chancellor are interested in
making this an environment that
appreciates diversity, and they put
their money where their mouth is."
· As· head of minority affairs,
Byars oversees a current annual
operating budget of $640,000 and
$800,000 iii student financial aid.
She leads a 18-member staff whose
main goal is recruiting black students and helping them graduate.
"Because I am a native Lexingtonian, it's almost like I have a real
personal investment in trying to get
as many blacks here as I can," she
said.
UK is pumping more into minority scholarships and grants than
ever and expects to commit more
than $1 million this year. But Byars
said_ even more money was needed
to increase black enrollment, for
several reasons:
• Federal financial aid is drying
.
• UK, which still has a longstanding reputation as being hostile
to blacks, must compete against
other Kentucky schools that have
easier admissions standards.
• In something of a Catch-22,
the more success UK has in recruiting and retaining black students,
the more money it takes to sustain
them.
UK can claim some progress.
The school seems likely to meet its
goal of a 10 percent increase in
black freshmen this fall, Byars said.
Since 1988, black enrollment increased from 576 or 2.5 percent of
the 22,824 students to 771 students
or 3.3 percent of the 23,081 enrolled
last fall.
As a result, the amounts of
individual minority scholarships
and grants had to be reduced, she
said.
Byars and Hemenway defend
the money and services that are
available exclusively to black students. Fairness does not always
mean treating people the same, she
said.
"I think our goal is to make
productive citizens out of all the
people, and what you do is look at
what each individual needs and try
to supply those needs. . . . I think
the university is just trying to
overcome past inequities." she said.
Said Hemenway: "You can't
have a true democracy without an
educated citizenry.... I don't see
how else you can sustain a democracy into the 21st century without
doing something to ensure that
minority groups, are full participants."
up.

I

Also, they point out, UK and
Kentucky's other public universities
are obligated under a federal desegregation agreement to increase
black participation.
UK's minority services include
academic and ~nal counseling
and a learning-services center that
provides tutoring and help with
study skills. Thirty-two incoming
black freshmen will take part in an
orientation program this summer.
But Byars stressed the office
should not be a safe hiding place
for black students.
Through various programs and
cultural events, the office has much
to offer everyone, she said.

A caring person
Hemenway said Byars brought
many strengths to the job. "I think
she really cares about what happens to students at UK. She wants
to make sure the experience all
students, not just minority students,
have at the university is a positive
one. She has a sincerity that I think
communicates itself to students and
other people very we!~" Hemenway
said.
Byars, 42, attributes her success
to many people - teachers, neighbors, friends, the congregation of
Main Street Baptist Church - but
especially her parents, four sisters
and a brother.
She said her father, who worked
at the Bluegrass Army Depot, and
her mother, Ruby Flynn, Lexing-

ton's first woman mail carrier, "never missed a chance to give me a
strong sense of self."
She attended Frederick Douglass Elementary, an all-black school
near her home. But when it came
time for junior high, her parents
sent the children to predominantly
white Leestown because they
thought the white school had better
resources and more money.
"We'd come home crying everyday," she says with a soft, lilting
giggle. "But my parents always
said, 'You're just as good as they
are. You can go out there and do it.'
Every day we'd come home in tears
and every day they'd send us right
back on that bus."
She remembers many good educators from Lafayette, but two in
particular: a counselor who helped
her go to college and an algebra II
teacher who worked with her after
school when she had trouble with
the subject. "Every day, Monday
through Thursday, 1 went to her
house after school and did my
algebra homework at her dining
room table."
Despite her father's early entice-•
ment, Byars did not go to UK
because her older sister, a good
student, performed poorly there and

had a "horrible experience" as one
of only about 50 black UK students. ,
at the time.
She went to Morehead State
University instead. "It was a good
time to be at Morehead because we
had a president who was tremendously committed to providing opportunities for black students."
Morehead President Adron
Doran and his wife, Mignon, were
very approachable and established
a climate in which students had
experiences that gave them the
confidence to succeed, she said.

Committed couple
At Morehead, she met Don
Byars, a basketball player, whobecame her husband. They returned
to Lexington where he was a junior
_high teacher. She enrolled in graduate school at UK, earning a master'.s
degree in social work and a doctorate in education. She started teaching there in 1972 and eventually
became an associate professor of
social work. Don Byars is UK's
associate director of undergraduate
admissions.
Through the years, the couple
have taken in at least 15 foster
children, keeping them from several
weeks to four years.
They have two foster children
now and two sons.
When William Parker retired as
vice chancellor in June, Byars was
asked to temporarily replace him.
An earlier national search for a
successor was unsuccessful when
UK was unable to lure historian
George Wright, a Lexington native,
from the University of Texas in
Austin.
Byars planned to return to
teaching, but after a few months
decided she wanted to keep the job.
After a second search, she got it.
While there is much UK must
do to educate black Kentuckians,
Byars said the university could not
do it alone. She worries that parents
today are less willing to sacrifice to
pay for college than her parents and
their contemporaries were. As federal financial aid continues to
shrink, students must go deeper
into debt.
Byars, who refers to such obstacles as challenges, said minorities
and women needed a lofty vision
for themselves. So, with that soft
giggle, she reports that she tells her
5-year-old foster daughter, whose
current goal in life is to become a
cheerleader. "You have to become a
medical doctor first, then a cheerleader."

Lauretta Flynn Byars
Born: April 4, 1949, in

Lexington.
Education:
Frederick
Douglass Elementary, Leestown Junior High, Lafayette
High School, Morehead State
University, University of Kentucky.

Family: Husband, Don
Byars; sons, Travis, 14, David,
7; foster son, Brandon, 9; foster
daughter, Arianne, 5.
Quotation: "You're who
you are because of all the
people you have had contact
with through your life. No
matter what we achieve in life,
we don't achieve it alone."

The Dailv Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
Saturday, May 18, 1991
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.Baker has
strengths
Charlie Baker's application
for the coaching vacancy at
Morehead State University
should be considered more much more - than just wishful thinking.
True, the East Carter High
School basketball coach has no
collegiate coaching experience. He also doesn't have the
legacy of 10-or-so consecutive
16th Region championships.
Nor has he been considered an
up-and-coming coach surely
destined for the collegiate
ranks.
What Baker does have,
however, is good enough for
the search committee at
Morehead State to consent to
(1) an interview; and (2) serious consideration.
Perhaps the greatest weakness Morehead State has is its
perceived lack of attention to
area prospects. That may be
an unfair charge. The area's
finest athletes - Jeff Hall,
Kelly Wells, for instance ...:.
went to greener pastures despite intense recruiting efforts
by Morehead State.
The guess here is that it's
not the losses· of the Halls and
Wells that have disappointed
area fans, but the lack of recruitment of better-thanmarginal players.
To be fair to Morehead,
steps have been taken to improve this. Though Mike Helton's unconscious play in the
16th Region tournament two
years ago was the major factor
in him going to MSU, he was
granted an athletic, scholarship.
Charlie Baker is one of us.
As an area high school coach,
he has seen the best the region
has to offer and can make
decisions based on fact, rather
than heresay. Baker would be
accessible and attentive to
area coaches and would probably give special consideration
to local players when it came
down to recruiting decisions.
His on-floor coaching ability
is well-respected. He h&S taken
teams with nominal talent and
been competitive anywhere in
the state. When it comes to
strategy and court savvy,
Baker, like some other 16th
Region coaches, can stand tall
with college coaches. Baker
vs. an Ohio Valley Conference
coach would be·no mismatch.
If Morehead State hires
Charlie Baker, we probably·
wouldn't have to worry about
him abandoning ship aft:er a
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UK did .the righf'thing ~ at Jast

A

nyone who still harbors
doubts about the wis:
dom of bringing Rick Pi'
tino and C.M. Newton to
tesurrect the University of Kentucky basketball program - and,
surely by now there aren't many
~keptics - must now agree those.
two men are the best things to
happen to UK in a generation.
'
Their reaction to Derby weekend's NCM rules infraction involving recruitment of North Carolina transfer Clifford Rozier was
exactly as it should have been:
• Admit the error.
• Report it to the proper authorities. ·
• Regrettably end all recruitment of Rozier.
• Wait for whatever the NCM
decides to do.
And, we expect the NCM will
decide to congratulate Pitino and
Newton for being honest and forthright and let the matter drop.
Contrast the Pitino-Newton han-

dling of the violation with past UK
practices of head-in-the-sand denials,- stonewalling and arrogant
coverups that inevitably only madf
matters worse.
Admittedly, the Rozier rule violation is minor in comparison to
the Emery Air Freight fiasco that
still haunts UK. NCM rules say a
school may entertain a recruit only
within a 30-mile radius of the campus.
Silly? Perhaps. After all, who
doesn't want to be in Louisville on
Derby Day?
But the rule stands, and it does
serve a legitimate purpose of keeping a rein on where recruited players may go while visiting a campus.
Coach Pitino may be sorry to
lose the prospect of Clifford Rozier
as a Wildcat, but Kentucky fans
are overjoyed that it was Pitino in
Lexington doing what was right
and proper - at long last.
-The State Journal of Frankfort

couple of good years. A Don
pitching a certain school.
Devoe would have brought
That, however, is already a
name recognition to MSU, but
main chore of assistant
he probably would have been
coaches. Visits by the head
gone within two years when
coach of a university or colthe first "right situation"
lege is to nail things down
came about.
with a recruit. Balter exhibits
Baker lives here. He plans
a good demeanor and handles
to keep living here. He applies
himself well when dealing
at Morehead with no big
with the public.
dreams of coaching one of the
Charlie Baker has nothing
NCAA's superpowers. That
to lose by applying at Morecould provide a necessary
head State. Should he not be
stability to the Morehead prohired, or interviewed, he stays
gram. Other candidates may
at East Carter High School a
view Morehead State as a
happy man. Morehead State,
stepping stone. A jump to
on the other hand, has a lot to
MSU from East Carter repregain by considering him.
sents a big step in itself.
One big knock against
TONY CURNUTTE is a
Baker is his lack of recruiting
sportswriter for The Daily
experience. He admittedly has
Independent.
no "hands-on" in terms of
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Friday, May 17, 1991

Baker happ~
but applies
at Morehead
By MARK MAYNARD

OF THE

DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Charles Baker
doesn't want people to get the
wrong idea.
While Baker has applied for
the men's basketball coaching
position at Morehead State
University, it's not because
he's unhappy at East Carter
High School.

-- ''I think it's sornething all

high school coaches think
about," he said. "If there's
another level, you try to reach
that level. l wanted to give
myself the opportunity. It
might not materialize."
Baker, who· has been the
head coach at East Carter for
15 years, contemplated the
decfsion long and hard. He
waited until the last day to
apply.
.
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Proposal
would
link
accreditation
■
1ntegr1ty of college sports programs
I .. '

'

'

By Samuel Weise

,

New York Times News Service

,

In an attempt to deal with
abuses in college sports, the accrediting agency for colleges and universities in the South has drafted
new rules that would link academic
acct:edi!3tion with the integrity of
an mstitution's sports programs.
If adopted, ·the rules would add
a ~.te_nfai,lly;C'IX?W~I weapon in
pohcmg college·.;,sports. A college
that loses' ,its ·accreditation faces
cripp!Jng i:6~uerires, including a
cutoff of federal financial aid to its
students.
Although the loss of accreditation would lie a last resort used
only in the ·most egregious' situations, the proposal would add a
seriou_s layer of scrutiny to college
athlettcs. Moreover, the association
can impose less severe sanctions as
part of the accreditation process.
The proposals, which are expected tq be adopted later this year,
seek to address the chronic prob!ems of ,intercollegiate athletics as
an academic issue, not simply as an
embarrassing feature of extracurricular activities.

Proponents said they hoped the
requirements would serve as a catalyst in prodding college administrators and faculty member;s. to assume greater control over athletic
departments that critics say too ,
often operate as independent kingdoms.
"It is critical for the future of
intercollegiate athletics that a university be in control of its sports
programs and that the public perceives it that way," said John Swofford, athletic director of the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
The organization considering
the rules is the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, one of
the six regional groups responsible
for certifying the educational credentials for the nation's colleges
and universities.
The association has jurisdiction
over about 800 schools in an 11state region that has many of the
nation's biggest and best-known
athletic programs, including colleges of the Southwest Conference,
the Atlantic Coast Conference and
the Southeastern Conference. which ,

includes the University of Kentucky.
. Coincidentally ~r not, the region
mcludes many of the institutions
implicated in sports scandals in the
last decade, like Southern Methodist
University, the University of Florida and North Carolina State University.
At~letic programs are basically
supervised by the National Collegiate Athletic Association and the
N_ational Association of lntercolle~ate Athletics, whose punishments
mclude l~ss of scholarships, limits
on recru,tmg and, in the most
serious cases, bans on competition.
Officials of the Southern Association said their proposals were not
intended to create new rules for
athletic competition, but rather to
ensure that colleges bore responsibility for the integrity of their
sports programs.
"We're not trying to duplicate
and move into the business of the
NCAA," said James T. Rogers, executive director of lhe accrediting

association's Commission on Colleges.

"llut _we don't feel it is appropria_te to s}1.ck our heads in the sand,
either_.

<~f

s:I~1~·11n11...: of :1 tlm•r·-yrnr probation. I hi' 1)('11:tl(i1•~ i1wl11clcd a one-

I here's no way you can

examme an institution in its total,ty, especially where there is a
stron~ athl~tic program, and ignore
what 1s gomg on."
. Richard D. Schultz, executive
d1rector of the NCAA, said he
welcomed the move. "I think it is
good and can have a salutary
e_ffect( he said. "A loss of accreditatm!' 1s . a devastating blow to a
umvers1ty."

. But soiiie college officials quest10ned whether the proposals would
work.
("I would have to see the whole
proposal before I can really give an
educated comment," University of
Kentucky Athletics Director CM
Newton ~id yesterday. "It see~~
more hke Just an idea or a theory
and not really a proposal."
(As a theory, though Newton
does not think the added' deterrent
IS needed.
("I'm not sure we need another
enforcement agency out there " he
said. "I think the NCAA is doing a
good job."
(UK President Charles Wethington could not be reached for comment.
(1:he UK basketball program,
~enahzed for NCAA rules violations, just finished its second year

year b:111

1111

Roge!'5 said that if the Southern
Assoc,ahon adopted the proposals
the association would examin~
sports programs in the same way it
loo~s at the credentials of a coll~ge s faculty, the condition of its
hbrary an~ laboratories or the
makeup of its governing board.

l1n• TV coverage and

two;):l';P l):111 ,,,1 pn-..:1 '-<'asc>n play.)

I hP propo~als call on colleges
and tmivPrsitics to assume clear
authority over their athletic departments.
The criteria are similar to recommendations made in March by
the Kmght Foundation Commission
on Intercollegiate Athletics. That
panel, headed by the Rev. Theodore
M. Hesburgh, president emeritus of
~otre Dame University, and Wilham E. Friday, president emeritus
of the University of North Carolina
'.;"lied for the rethinking of th~
n_ianage,!'ent and fundamental premises of mtercollegiate athletics."

After a college is initially accredited, it is normally re-evaluated
every 10 years by visiting teams of
educators from other institutions
alt~ough a school is . subject t~
rev,~w at any time and must meet
specific reporting requirements annually.

The Southern Association's proposals_ were recommended by a
com,_mttee headed by Dr. Ronald E.
Ca,:r1er, pres(dent of James Madison
Umvers1ty m Harrisonburg Va
They are expected to be approved
by the _steering committee of the
assoc1at1on's Commission on Colleges next month. and then acted
upon by the association's 800 members in December.

T!1e associaticm h;is jurisdiction
over mstittHions in Kentucky, Alab3:ma, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
M1ss1ss1pp1, North Carolina, South
C:Jrnlma, Tennessee, Texas and Virgmia.
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Universities offer arguments over who
should issue doctorates in education
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer

fR.JJ.'\li{t OR't r~y. - University officials
provided fresh details yesterday in the long.
running debate over which school should
meet the need for more doctoral training in
education in Kentucky.
Toe body able to resolve the debate - the
state Council on Higher Education - did
nothing, however, and some members
voiced frustration at its failure to act.
Council member Jack Rose of Murray
said the presentations by the University of
Kentucky, Western Kentucky University
and University of Louisville documented the
unmet need for doctoral training for public•
school leaders.
Rose, the Calloway County schools superintendent, voiced disappointment that "this
council has not addressed that significant
need in this commonwealth." Carol Hub•
bard, wife of 1st District Congressman Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield, said she and her
fellow council members should be " man or
woman enough" to act.
Their failure to do so is due in part to
Attorney General Fred Cowan's failure to
provide an opinion on whether state law al·
lows Western Kentucky University to offer
a doctoral degree. Council Chairman Joe
Bill Campbell of Bowling Green had urged
Cowan in March to issue the opinion before
yesterday's meeting, but Cowan did not respond.
Phil Miller, Cowan's spokesman, said
yesterday he knew the opinion was "in the
works" but didn't know when it would be
issued.
WKU started the debate last October
when it sought approval for a doctoral program in educational leadership. WKU President Thomas Meredith asked Cowan for the
opinion after council members said it appeared that state Jaw prevented any state
university except the University of Ken•
tucky and the University of Louisville from
issuing doctoral degrees.
Meredith said yesterday that that's too
narrow a reading of WKU's mission statement He pointed out that the law allows his
school to offer programs beyond the master's-degree level and said that means "the
door is open" to approving a doctoral program, provided the council doesn't "search
for a way not to do it."
Meredith said that of the 54 Kentucky
school professionals who have received
doctoral degrees in the past six years, only
21 earned the degrees at universities in
Kentucky. More than half (90 out of 176) of
Kentucky's school districts employ no one
with a doctoral degree, he said.
Given the intent of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990 and national trends
in public-school education, by the year 2000
all principals and school-district supervisors
in Kentucky will need doctoral-level training, Meredith said.

Meredith has stressed that his
school's doctoral proposal empha•
sizes school practices, not theory,
and is closely tied to the reform law.
But UK officials, who have resisted
the WKU bid, said yesterday that
their doctoral offerings also meet
the needs of practitioners and have
been reshaped around the reform
law.
Robert Hemenway, chancellor of
UK's Lexington campus, and UK
College of Education Dean J. John
Harris reeled off enrollment numbers and course requirements in•
tended to s how that UK is meeting
1he needs Meredith identified. UK's
efforts include doctoral-level
courses offered jointly with other
state universities and the recent enrollment of 50 students in doctoral
programs in education administration and higher education offered at
community colleges in Owensboro
and Paducah.
Rose, however, said UK's own fig•
ures showed a "legacy of unmet
need" fo r doctoral training in West•
em Kentucky.
The council has considered approving a doctoral program in education offered jointly by WKU and
either UK or U of L. but the latter
has shown more interest in such an
arrangement than has UK.
Campbell, who was elected yesterday to a second year as the council's chairman, said he believes the
debate has at least convinced all involved that a need for more doctoral
training exists. He said meeting that
need fully will require better funding for schools of education.
In a Maren I I letter, Campbell
made it clear to Cowan. who is running fo r lieutenant governor, that

- A service of the Ottice of Media Relations-

the council badly wanted the requested opinion.
"It would be of enormous help to
us," the letter said, adding that the
uncertainty over whether the law allows WKU to offer doctoral training
"is fostering increasing discontent
among council members and institutional representatives."
In another matter, the council
yesterday approved a new longrange plan that makes support for
public-school reforms "a principal
focus" for Kentucky's universities
and colleges. The five-year plan also
makes teaching "the foremost responsibility" of the higher education system and calls for the campuses to cooperate more and ease
the transfer of credits from one
~ampus to another.
The council also reviewed figures
showing some improvement in campuses' measures to recruit and retain black students and faculty
members. The findings show that:
■ The number of first-time freshmen enrolled at the state 's campuses last fall was equal to half of the
number of recent white Kentucky
high school graduates and 46 percent of recent black graduates.
■ Retention of students of both
races has risen since 1986.
■ Employment of black faculty
members has risen by 30 percent
since 1986, while employment of
white professors has risen 10 percent.

Wendell Thomas, chairman of the
council's committee on equal oppor•
tunities, said however that campuses' failure to show more improvement on such measures remains
worrisome.
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Council backs proposal to raise._
membership of black faculty
Herald-Leader staff report

-

FRANKFORT The Kentucky Council on Higher Education
yesterday endorsed a regional proposal aimed at. reducing the shortage of black faculty members in
universities.
The Southern Regional Education Board in Atlanta had asked
various states to indicate whether
they were interested in pursuing the
idea.
Under the board's plan, each
participating state would agree to
support five doctoral students a
year at a cost of $19,000 each, up to
a total of $300,000 annually after
the third year. .
According to the proposal, doctoral students would be recruited
from among "undergraduates in the
top 70th to 90th percentile - minority students who have done well

academically but are not necessarily in that small group that every
institution is trying to recruit."
The council voted to consider
asking for money to implement the
. program in the 1992-94 state budget.
Blacks represent 2.7 percent of
the faculty at Kentucky's traditionally white institutions and 3.2 percent of the faculty when Kentucky
State University is included, accord:
ing to a report to the council.
Among Kentuckians, 46 percent
of black high school graduates went
to college in 1990 compared with 50
percent of whites.
Among Kentucky residents, the
retention rate of white college students - 78 percent - also was
better than the 72 percent rate for
blacks in 1990 in Kentucky's public
universities.

Th_e Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
Monday, May 20, 1991

Radio reports·
MSUhiring
MOREHEAD - Al
Brown, a former head coach
at Ball State University and
currently an assistant at
Minnesota, will be named
the next Morehead State
University basketball coach,
according to a report on
WMKY radio.
Brown, who was a finalist
for the position when
Tommy Gaither was named
four years ago, has been an
assistant at Minnesota
during the past four
seasons.
The three finalists were
Brown, MSU assistant
coach Allan Hatcher and
Richard Fick, an assistant
coach at Creighton.
Brown is expected to be
named today or Tuesday.
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WKU renews
its doctoral
program bid
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education writer

FRANKFORT - After waiting
six months without a ruling from
Attorney General Fred Cowan,
Western Kentucky University yesterday renewed its push to become
the first regional university to offer
a doctorate, in this case a degree for
leaders of school reform.
The Council on Higher Education listened to Wes tern President
Thomas Meredith's pitch for the
fourth straight meeting, but took no
action, disappointing several council members from the state's west.
The council decided last November that only the University of
Kentucky and University of Louisville were authorized to offer doctorates, the highest and most expensive degree. The decision was based
on advice from the council's Washington law firm.
But Western's attorney disagreed. He said state law was on
Western's side and sought an attorney general's opinion in November.
Cowan, a Democratic candidate
for lieutenant governor, still has not
ruled, despite a March 14 plea from
council Chairman.Joe Bill Campbell
for a ruling before yesterday's meeting. .
In a letter to Cowan, Campbell,
a Bowling Green lawyer and former
Western trustee, said the question
would remain unresolv.ed until the
attorney general responded.
Campbell said the uncertainty
was "fostering increasing discontent among council members and
institutional representatives."
Western's proposal has the endorsement of the Kentucky Education Association, the powerful statewide teachers group, and the
Kentucky Association of School Superintendents.

The University of Kentucky opposes it.
Phil Miller, a spokesman for
Cowan, said yesterday that the
matter had been assigned to an
assistant attorney general ·'and
we're still working on it."
Miller said Cowan was not trying to avoid controversy by post,
poning the decision until after the
Tuesday primary.
"We release opinions all the
time that upset one group or another. We get thousands of requests for
opinions every year and we can't
get them all out as quickly as we'd
like," Miller said.
Council member Randy Kimbrough, superintendent of Warren
County schools in Bowling Green,
said she was disappointed by
Cowan's non-response.
Kimbrough and Calloway County school Superintendent Jack Rose
of Murray have been the strongest
council advocates for Western's
plan. They say educators in their
part of the state have long been
denied access to advanced degrees.
Campbell said Western's proposal is "not dead by any means ...
if the attorney general says we have
authority to proceed."
Western wants to begin meeting
what it says is an extreme need for
school leaders by enrolling a class
of 20 doctoral candidates.

UK. enrolled 50 education doctoral students in classes in Paducah
and Owensboro earlier this year.
UK plans similar offerings in Eastern Kentucky in 1991-92 and Northern Kentucky in 1992-93.
Chancellor Robert Hemenway
said the vast majority of educators
would not seek doctorates and
that education colleges should
"think hard" about the best way to
use their resources to support the
Education Reform Act of 1990.
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Olsen says U of L is innocent, has nothing to fear from NCAA
By RUSS BROWN
.. · ·. ; ,. fice and the NCAA, but declined to be speStnfr Wtlt!;r ;•,ii;'••~'f:•· '.·, ·.,•-. ,, ,· ·-·· •··cific about what the university has done so
. l~::~~· _;,, ,....
'· ~• ·
far in the cases.
University ofLoulsville athletics director
"All bases have been touched," Olsen
Bill Olsen said yesterday that he doesn't said. "We've taken the appropriate steps. At
feel the school is guilty of any wrongdoing this time, we don't feel there is any reason
and that he has not been informed by the to do anything (else). If there's a problem,
NCAA of any rules violations in connection I'm sure we would need to respond, but we
with two recent incidents involving basket- have not been informed that we have any
ball recruit Clifford Rozier.
problem. I don't believe any coach or uni"I don't think there is any problem," OJ- versify employee has acted in any way inapsen said in his first public comments on the propriately." ·
matter. ''We can't identify one, and no one
Rick Evrard, director of legislative servhas told us that there is any problem."
ices for the NCAA, said he couldn't comOlsen said U of L officials have been in ment on the cases because he hadn't spoktouch with IJoth the Metro Conference of- en personally with anyone from U of L. ·He

said U of L may have talked to other staff
members.
"I'm not in position to comment because I
don't know exactly what has happened,"
Evrard said.
Chuck Smrt, director of enforcement for
the NCAA, said he couldn't confirm or deny
whether he had talked to U of L officials because of NCAA policy. He said that if an
institution learns it has committed a violation, ins responsible for reporting it to the
NCAA.
Dale Smith, the Metro's assistant commissioner for compliance, said he had recommended to U of L officials that they seek
an interpretation on the rules in both cases

from the NCAA's legislative services division. He wouldn't speculate on the outcome.
"It's their call," Smith said. "My opinion
means nothing."
Rozier was an unwitting participant in a
rules violation by the University of Kentucky during his official visit to UK when he
attended a party in Louisville on Derby Day
with current Wildcat player Sean Woods
and former player Reggie Hanson. NCAA
rules prohibit entertaining a recruit more
than 30 miles from campus. UK an·nounced
the violation and said it would stop recruiting Rozier after The Courier-Journal began
making inquiries about the violation.
The latest controversy concerning
U of L's actions arose when Rozier, a former North Carolina player who last week
said he will transfer to U of L, came to Louisville on an official visit May 7-9.
Louisville television stations and The
Courier-Journal interviewed Rozier and The
C-J printed a photo showing assistant coach
Larry Gay greeting Rozier at Standiford
Field. An NCAA rule prohibits universities
from publicizing a prospect's visit.
"We did not arrange, and would not arrange, publicity on a prospect's visit," Olsen

said, ''We don't wish to have a re.cruit's visit publicized. It doesn't
.make sense that we'd want to get
involved ln a recruit's visit. That's
ridiculous."
At issue, in part, is whether or not
anyone from U of L informed the
TV stations or newspapers of Rozier's impending visit. Sportscasters
Bob Domine of WAVE-3 and Fred
Cowgill of WLKY-32 have said they
learned of Rozier's visit froni other
· sources. The Courier.Journal does
not reveal its news sources,
Earlier, a Lexington lV station
accused U of L coach Denny ·crum
of violating an NCAA rule by attending a pickup basketball game
involving U of L players In an intramural gymnasium at the Student
Activities · Center. Crum acknowledged that he was in the gym briefly, but said he had gone there to
talk to an injured player, Greg Minor, who had been diagnosed earlier that day as having suffered a
broken foot.
NCAA rules prohibit coaches
from watching pickup games during
the off-season.
"I think what Denny Crum did
was appropriate," Olsen said. "He
didn't violate the intent of the rule.
He went to talk to an injured player,
not to watch a practice session.
Both
of these are issues that lack
1

substance."
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Tuesday, May 21, 1991
The school board can revoke that
money involved, in some mysterious
5-cent tax at any meeting. Our recent
Junior college tax
way litigation started over the junior boards have consisted mostly of fi.
college money in escrow, which had
nancially independent persons, who
should be repealed
grown to about $1.6 million. Aldidn't have to worry about inthough Ashland citizens were the
significant taxes. We need a board
Well, our school board has done it
only ones involved in the payments
that has a little consideration.
again! When are the voters of this
of the bonds, a circuit judge gave the
Repeal that Ashland Junior Colcity going to rid themselves of the
University of Kentucky the $1.600
lege tax. It costs our citizens about
type of school board members we
million and all future revenue col$250,000 per year, and it should have
have had for th~ last few years and
lected on the tax. This was one of the been terminated when the bonds
elect some fair-minded persons who
most outrageous and unfair rulings
were paid off.
have to work for a living? In view of
that I have ever read about!
We don't need any more well-to-do
the economic conditions, board
In summary, we have a city school
people on the board. Pick your canmembers should consider how antax, a state tax, a utility tax, a 5-cent
dictate.
other tax will affect the ones who
Ashland Junior College tax, and the
can't cope with the greater tax burJohn J. Hutton
new one just assessed.
den that has just been placed on
Ashland
them. We already pay more taxes
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, MAY 23, 1991
than any other city in Kentucky.
First, we have the city tax which
is supposed to take care of our
school requirements. Next, our state
tax is supposed to take care of all
state affairs and institutions. At this
point, our board of education went of
its rocker.
Associated Press
terback. After realizing he was too
After a big fight, a utility tax was
small to get much playing time, he
put on the ballot. It failed the first
INDIANAPOLIS - A one-time transferred. to Purdue University,
time. The second time it was voted
underachiever who went on to great where he earned a degree in retail. on, Ashland voters rejected it again,
s11ccess is offering a West Lafayette ing in 1969.
,
High School student a special opbut the administration dug up
After graduation, he served in the
portunity to attend college.
enough out-of-town absentee votes to
Army in Vietnam for two years. He
The conditions: The student can't then worked for National Homes
put the tax in by less than 200 votes.
be at the top of his class but should Corp. In 1976, he started his own
We have been paying this extra item
be able to handle college academics construction company in Dayton.
ever since.
and be in financial need.
.
"This is my way of giving back to
Now the thing that infuriates me
"I really think I wouldn't be the community that has helped me
- and I'm sure lots of others - is
where I am today if I didn't live in a so much," Johnson said, "I want to
the junior college tax on bonds that
community where everyone went to give a student that break they may
were paid off years ago. Bonds were
college,"
said Steve Johnson, who never have had."
issued for the exclusive use of Ashowns a construction company in
Guidance counselor Linda Sorenland Junior College. These bonds
Dayton, Ohio.
sen and teachers at West Lafayette
were paid off by the citizens of AshHis first Jumpstart Scholarship High School nominated candidates
land and only by the citizens of Ashwas to be awarded last night. The for the scholarship, reviewed their
land. It had no connection with the
$3,000 scholarship is intended to essays and picked the winner. JohnUniversity of Kentucky whatsoever.
pay for tuition and books during the son has agreed to fund the award
The bonds were all paid off, and
winner's freshman year.
for at least IO years.
the school closed with the Ashland
Johnson graduated 94th out of
Johnson, whose father died when
Board of Education using the build130 seniors in West Lafayette High he was 9, said he looked at a lot of
ing for its administration offices, but
School's class of 1963.
people in the community as role
in the meantime, after the bonds
"I was distinctively in the lower models. He hopes he can. be the
were paid off, the money was still
third of my class," he said. "I wasn't same kind of role model.
collected, and since it couldn't be
a rocket scientist or anything, but I
His advice:
used except for the Ashland Junior
was academically able."
"Always have a good attitude. If
College, which no longer existed, the
Most of his friends went off to you've got a good attitude, nothing
money was put in escrow.
college and encouraged him to go, can let you down. Also, never let
Here is where a very peculiar sittoo. Johnson attended Indiana State moments go by, and mke the best
uation begins. Although the UniverUniversity to play football as quar- chance you can get.·•
sity of Kentucky had no connection -A service of the Office of Media Relationswith As~land Junior College and no

Ex-underachiever helps
another toward college

LtXII\JlilUN Ht·HAl.11·1 t-/\lll P I FXINGTON. l<Y., THURSDAY, M/\Y 23. 1991

Morehead 'still _working' on finding coach
By Rlcli Balley
Herald-Leader Slaff writer

The search for a new basketball
coach ls ,contiriii(ng at Morehead
Stale University; according to a
MSU administrator.
Keith Kappes, vice president for
university advancement, said yesterday, "We're still working on it. I
wouldn't hazard a guess" when a
coach will be hired.
Earlier in the week, WMKY, a
·adio station in Morehead, reported
hat Minnesota assistant coach Al
lrown was offered the job. Yesterlay, the statiori· said that Brown
1ppai-ently had turned down the
iffer.

If Brown, who was unavailable
for comment, rejected the offer, that
apparently leaves current assistant
Allan Hatcher and former Creighton
aide Dick Fick as the remaining
candidates.
Brown, Hatcher and Fick were
recommended to the adminstration
by the search committee after a
second round of 'hunting for a
successor to Tommy Gaither, who
resigned after last season.
"I've been told I was in the final
three," Hatcher said yesterday. "I
still feel like it would be a great
opportunity. I know the people
coming back and the players we've
recruited.
"There is a lot of potential for
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'I've been told I was in the
.final three. I still feel like it
would be a great
opportunity.'
-Assistant coach Allan Hatcher

this program. The job can be done
here."
Hatcher's name has been mentioned from the beginning of the
search for Gaither's successor. He
was listed among five finalists in
the initial search, but he wasn't
included in the three names first
submitted to President Nelson
Grote, Kappes, Athletic Director
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Steve Hamilton and the Board of
Regents,
Hatcher had a 262-72 record in
six seasons as ·iiead coach at Williamson (W.Va.) High School and
six years at Marshall County High
School. He was · an assistant at
Western Kentucky in 1990 and was
a member of Gaither's last staff.
Fick had been an assistant at
Creighton for six years. He was on
the staff of Tony Barone, who
recently became the head coach at
Texas A&M. Fick also is being
considered for the top assistant
position at Loyola Marymount
Brown was a finalist for the job
four years ago when Gaither was
hired. Gaither completed his MSU

tenure with a 52-64 record.
This was the second round i
the search for a successor t
Gaither, whose resignation was e
fective March 31. After former Ter
nessee coach Don DeVoe and Mm
ray Stat1 aide Craig Morri
withdrew !heir names from consic
eration, Grote rejected the survivo
- former Eagle aide Jeff Burk
hamer - and ordered the searcl
reopened.
Brown didn't apply this spring
However, when the search wa1
reopened, he changed his mind. H,
was interviewed last week.
Brown sought the Morehead jot
in 1987 after being fired as heac
coach at Ball State.
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Morehead
picks Fick
to coach
basketball
By Rick Balley
Herald-Leader statt writer

MOREHEAD - Calling it a
"big day for coaches all ·over the
country with rhyming names," Dick
Fick became the head basketball
coach at Morehead State yesterday.
"Tony Barone pioneered it," he
said. "If Dick Fick can get a head
coaching job, coaches with rhyming
names will be very excited."
Barone (rhymes with Tony)
happened to be Fick's boss for six
years at Creighton where Fick was
in charge of the Bluejays' recruiting, scheduling, travel and scouting.
Creighton's record included three
straight 20-victory seasons and two
trips to the NCAA Tournament.
Despite his light-hearted approach to his name, Fick was aware
that he wasn't the first choice to
succeed Tommy Gaither, who resigned in March after a four-year
record of 52-64.
Fick, in fact, wasn't among the
first three names submitted by the
selection committee to the MSU
administration and board of regents. But he was among the final
three choices when the search was
reopened.
"My application was in from
Day One," Fick said. "I felt this was
a job I was interest~ in. You like to
know in the business where you
can be successful and where you
can't. Some jobs look good when
you sign up, but you can't get the
players, you can't get things done."
And it didn't matter to Fick that
he wasn't the first choice. Former
Tennessee coach Don DeVoe and
Murray State assistant Craig Morris
withdrew from consideration during the first search. Minnesota aide
Al Brown reportedly turned down.
the job this week.
_
Fick, 38, used an analogy toexplain his position.
.
••lf the Cincinnati Reds said to·
me I could join the team and bat
seventh in the order tomorrow and r:
wanted to bat fourth, what would I:
do? That's how I feel about it. I'll:
bat eighth or ninth or be the;
designated hitter.

·'When Morehead said they
would like me to be the head
basketball coach. that's all r needed
to know. When I get a T-shirt and
whistle, I'll be ready to go."
Although spring classes have
ended and the Eagle players aren't
on campus, Fie!< will call them "as
soon as r get the opportunity to
breathe. I've got a team now, and
I'd like to get to know the players
real quick."
Eagle players favored former
Morehead assistant Jeff Burkhamer
or current aide Allan Hatcher. Burkhamer was the surviving finalist in
the first search; Hatcher was in the
final threesome for the second
search.
But despite several strong
points in their favor, their association with Gaither seemed to work
against Burkhamer and Hatcher.
Meanwhile, Fick, a native of
Joliet. Ill., promised to focus his
recruiting on Kentucky players although the administration didn't
demand that.
"I've tried to recruit kids out of
Kentucky before, and they don't
want to leave," he said. "I've got a
master's degree, so I'm not that
dumb. I decided to get a job in
Kentucky."
Fick said he would leave one
assistanc·s position open for an aide
with a Kentucky connection. Job
applicants "will have to sell me on
how they can help me recruit in
Kentucky."
Fick also will be called on to
boost attendance at Johnson Arena
and develop community support for
the Eagles. Two factors will be
involved in that, he said.
"You have to be enthusiastic. If
you can't sell what you're doing,
nobody else will do the job," he
said. "And your kids have to play
hard to be successful. Then people
,..,;11 want to be a part of it.
"When you play as hard as you
can possibly play and get that kind
of reputation, people will jump on
it. That's what we've done in the
past. and that's what I'll do here."
The new coach promised that
the Eagles will be "very offensiveminded from the standpoint that
the defense generates that. Turnovers can create great shots. We'll
shoot the three-pointers a lot if
we've got guys who can make
them."
Fick will have a four-year contract and a starting salary of
$52,500.
He confessed to being "a big
Kentucky basketball fan for a long
time, from the days of (Louie)

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Herald-Leader1Tom Marks

Dick Fick has a four-year
contract wjth Mocehoad.
)

... Dampier, (Tommy) Kron, (Pat) Riley. We're not too far from two great
basketball programs - Louisville
and Kentucky. We want to build a
championship program, too.
''We've got good kids coming
back. It's not a situation of walking
in and saying three or four year:,;
down the road we'll be really good.
We can be really good next year if
these kids want to be."
Three starters - Brett Roberts,
P.]. Nichols and Patrick Tubbs have eligibility remaining. Mitch
Sowards and Doug Bentz missed
last season because of injuries.
Fick earned a bachelor's degree
from Lewis University in 1975 and
a master's degree from Valparaiso.
He coached at Aurora (lll.) Central Catholic High School in 1976-77
before spending one season at Joliet
West High School, his alma mater.
He was a graduate assistant one
year at Valparaiso, then was &n
assistant coach for five seasons.
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Fick named
basketball
head coach
at Morehead
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer

After a rocky search that included pull-

outs and players' protests, Morehead State
University grabbed a new basketball coach
just as he was about to sign with Loyola
Marymount.
Dick Fick, an assistant at Creighton University the past six years, was announced
yesterday to replace Tommy Gaither, who
resigned March 31 after a four-year record
of 52-64.

.
FI c;::.

(c.,.,,..,- ,,1_)

"People really want to have a successful
basketball program here," Fick said by telephone, "and they've made the commitments
to be able to compete for the Ohio Valley
Conference championship. That's all I ask."
Fick said his application was on file at
Morehead from the start. But his name
wasn't on a list of five finalists announced
in late April. A few days later, ex-Tennessee
and Florida coach Don DeVoe and Murray
State assistant Craig Morris dropped out,
and the search resumed. A few days after
that, a couple of players publicly called for
an end to the drawn-out proceedings.
Meanwhile, Fick was in line to take the
Creighton coaching position, after Tony
Barone took the head job at Texas A & M.
But Fick didn't get the job.
Two weeks ago Fick went to California to
sign a contract to be the top assistant coach
for Marymount when Morehead athletics
director Steve Hamilton c2lled and asked
him to interview.
"I was never privy to the list of the others
and didn't get involved in what else was
going on at the time," Fick said. "I can only.
control what I do anyway. If people were
bothered by some things, I didn't know
about it."
Fick reportedly became one of three fl.
nalists for the Morehead job. The
others were Minnesota assistant A,I
Brown and Morehead aide Allan
Hatcher, who finished his one-year
contract when the school year ended.
For Fick, how he got to Morehead
doesn't matter now, it's what he's
going to do that's important.
"I have three jobs to fill," Fick
said, "and I'm going to leave one
open for someone connected in .
Kentucky who can recruit in the

state."

·

"If the kids liked the assistants
they had, it's a tribute . to the
coaches. I can't be concerned with
what's happened. I have to show the
kids our system and get them to real~ we can compete. I think we
can with the group we have."
Three starters return ftom last
season's 16-13 team, headed by 6r~ot-8 Brett Roberts (14.5 points,
rune rebounds). Guards P.J. Nichols
(12. 7') points and Patrick Tubbs
(8.5) are also back.
Said Keith Kappes, Morehead
vice president for university ad•
vancement, "We appreciate all
those who gave of their time and
energy in the search process. It took
longer than we expected, but we're
confident we have selected the right
coach at the right time."
Fick said he thinks he can get top
players from the state but that he
won't limit himself to Kentucky.
"We had to do some traveling to
get kids to come to Creighton (in
Omaha, Neb.)," he said. "We had a
tremendous non-conference (Mis•
souri Valley) schedule there. We
didn't schedule ourselves into more
wins but into getting better players,
then they produced more wins, We
want to do that here, because I
think good kids want to play against
the best."
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MSU ceremony sets
attendance record
MOREHEAD - Today's
graduates will be faced with
an unparalleled level of
cultural diversity in the
next century, the president
of Morehead State
University said at the
school's commencement
exercises Saturday.
"Your most difficult
challenge will be to adjust
to this changing society," C.
Nelson Grote told more
than 5,000 people, the
largest crowd for
graduation in the history of
the school.
The president then urged
the graduates to "look for
the likenesses, rather than
the differences; but where
there is difference, value
it."
He also said Morehead
State introduces its
students to different
cultures, both domestic and
international, by its varied
student body and faculty.
Grote conferred degrees
to nearly 650 undergraduate
and graduate students and
presented Dr. Warren H.
Proudfoot of Morehead with
the honorary doctor of
science degree. Proudfoot is
a longtime member and
current chairman of the
Rowan County Board of
Education.
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Black college coaches object
to raising academic standards
Gannett News Service
ATLANTA- Time out! That's the
message emanating from the Black
Coaches Association convention
that opened yesterday as NCM. officials continue to look at ways to
toughen academic and admission
standards for student athletes.
"There isn't one of us here who
opposes academic achievement or
doesn't want to improve the educational experience for our athletes,"
Tennessee basketball coach Wade
Hom,ton said. "But I am getting a
little concerned that we are changing the rules before we even know if
the old ones are working."
Houston, a graduate of the University of Louisville and former assistant coach at U of L, was among
several college coaches expressing
concem about the likely push
among NCM delegates for further
strengthening of the minimum
grade-point and standardized-test
score requirements known as Proposition 48,
NCAA standards now require all
prospective freshman athletes to
have a 2.0 grade-point average in II
core academic courses as well as a
700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
or an 18 ori the American College
Test in order to be able to compete
in varsity sports their first year. A
student can still be admitted to
school on athletic scholarship, but
failure to meet the Proposition 48
standards results in a loss of one
year's elig.iblity and a ban on practice and.competition as a freshman.
Proposition 48 standards have

been in effect for only five

years,
but they are under review because
of criticism that they are too low.
Leah Lewis, chair of the BCA's
legislative committee, said she ex•
pects a series of proposals, including ones to raise the current Proposition 48 standards, to be on the
agenda of the NCAA Convention to
be held in January,
"I don't think there is any doubt
that the presidents are intent on
raising the standards for admission
and for remaining in school," Lewis
said "I also don't think there is any
doubt that those who will feel the
greatest impact will be blacks from
the inner city."
None of the coaches expressed
much concern about raising academic standards for students once
they get in college, But they expressed reservations about the ap,proaches being taken on admission
standards.
"This really is a product of the
fact that no on really knows what to
do," Georgetown coach John
Thompson said. "So they are going
to try a number of things to see if
they can improve the.situation."
· Houston, who was hired at Tennessee during present Secretary of
Education Lamar Alexander's tenure as president there, agreed.
'.'These are attempts to standardize black youth, particularly black
men, and I don't think it is too valid," he said. "I am convinced, however, that if you give a young black
man a chance for an education he
will take it and do well regardless of
how well he did on a college test."
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EKU approves large bond issue
The Eastern Kentucky University board of regents has accepted
a bid by JJ.B. Hilliard,W.L. Lyons Inc. for the purchase of more
than $18.3 million in consolidated revenue bonds.
Proceeds from the sale will finance construction of a law enforcement training center and renovation of the Roark Building,
which houses the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences.
The 80,869•square-foot law enforcement training center will be
connected to the Stratton Building and will be used primarily by
the Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice Training.
·
Construction is expected to begin in the fall of 1991, with completion projected for early 1993.
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Plan would boost college aid for poor
By KAREN DE WITT
seek to raise the maximum Pell
· New York Times News Service grant by 54 percent, to 53,700 a
year. Total spending on higher
WASHlNGTON - The Bush education would increase to $12.6
administration will submit a plan billion in the 1992 fiscal year from
to Congress this week to increase Sll billion in 1991, but the number
federal college tuition grants for of students who receive financial
the poor and eliminate them for aid would drop from 6 million to
about 400,000 students whose 5.7 million.
At a House subcommittee hearfamilies earn more than $10,000 a
vear.
ing this month, Alexander said
· The plan, which would begin in that, given budget restraints, the
•he 1994 fiscal year, has already administration preferred to focus
met heavy criticism in Congress. aid on the poorest students to give
As Congress prepares to take them access to higher education.
'JP the plan. part of an overhaul of
While borrowing to pay for a
he federal Higher Education Act, college education was "never
many of its members are sharply easy," he said, middle-income studivided with the administration dents can minimize loans by at')Ver who should benefit from fed- tending less-expensive state and
' ral aid for a college education: community colleges where yearly
the poor and middle class, or only tuition is $2,000 or less.
the very poor.
But leading members of ConPell grants, the chief federal gress say they will not go along
:,rogram for undergraduates, now with a p(()posal essentially trans,rovide $5.3 billion in aid to 3.4 forming a major part of the higher
nillion college students, mostly education package into a poverty
rom families earning $35,000 a program.
"Mr. Joe Sixpack doesn't want
1ear or less; the administration's
')(an would eliminate nearly 12 to support programs that his fam,ercent from eligibility.
ily doesn't seem to get anything
In all, the programs provide from," said Rep. Wtlliam Ford, Dm.6 billion in grants and loans to Mich., chairman of the House
3 million students at nearly 8,500 Education and Labor subcommitnstitutions across the nation.
tee responsible for aid to higher
Although only the broad out- education.
ines of the administration's proThe main purpose of the Higher
)Osal have been made public, Education Act of 1986 is to aid
: ducation Secretary Lamar Alex- college students through federally
mder told House Speaker Thom- guaranteed loans and direct
is Foley last month that it would grants. Over the years, eligibility

requirements for this aid have
steadily decreased the number of
middle-class families who qualify.
Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R. l. 1 for
whom the grant program was
named, said the plan "'as "moving in precisely the wrong direction" and that larger grants for
more students were needed.
Even some Republicans have
criticized the proposal.
Rep. Marge Roukema, R-N.J.,
said the administration plan
"would present a serious erosion
of middle-class students and their
access" to higher education.
She added that many needy
working-class students were already excluded from federal student aid programs because a family home or farm was counted in
the eligibility formula.
Supporters of keeping financial
aid programs for lower• ahd mid•
. dle-income people also argue that
such families need assistance because college tuition has risen 135
percent since 1980, while family
income has risen 67 percent.
For the same period, the maximum Pell grant, which once covered 41 percent of the average college bill, now covers 26 percent of
that cost.
In overhauling the Higher Edu.
cation Act, many lawmakers also
want a student financial aid package that relies less on loans and
more on grants, which, they ar•
gue, will keep students from being burdened with huge debts.
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J of L's use
Jf Fiesta funds
~uestioned by
)lack leaders
ssoc1ated Press

LOUISVILLE
Some black
aders are not impressed with the
niversity of Louisville's commit1ent to multiculturalism, despite
,creased funding.
Of the Sl.25 million in proceeds
om participation in the Fiesta
owl this year. $400,000 was eararked for minority scholarship .
"It's a weak commitment, quesmable at best," said state Sen.
erald Neal, D-Louisville. "The uni·rsity needs to do more."
University President Donald
vain pledged an additional
08,000 for Pan-African studies
.d a multicultural center in the
91 ·92 budget last week.

But St w • , ~·tinted the
scliool's par_...::;.,.1
he '-iew
ced
Year's Day bowl ..,,tme -ay the
The increase announ
last
..;chool nt!t:Cb tu do 11,, ,re.
week brings funding for Pan-Afri·Dr. '-wc1m ,hoi:ld ~ ipolaud· can studies to $249,659, up from
ed." tt'lil'r,on (. 1 ,. 1.., 1
-.inner -5106.659. An additional S65.
e$·
I>arryI ()\, l"lt:- ,,.ud. ·1 Jbviou~ly this tablishes a budget for supplies, a
mrrease 15 ~nod. B11t I d,,n·· .,·,rnt 10 director and secretary to found the
give the 1mpre-s1on •hat I'm delin- multicultural center.
ous. I'm not really ~ure ~taff and
Larry Mehlbauer, director of U
suppon for Pan-. \lm:an ~llldtes 1- of L's Office of Planning and Budgat the level that n ~hould he. or et, said the funding is "continuing
could be."
money not related to the Fiesta
Controversy over the football Bowl, which are one-time funds."
game arose because the host state,
He said the $143,000 for PanArizona, had voted down a paid African studies will pay for two
state holiday hononng the Rev. full .time teachers, a part-time secreMartin Luther King Jr.
tary, supplies and travel expenses.
Louisville Alderman Paul BathThat will make three full-time
er said, "I applaud Dr. ~wain' teachers in the department, said
following through on h1~ i:omm1t• Bob Douglas, its chairman.
ment. But I still would have liked to
The department - begun in
have seen the university endow 1970 to examine the culture 'ind
funding for more scholarships be- society of Africans on the • . ,can
cause they are critical for low- continent; in North, Central and
income and minority students try- South America; and the Caribbean
ing to get in school and stay in - was hit hard by school budget
school."
cuts in 1982.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

"At that time, African studi•
programs all over the country we,
being abolished." Douglas sai
"But now renewed interest in mull
cultural cuniculums has helped
revive them."
Douglas said the new allocanc
is a third of a $386,516 three.ye.
increase pledged to the depamnen
Provost Wallace :\<lann satd L' c
L's plan to fund the depart.met
over a three-year period is Swair
"personal objective.'' But he ca1
tioned, ·• 'othmg ts certain when
comes to money. and a !nt of
depends on what our ft:ndmg
going to be from the state."
The Fiesta Bowl experienei
though, has shaken some blac
leaders' faith in Swain.
Many, such as the Rev.. Loui
Coleman, have complained th2
Swain backed away from pledges t
black students by failing to commthe total net proceeds from the bo.,..
to minority scholarship.
"It's always good to see anothe
minority program enhanced in tha
shop," Coleman said of the in
creases for Pan-African studi~
"But it's a day late and a dolla
short. Initially, the man said that a·
the Fiesta Bowl proceeds were gr
mg to minority scholarships.
strongly believe that all the mone
in the world will not undo th
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Health insurance requirement gives~
state-'s colJ~ge students new test
By, Chris Poore
Herald-Leader staff writ.er

Art Gillaspy and 16,000 other
Kentucky college students don't
have health insurance.
They are going to have to get it
by this fall - if they want to stay
in school.
''It's probably a good idea," said
Gillaspy, a University of Kentucky
student "But starting back to graduate school, stuff like that just

doesn't enter your mind. It's just an
added expense."
UK sent letters last week reminding full-time students that a
new state law requires them to have
proof of health insurance when they
register this fall.
Very few states have such a
requirement. Among those that do
are New Jersey and Massachusetts.
The Kentucky law does not
require any other groups to have
health insurance, even though 19
percent of the population was uninsured, according to 1988 figures.
Some student leaders think the
law is unfair because it singles out
students.
"I'm opposed to having the state
, mandate students into having in\ surance," said Scott Crosbie, UK's
\ new student president.
.
I
"It's discriminatory. It's bas1call ly unconstitutional."
\
David Holton, a Louisville attor1 ney representing the Board of Stu[ dent Body Presidents, has asked
I Attorney General Fred Cowan's office for an opinion on wheth~r the
law is constitutional. He said he
1 expected to hear from Cowan's
l office after Tuesday's election.

I

The cost of being a student
Gillaspy, 25, fits into the group
affected most by the law.
He is married. He just came
, back to school from Little Rock,
Ark. He is not covered by his
'1 parents' plan or that of his wife,

l

h .
k'
1 wo1swormg.

l

He did not have insurance as an
undergraduate.
He said he just never bothered
1
l with it.
:
Gillaspy had forgotten about
•· the new law until he got the letter
t from UK Thursday.
1: . "I just got that letter and I said,
;.'Oh my God, it's something else I

i

• have to pay.'"

;

The estimated cost of at least
: $40 a semester doesn't sound like a
: lot, Gillaspy said. But it would be
';added to $2,670 in out-of-state grad.1,.uate tuition for each semester, living expenses and more than $100
for books.
· And, plans with more than just
the basic coverage are likely to cost
up to $200 a semester.
Gillaspy is among 16 percent of
: Kentucky's college students who do
not have health insurance, according to 'a Council on Higher Education stiftiey. The law will require all

of them - in public and private
schools - to buy insurance.
Students can choose any plan
that meets the new requirement, but
group plans offered through the .
colleges probably will be cheaper,
said Debbie McGuffey, the council's
associate director.

-.-

Colleges are still seeking bids
from insurance companies and have
not developed plans or set prices.
But most will probably offer nofrills plans with just the required
benefits for about $40 a semester,
McGuffey said. Other plans with
broader coverage will cost from $75
to $200 a semester, depending on
the school and the amount of coverage.
The no-frills policies will cover
students only when they are in the
hospital.
The broader plans will pay for
outpatient care as well.
Moststudents who do not have
coverage will choose no-frills plans
because they are cheaper, said Kevin Charles, director of the Student
Health Service at Western Kentucky University.
"How many _college students go
into the hospital for an extended
period of time?" he said. "They
need treatment for stuff like communicable diseases - outpatient
care."

Charles said the most limited
plans would not cover expenses for
a broken leg unless the student had
to stay in the hospital.
Broader plans are better,
Charles said, but not perfect.
Western hopes to offer a broad
· plan that covers $25,000 in medical
expenses - typical of most schools.
Students will have to pay the first
$50 in medical expenses.
But "$25,000 doesn't go very
far," Charles said. "It's more comprehensive, but it's still not an
excellent plan by all stretches of the
imagination.
"My recommendation to all students is to purchase decent health
insurance."
But Gillaspy at UK said he
would probably buy the cheapest
plan.
"My wife works, but between ~s
we still don't do that well," he said.
"It's real rough."
'Wasn't passed in the dark'
The law, which takes effeq.
Sept 1 was designed to protectstud~nt~ from catastrophic health
care costs that can rum them fin:mcially, srud the law's s~onsor, Sen.
Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hmdman.
Bailey said that as cha11111fil1 of
the Senate's Health and Welfare
Committee, he had gotten calls for
yem-s from voters concerned about
· students who did not have health
insurance.
Bailey acknowledges that the
law does not cover as many areas
as students need.

"You could add anything Y?U
want to that provisio11;, but With
every addition you dnve up the
cost. Why don't the colleges corr~t
that? They ought to be· teach!ng
students the necessity of havmg
health care."
·
Why does the law apply just to
students?
.
"It was a real gap that seemed
to me to be the easiest•gap to fill,"
Bailey said. "Something needed to
be done · and maybe this bill will
stimulat~ some discussion on health
insurance on the college level."
, Bailey said the legislature had
rejected bills applying to the general population. And it would cost too
much of the state's· money to pay
for people who could not afford
health care, he srud.
The health insurance requirement was included in a comprehe?·
sive health bill Bailey introduced 1?
1990. Student leaders accused ~ley of trying to sneak the reqmr~ment through as one of 50 pages m
the bill.
But Bailey said newspaper and
television reporters were there
when the bill was introduced.
"It wasn't passed in the dark."
Two Kentucky universities already require their students to carry some form of health insurance.
Kentucky State University has a
mandatory policy that costs $33 a
semester, but it does not meet the
minimum requirements of the new
law.
Morehead State University has
a mandatory policy for students
and an optional major medical plan
that meet the law's requirements.
Attention and protest
The General Assernply passed
the measure unanimously in 199(/,
Bailey said. Only since then has it
attracted attention. and protest.
Student body presidents from
across Kentucky opposed the plan
and went to Frankfort to protest.
"I actually believe there are
going to be a lot of students who
won't be able to attend s~hool,"
UK's Crosbie said. "It's gomg to
affect a lot of students."
The Board of Student Body
Presidents took its concerns. to t~e
Health and Welfare Committee m
April.
.
Most students will get reminders about the requirement from
their schools over the next few
months.
Gillaspy said he had not really
looked at his letter yet.
"I just kind of put it asi~e," ~e
said: "I'll probably look at 11 this
weekend."

J
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If you plan to enroll this_ fall
in a Kentucky college or umver-_
sity _ public or private - here
is what you need to know about
health insurance:
o You must carry health insurance that pays for 14 days in
the hospital and 50 percent of
related doctor's fees.
0 You must meet this requirement if you are a full-~me
student, or if you are a part-tJme
student taking at least 75 percent
of a full course load.
• UK will enclose an "insur-

ance ccimpliance card" with bills
for tuition and fees. Yau must
indicate on the cards that you
intend to buy insurance ?r that
you have insui:ance meetmg the
minimum requirement. You will
have to provide the name of the
company the policy number and
the nam~ of the subscriber.
o Most colleges are still b!dding for insurance compames
and have not developed plans or
set prices. Estimates range from
$40 to $200 a semester.
• UK has set up a hot line for
insurance questions: (606) 2338982.
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Reporters donate prize
to fund for Al ice Lloyd
Herald-Leader stall report

was in failing health and her docTen reporters for the Lexington tors told her to find a milder
Herald-Leader
have
donated climate.
$26,500 in prize money to establish
A minister gave her his abanan endowment fund at Alice Lloyd doned mission shack on TroubleCollege in Eastern Kentucky.
some Creek in Knott County. InThe fund - called the John S. stead of succumbing to her illness,
Carroll Endowment - will be used Lloyd spent the next 40 years
to fund annual scholarships for establishing schools throughout the
economically disadvantaged stu- mountains.
dents in Appalachia.
The college today is one of only
Carroll is the former editor of five mandatory work-study colleges
the Herald-Leader who oversaw the in the country where low-income
"Cheating Our Children" series that students work their way through
exposed widespread abuse of the school.
education system and of property
"We wanted to give something
taxes used to fund education. He back to the children who have been
has become editor of the Baltimore cheated by the system and to honor
Sun.
John Carroll, who spent his career
The series helped spark major in Kentucky fighting for improveeducation reforms and won the ments in the state's education sys1990 Selden Ring Award for inves- tem," the reporters said.
tigative reporting, which carried a
Fred Mullinax, president of Al$25,000 prize. It also won the $1,500 ice Lloyd, said, "Alice Lloyd is
Benjamin Fine Award from the honored to be the recipient of this
National Association of Secondary endowed scholarship fund from the
School Principals.
Herald-Leader reporters.
Alice
Alice Lloyd College, in Pippa Lloyd's dream was to uplift our
Passes, plans to match the endow-· region through education opportument with other donations. The nity. The John S. Carroll endowed
reporters are also seeking other scholarship will assist in the contincontributions in hopes of raising the uance of that mission."
endowment to at least Sl00,000.
The 10 reporters are: Jack
The fund's earnings will pay for Brammer. Bill Estep, Bob Geiger,
several grants a year to students Valarie Honeycutt. Jamie Lucke,
from Kentucky's present 5th and John Winn Miller. Lee Mueller,
7th congressional districts. The Mary Ann Roser, Joseph S. Stroud
newspaper series showed that those and Kit Wagar.
counties in Eastern and ScutheastThe series won a story of the
ern Kentucky suffered from the year award from Investigative Reworst abuses in their education and porters and Editors and received
property tax systems.
the top award for public service
Alice Lloyd, a four-year college, from the Scciety of Professional
was founded by Alice Lloyd, a Journalists. It also was a finalist for
journalist from Boston. She came to the 1990 Pulitzer Prize for investiAppalachia in 1916 because she gative reporting.
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Tournament site, format may char:lge
week also is a disservice to the fans
who follow their teams all year. It's
notebook
tough to ask them to take off fro?J
work. This way, they could come m
Beebe said "and we've looked at on the weekend."
their facilities. This is all in the
Last season, Morehead State
initial stage, but we're shooting for reportedly returned every ticket exnext season." Tentative dates are cept one to Murray State, the host
March 6-8, Friday through Sunday. school. Eastern Kentucky sold 16
Freedom Hall and Louisville tickets.
Gardens are the sites the OVC is
Television could determine
considering if Louisville becomes when the championship would be
the tournament host, Beebe said.
played, Beebe said. ESPN has teleA conflict would exist March 7 vised the title game in recent years.
because the University of Louisville
"We understand what ESPN
1has a game at Freedom Hall. Game does for us" Beebe said, "and we
1times might be rearranged for want to strike a balance. We will
' U of L and the OVC semifinals, try to keep ESPN."
according to Steve Angelucci, assisPlaying the title game Sunday
tant athletic director for external might be attractive to ESPN, Ange·
affairs at Eastern Kentucky.
lucci said. "This is the weekend
The past several years, the reg- before all the big conference tournaular-season OVC champion has re- ments are held. And it wouldn't
ceived a first-round bye. Opening- interrupt the kids' school work."
round games have been played on
Eastern coach Mike Pollio has
the campuses of the three highest pushed the idea of a neutral site for
seeds. Those winners have traveled the OVC Tournament.
to the champion's campus for the
"It would be a great weekend,"
semifinals and title game.
he said. "We would know where we
Beebe would like to change that were going, and we could sell some
format because the semifinals and packages. Now, fans can't plan to
finals have been played during go because they don't know where
midweek.
it will be.
"That flies in the face of aca"The first-place team would
demics " he said. 'We want to be have two advantages. They get a
fair to 'our student-athletes. Having bye, and they would play the lastthe tournament in the middle of the seeded team. That's enough of an
' advantage."

ave

By Rick Bailey
-lerald-Leader staff writer

The Ohio Valley Conference is
:onsidering moving its post-season
Jasketball tournament from camJuses to a neutral site, possibly
Louisville.
Commissioner Dan Beebe and
several athletic directors visited
Louisville this week and expect to
nake a presentation to OVC school
xesidents at the league's summer
:Oeeting June 6-7 in Nashville.
"Louisville has approached us,"

Steve Hamilton and former Easte1
athletic director Don Combs will I
inducted into the OVC Hall of Fan
during the meeting in Nashville.
Hamilton was an All-Americr
basketball player at Morehead ar
set five school rebounding record
He is the Eagles' fourth all-tin
leading scorer. He was a majo
league pitcher for 12 (1961-197
years.
Combs served 19 years as atl
letic director at Eastern and retin
last year. As swimming coach fr01
1957 to '75, he built a nationall
respected program that won l
straight Kentucky lntercollegial
swimming and diving champio1
ships.

All-sports champs
Murray State captured ti
men's OVC all-sports trophy for tl
1990-91 school year. Middle Te
nessee State won the women's tr
phy.
The Murray men's progra1
clinched its honor in late Apr
when the Racer tennis team m
second in the league. Murray fo
ished with 78 points. Eastern w,
next with 69 points. Following the,
were Middle (61), Austin Peay (4'1
Morehead (42), Tennessee Tech (4
and Tennessee State (22).
The Middle women wound u
with 75 points. Eastern was secon
with 69. Murray was third with 6
points, followed by Morehead (37
Tennessee Tech (36), Tennesse
Hall of Fame honorees
Morehead State athletic director State (32) and Austin Peay (28).

--------r
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1ransy raises $27.8 million,
exceeds fund-raising goal
By Sonya Turner
flerald-Leader staff writer

Transylvania University has
completed its five-year fund-raising
drive six months early, and univer~ity President Charles L. Shearer
said a new campaign might be
launched within a year.
: John R. Hall, chairman of Ashland Oil Inc. and leader of the
..-~paign, said yesterday that the
uniYersity had raised $27.8 million
since July 1986, surpassing its $25
million goal.
: "The generous response from
~round the state and from national
corporations and foundations made
our success possible," Hall said.
: Transylvania has no plans for a
ne,v campaign, but more money
lvill be needed to keep tuition rates
· ~s low as possible, Shearer said.
: He said he expected to develop
new fund-raising goals within a

•
year.

; "As part of the joy (of complet{ng the campaign), you know you
I

also have a lot of work ahead of
you," he said.
.-\!though the school has a full
enrollment of 1,091 students, tuition
does not cover all expenses, said
William T. Young, chairman of the
Transylvania board of trustees.
"Fund raising of this nature is a
way of life," he said. "But we're
going to rest for a day, or two."
Transylvania's general endowment has grown from $30.l million
at the start of the campaign to $48
million. Shearer said he expected
that number to grow as pledged
gifts are sent in.
Money from the general endowment can be targeted at specific
programs or put into the school's
operating budget.
From the recent campaign,
$10.3 million will be used for scholarships, including $8.3 million for
William T. Young merit-based
scholarships that cover room,
board,· tuition and fees for four
years. The John R. Bryden Appala-

chian Scholarship Program forl
southern Appalachian students and
the Kentucky River Coal Corporation Scholarships received $1 million each.
The campaign also established
the $5 million Bingham program for
rewarding excellent teachers. Selected faculty members receive
$11,000 to $15,000 salary bonuses
for three years, A summer program
for faculty studies and research
received $500,000.
In addition, $1.8 million was
earmarked for the construction of
the Poole Residence Center on campus that will house 54 students.
The renovation of two other residence halls this summer will be
aided by $400,000. Money also wad
earmarked for the renovation of
Graham Cottage, the Transylvania
alumni house.
The rest of the money will be
used for smaller projects or for the
university's general budget, Shearer
said.

1

..
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Fick
t h e nick~ at.
.
.
_
_B_y_T_O_N_Y_C_UR_N_U_T_T_E_,2_,:;;e'i:-lMorehead
~~
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MOREHEAD - Morehead ·
State University's lengthy
< ick ·worked the last six
search for a men's basketball
years under Coach Tony Barcoach concluded Thursday
one, who left Creighton folwith the hiring of Creighton
lowing the NCAA tournament
University assistant coach
to become the head man at
Dick Fick.
Texas A&M.
The move puts an end to a
"It's" a big day for coaches
two-month search for a replacement for Tommy Gaither
all over th e country with
who resigned in March. Th~
rhyming names."' Fick joked.
hiring of Fick came after
"Tony Barone pioneered it. If
University of Minnesota asDick Fick can get a head
sista_nt coach Al Brown apcoaching job, coaches with
parently turned down the 1"ob
rhyming names will be very
Fick, 38, quickly put to re~t
excited."
any poss!ble displeasure at not
Fick, a native of Joliet, Ill.,
bemg a ftrst choice.
also spent six seasons at Val."~e're. not too far from
paraiso 0 973 -35 ), one as a
Cmcmn~t1. If the Cincinnati
graduate assi stant a nd five as
Reds said to me I could join
assi st ant coach. He handl ect
the team and bat seventh in
recruiting, scouting and adthe order, anct r wanted to bat
ministrative duties
at both
•
nd
four.th, what would I do?
Creighton a Valparaiso.
Thats ho w I ,ee
, 1 a bout it. I'll
While Fick comes from a
bat eighth or ninth.
school that has three straight
"When Mo h d
·ct
20-win seasons, including two
.
re ea sa1 they
would hke me to be the head
trips to th e NCAA tournament
basketball
h h ,
and one to the National Incoac , t at s all I
needed. ~en r, get a T-shirt
vitation Tournament, he faces
an1, a whistle, I II be ready to
a rebuil ding job at Morehead,
go.
which finished last season 1613.
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ACC president
pitches to keep
brightest here _
dress, but because of threatening clouds the program w~s
reversed. However, no ram
fell.
Melissa Meyers and Ryan
Hogsten were named recipients of the Pollock Prizes,
given annually to the students
judged by teachers to be the
most outstanding girl and boy
in the senior class.
Meyers, who plans to attend
the University of Kentucky,
received the_ Armco Steel Co.
Sons and Daughters Scholarship, Elks Lodge Family
Scholarship and the Blazer
Principal's Achievement
Scholarship.
·

By ROGER ALFORD

OF THE

J
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ASHLAND - Eastern Kentucky needs home-grown
leaders to help the region
prosper in the 1990s and beyond, Ashland Community
College President Anthony
Newberry told 217 graduates
of Paul G. Blazer High School
it commencement exercises
Thursday evening.
t f
The region faces a ~os 0
problems, includin& its f~t
tering economY, envrronme
and health care.
t
"But probably our _mos
serious problem of all. is the
loss of our best and brightest
students," Newberry said at
the ceremony' held at Put-nam Stadium.
In an unusual move, the
program was altered because
of the threat of rain. 1:}suaµy
students receive their diplomas after the ke~ote ad-

I

Hogsten, who also plans to
attend the University of Kentucky, received the Dimension
Cable Services Scholarship,
the Michael David Daniels
Scholarship and the Blazer
-Principal's Achievement
Scholarship.
The two were members of
one of Blazer's most successful
senior classes, one that led the
school to a state football
championship and a national
academic competition title,
Principal Janice Ledford said,

•-

--

Fick, who considers h1msel
fut!~0 nias~~t:1?ign °~e!ii1~
the fact the Wildcats have 1
Dec. 12 dat~ with Moreheac
State in Louisville, has nc
state ties but plans to includE
an assistant with Kentucky
connections.
"I definitely plan to do
that," he said. "One of the
things that helped seli me tc
coming here is the fact that
we're in Kentucky.
"They (the MSU search
committee) told me to recruit
however I wanted to. I told
them I wanted to recruit
here ... We're going to move
from here on out. I tried to
recruit from Kentucky (at
Creighton) and they don't
want to leave the state. Kids
don't want to leave Kentucky.
I thought maybe if I got a job
in Kentucky, I could keep
some of them home."
Fick received a four-vear
contract starting at $52,500. He
turned down an assistant
coach offer at Loyola Marymount to take the Morehead
1"ob. His style of play is quite
similar to the California
school, always among the
leaders in points scored.
"My style is very, very highpaced offense, with a mind
that defense generates that
kind of offense," Fick said.
"Passing fundamentals are
very poor. If you press and
trap, you get poor passing.
You get poor passing, you get
-

turnovers."

Fick plans to talk with his
players and is ready to get a
look at their basketball skills.
He also has a plan for bringing more fans into Ellis T.
Johnson Arena.
"There are two things that
have to work for a good basketball program," he said.
"Number one, you have to
have enthusiasm; and, two,
the kids have to play hard. If
there's enthusiasm and the
kids are playing hard, people
want to be a part of it.
"I'll go out and bring them
in, if I have to."

Newberry related some
strategies to help the graduates survive in uncertain
times. He told them to commit
themselves to see education as
a life-long endeavor, work
hard and persevere, develop a
sense of purpose and goals,
and develop a support network
of people to help them along
the way.
The graduation ceremony
"is the last page of one very,
very important chapter in
life," but it's also a beginning,
he said.
"What ever your career
choice may be .. , I ask you to
give serious consideration to
making your career in this
region," he said.
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Best students still in need,
educator warns
By Mary Ann Roser
Herald-Leader Washington bureau

WASHINGTON
After two decades of emphasizing basic skills, America's schools are not paying enough
attention to their best and brighiest
students - a trend that po&."S a potential
threat to U.S. economic: competiti veness,
a leading educator warned yesltrday.
The proportion of . tudtnts who
earned top scores in the Na11<mal Assess•
ment of Educational Progress remained
essentially unchanged between 1971 and
1988, according to a major study by the
Educational Testing Service.
Of those top performing students
who went on to college in 1980. only half
had graduated within st\it!n years, said
Gregory R. Anrig, president of the Educational Testing Service.
The report, the most comprehensive
look at the education careers of highperfonnance students, also shows that
the proportion of students who :;core at
top levels on the test peaks in the fuurth
grade and then declines through the 12th
grade. "It should be thl' otlwr way
around," Anrig said.
Overall, the percentage of students
earning bachelor's degrees increased 8
percent from 1978 lO 1988. At the same
time, 4 percent fewer students earned
master's degrees, while the percentage of
those earning doctorates increased by 8
percent.
The report contains achievement
score data on the top student::., from
elementary through graduate schcx,I and,
for the first time, makes public their
scores on college graduate-level examinations. _
In general, the data show that more
progress has been made at Lhe college
level and less at the elementary and
secondary school levels.
"On the one hand, our higher education system seem · to be the envy of the
world - more and more foreign students
are coming here to get their degrees,"
said Paul E. Barton. director of the Policy
Information Center.
"On the other hand, in the K (kinder•
garten) through 12 system, there are so
few student:. at the top of achievement
levels, and this top itself is unremark
able. And where we do have talent in the
pipeline, it leaks as it nows to the higher
education system," Barton said.

Bad marks

Good marks

• Fewer th.an 7 perrent of 17-yearolds can solve multistep problems and
algebra.
• Only one in 11 middle school
students understands measurement or
geometry concepts or scientific knowledge and principles in math, compared
with two in five students in South

Korea.
• Just 6 percent of high school
students had writing ability rated better than "adequate" or "minimal."
• Very few at the top are minority
students.
• The proportion of black male
graduates earning bachelor's degrees
seven years after high school is half
that of whites, and the relative proportions are as bad or worse at the
graduate level - wor.:.e than a decade
earlier.

• Scores on the Graduate Re.cud
Examination and Graduate Management Admissions Test have steadily
increased throughout the 1 ~ while
the nwn ber of those tiking the test has
gone up. From 1981 to 1990, average
scores on the GRE increased 8 points
on verbal skiJls, 36 points on quantitative and 30 points on analytical skills.
• The proportion of high school
students participating in Advanced
Placement courses has grown dramatically, from 93,000 in 1978 to 324,000 in

1990.
• High school students taking C.01lege Board achievement tests increased
from 6.5 percent in 1979 to 7.6 percent
in 1990, and average scores went up
from 529 to 546 points.
• By 1988, females were virtually
equal with males in the percentage of
16- to 24•year-olds enrolled in four-year
colleges.
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Berea College seniors graduate
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College awarded degrees to 218 seniors at
commencement Sunday, and recognized nine students who will
graduate at the end of the summer term.
Commencement speaker was Dr. Lee Knefelkamp, professor of
higher education at Columbia University's Teacher's College and
senior associate with the American Association for Higher Education. Earlier Sunday, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale addressed graduates at a baccalaureate service.
The T.J. and Hilda Wood Awards for outstanding male and
female graduates to Richard Habem Abbott of Knoxville, Tenn.,
and Amy Lynn Carter, of Huntington, W.Va.; the Seabury Award
for Excellence in Teaching to Dr. Jeanne M. Hoch; the Elizabeth
Perry Miles Award for Community Service to Dr. Thomas A.
Boyd.
Honorary degrees were awarded to feminist scholar Dr. Carolyn
Heilbrun of Columbia University and to folksinger, composer and
aulhor Jean Ritchie.

- A servrLC ul tl1e Office of Media Relations-
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f!Joard tabs Wade GilleYl
£ r +, .p Marshall post
By DAVID W

ILKISON
T HE ASSOCIATED P RESS

CHARLESTON, W.Va. - A
George Mason University
administrator wasn't the first
choice of several Marshall
University factions as the
school's next pres ident. but
officials say they'll work with
him.
J. Wade Gilley. senior vice
president at George Mason in
Fairfax, Va., was tentatively
named Thursday by the University of West Virginia System's board to succeed Dale
Nitzschke. who resigned last
year to become president of
the University of New Hampshire.
Gilley, 52, said Thursday
from his home in Vienna. Va.,
he will accept the Marshall
presidency. The board will
meet June 21 to make the
decision final.
System Chancellor Charles
Manning still needs to negotiate salary and benefits with
Gille y. Nitzsc hk e earned
$83.000 a year.
The fmal choice among the
four finalists came down to

Gilley or Bruce Carpenter,
president of Eastern Montana
College, sources on the board
told The Herald-Dispatch of
Huntington.
The other finalists were
Edward Boehm, Marshall's
vice president of institutional
advancement , and George
Frederickson, former Eastern
Washington University president.
Carpenter, who emphasized
the importance of academics
over athletics, was the choice
of the Marshall Faculty Senate, student government and
classified staff.
;•1 think we'll take a waitand-see attitude," said Kathy
Chezik, president of the Faculty Senate. "He will have a
honeymoon. then we'll see if
he can make the marriage
last. We hope that he can.
" We're disappointed, but it's
the board's right to make the
decision and we knew that
going in,'' Chezik said.

However, Gilley said he
supports much of what Carpenter says about sports and
academics.
"The athletic program is
secondary to the academic
program. There's no question
about it," he said.
Manning said he doesn't
expect resentment over the
board's decision.
"Clearly what you want is
the best start on a very tough
job, so we're very hopeful the
community will be able to pull
together behind Dr. Gilley and
we'll be able to move forward," he said.
"We have received from the
leaders hip people that we
talked with assurance that
' Sure, we will work with
whomever.'"
Joe Simoni was the only
board member to vote against
Gilley.
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Centre's largest graduating class
told liberal education is essential
Associated Press
DANVILLE, Ky. - Centre College
graduated 204 seniors yesterday,
the largest graduating class in the
private college's history.
Hanna H. Gray, pre~ident of the
University of Chica,;,, told the
graduates that their liberal education will be essential to their "real
world" lives.
"Liberal learning is not a component but a dimension of our existence," Gray said.
" Education is really a statement
about the future, about the ideals

you wish to see realized in the fu.
ture .. . . How can a liberal-arts education prepare us for the real
world? It gives us the power to deal
with that world, to master the new
and rethink the old."
Calling on her academic training
as a historian, Gray, 60, pointed out
that the liberalJy educated can avoid
"cheap and simple interpretations
of history" such as those that led to
the rise of Nazi Germany. "The
study of history is relevant (m the
real world) for developing discerning judgment," she said.
Gray was one of two recipients of

honorary degrees at Centre's 168th
commencement, held in the Norton
Center for the Arts. Centre also
awarded an honorary degree co
Richard L. Morrill, the baccalaureate speaker and president of the
University of Richmond in Virginia.
He was Centre's 18th president,
from 1981 to 1988.
During commencement, special
medallions were presented to the
women's valedictorian, Wijdan Jreisat of Louisville, and the men's valedictorians, R. Andrew Chambers of
Taylor County and Tao Le of Elizabethtown.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Scholastic body has done quit
accrediting, gone to meddling

I

t is said of. certain swellheads,
in a fine American idiom, that
they get too big for their
britches. The observation applies richly these days to the Middle States Association of Colleges
and Schools. It has
embarked upcn a
dictatorial course
that is transform- .,
ing the association_;
into Meddlesome "
Molly.
You should
know that in the KILPATRICK
academic world,
accreditation is the be-all and endall. A college or university that is
officially accredited qualifies for
various forms of federal aid.
There is more. Private foundations will suppcrt accredited colleges; they rarely will suppcrt an
unaccredited college. Students in
need of federal grants or loans are
foreclosed from attending a pariah
institution. For a school to be denied accreditation is to bear the
mark of the outcast.
The Middle States Association
is the most influential of six regional accrediting agencies. It holds life
or death power over all four-year
member colleges in six Eastern
states. Roughly 60 agencies offer
supplementary accreditation in
such specialized fields as journalism, law and Christian theology,
but it is Middle States that matters.
Until December 1988, Middle
States made its rulings on academic

criteria: How many books were in
the library? What basic courses
were included in the curriculum?
How many Ph.D.s were on the faculty? What was the level of academic publication and research?
Then, a trendy wind swe~t
through the association's comdors.
Now Middle States decreed that an
institution could lose its accredita. lion if it failed to provide evidence
of "diversity" and "pluralism" in
certain respects.
The first well-publicized victim
was Baruch College in New York. It
was ordered to put more blacks on
its faculty. Baruch caved in.
Then, in manifest contempt for
First Amendment guarantees of religious freedom, Middle States
turned its eye upon colleges that.
are religiously oriented. About 20
have been vaguely threatened.
The threat to Westminster
Theological Seminary in suburban
Philadelphia is not veiled. Westminster, staunchly Presbyterian, was
founded 60 years ago. It serves 550
graduate students who are prospective ministers and church leaders.
Its tenets in one regard are clear:
Westminster does not approve the
ordination of women. Relying upcn
its interpretation of Scripture, it
restricts board membership to men.
Middle States has found this
intolerable. On March 7, 1990, Robert H. Chambers, vice chairman of
Middle States' Commission on
Higher Education, signed the death
penalty. Either Westminster puts
women on its board or Westminster

will loses accreditation. Since the_
new criteria were pro~ou_nced, said
Chambers, "the CO!"ffitss~o.n h?,s
never wavered in ,ts position. It
will not waver now.
.
Westminster will not waver, either. On April 26, it filed a formal
complaint with the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, chargmg
that Middle States' socially correct
criteria amount to an unwarranted
and wrongheaded intrusion upcn
academic freedom.
The new criteria de~d that
board members reflect "different
pcints of view," The seminary asks,
what different pcints of view? An.
atheistic point of vie"'.? A_n agnostic
point of view? The mtena deman~
members with "different interests,
Whal different interests? Members
must have "different experiences."
What experiences?
·
Says counsel William B. Ball: . .
"The provisions are incomprehensibly vague."
..
And so indeed they are,. but the·
evil in this affair does not l_,e ,_n
lawyerly standards of s~fictty.
Middle States, for all practtcal pur· •
pcses, is an agency of _the U.S.
,
government. As such, !t 1s ~n!11n•
gling the government m religious
decisions that are quite simply none.
of the government's business,
Education Secretary Lamar Alexander has the pcwer to st~p this
intolerable nonsense. _And Middle
States should be advtsed: If he
doesn't, Congress will.
© Universal

Press Syndicate
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' Marshali University president named
CHARLESTON,

w.va. - A George Mason University adminis-

trator wasn't the first choice of several Marshall University factions
as the school's next president, but officials say they will work with
him.
J. Wade Gilley, senior vice president at George Mason in Fairfax,
Va., was tentatively named Thursday by the University of West
Virginia System's board to succeed Dale Nitzschke, who resigned last
year to become president of the University of New Hampshire.
Gilley, 52, said Thursday from his home in Vienna, Va., that he
would accept the Marshall presidency. The board will meet June 21 ··
to make the decision final.
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OLLEGES

.

.
ennessee State task force is expected to recomme'!d
ta~~~~Jor_row that the Ohio Valley Conference school begin
negotiations with the Southern Conference._
al th t the
The task force was hesitant about an outnght propos t ~ The
school leave the OVC, an athletics department source o1
Tennessean in a story published yesterday:
.
.d t will
The annual OVC summer i:neetings of un:ers1! 6~,~~ know
begin Thursday, OVC comnusser Dan Bee e sai e
what the task force would say.
·· d that the future of
Task force members apparently are wome
. . th t
Division I-AA football in the OVC is in jeopardy, behevmgard ~
some of the smaller-budget programs might start a move tow
AAA non-scholarship football.
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NKU breaks ground for dorm projec1
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentucky UniversitJ
will break ground June 20 for new dormitories, a project delayec

for months by a controversy over state bidding procedures.
The $9.8 million project will add housing for 600 students. Th,
university's dorms now can house 396 students.
After the months of delay, the contract was awarded in April tc
Pulliam Investment Co. of Spartanburg, S.C. Graves/furner Developments Inc. of Lexington originally had been awarded the
contract, but was disqualified in February when it conceded it
obtained a copy of Pulliam's first bid.
Pulliam contended that Graves/furner copied its bid and also
benefited from pclitical favoritism. People involved with Graves/Turner and the subcontractors it proposed to use contributed at
le.as! $58,000 to political causes supported by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
A federal grand jury in Lexington is investigating the bidding
process,

•
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Gifted students seem to find niche
at new school on university campus
Associated Press

education is that the gifted child fews and travel restrictions.
will succeed in any classroom,"
But Providence said she hasn't
MUNCIE, Ind. ~ Christina Provi- Watson said. "These gifted students missed out on being a teen:ager by
dence worked harder than she ex- deserve as much attention and help going to the academy.
_
pected to this year at the Indiana as any other student."
"For the most part, I ,haven't
Academy· for Science, Mathematics
Several teachers , and students . missed the things I thought I
and Humanities.
called the academy s first year a would," she said. "I haven't had
time to watch 1V, and now I really
/
Still, Providence, one of 145 mem- success.
. · hers of the first class to attend the
"This might be the place where don't want to."
·
school" for academically talented these kids finally fit in," said history
Most of the academy classes are
high school juniors and seniors, teacher Kenneth Stuart. "Others held in Muncie Burris Laboratory
said she wasn't ready to take a sum- aren't going to ridicule them be- School, and Burris is the sponsor
mer vacation when classes ended cause of how they talked in class for most extracurricular activities
last week.
because they are all in the same for students at both the laboratory
and th e academy.
"I love summer, but I've never ex- boat."
perienced an end of school that·is·as ,, John Dykes, a student from CrawDespite some concerns at the beambiguous as this one," she said.
fordsville, Ind., said he had expect• ginning of the year about the interThe school on the Ball State Uni- ed a difficult adjustment to the action of the two sets of students,
versity campus in Muncie is one of school because he had always had a Burris principal Kenneth Miller said
only eight of its kind in the coun!Iy. hard time making friends. But he he thought things had gone well.
the oth•
Providence said she thinks just said living in the dorm- with
JOt Of th t.
"A year ago I would have envih
tud
t
d
about every student was surprised er s en s c ange a
a
sioned a little more interaction than
how it had turned out.
"I expected all the hard work," did occur, but I think that was be"It wasn't what I expected in both Dykes said. "But I didn't expect all cause of the intensive program of
good and bad ways," she said. "I the social interaction that has oc- study required of the academy students," Miller said.
didn't expect to work so hard, but I curred.''
was a lot more motivated to do
Watson, a former high school his·
Academy students began particithings."
tory teacher, said he found the so- paling on athletic teams and tit acAttending the school required a cial environment of the academy to tivities such as the school band and
huge adjustment for some students, be different from regular high orchestra as the year went on, said
James Green, the academy's direcwho had to move away from their schools.
families as 16-year-olds and live and
"The normal high school environ- tor.
work alongside their classmates in ment is based mostly on popular"The fact that the students have
one of Ball State's dormitories.
ity," Watson said. "That has not been able to do that without infring"Some of these students have and probably will not be a problem Ing on the academic program is an
example of their growth in maturinever been challenged, never had to at our institution."
A year at the academy also has ty," he said.
study before," said physics teacher
David Rader. "We gave them a col- had an impact on the students' old
lege-level physics textbook, and friendships.
many of them didn't know what to
"I can't interact with my old
do with it."
friends from high school because
History teacher Mark Watson they don't have the same experi•
said academy teachers had worked ences I have," Dykes said. "The
all yeat at challenging a group of only person I really have anything
students who as sophomores had a in common with is a friend who is
median Scholastic Aptitude Test in college" and had many of the
score well above the average for same experiences of going away to
high school seniors.
school.
i· "I think one of the great myths of Academy students have strict cur-

